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Abstract

Modules and aspects are different approaches to a common goal of
constructing large, complex software quickly. Unfortunately, neither
is solely sufficient.
We demonstrate that the differences between modules and aspects
are not irreconcilable, and that a carefully crafted module system can
cater to aspect-oriented features. We show that it is possible to combine the software-engineering features of module systems with aspects’
abilities to modularize crosscutting behaviors.
We present an existence proof in the form of a prototype module system, Aspectual Collaborations, combining separate compilation, modular reasoning, type safe reuse, and aspectual interception
of behavior from oblivious base modules. Type soundness is shown to
hold for a minimal model of the system.
By tempering the power of aspects with encapsulation boundaries
maintained by a module system, the desirable qualities of both are
achieved while tempering their respective weaknesses.
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Chapter 1

Thesis and Anti-thesis

T

HIS thesis explores the intersection of module systems and the aspect and object oriented styles of

programming (henceforth aop and oop, respectively).
The key idea behind module systems is that by allowing the language to enforce encapsulation of

implementation details behind an interface, clients of the implemented behavior are forced to remain
oblivious to the details of its implementation—and hence are immune to changes to the implementation
as long as the interface is unchanged. Programs constructed from modules can thus be analyzed in
these smaller pieces (the modules), rather than as monolithic structures. If a module is reused, time
spent understanding it is amortized over all uses. Modules can be implemented separately, resulting
in streamlined parallel development, and reused in other programs, resulting in an overall reduction
in programming tasks, without affecting other modules of the program. Thus, modules allow larger
programs to be constructed, and by enabling parallel development and reuse, also significantly speed up
this construction.
However, not all behaviors fit neatly into a module. Common examples are error handling and
context-sensitive behavior (where behavior varies depending on from where it is invoked). In general,
such behaviors rely on, and modify, events in other parts of the program. We may find that code in
one module affects an invariant maintained by another module: for example, we may wish to mirror a
file-system’s directory layout in memory, without having to rewrite either the i/o module or its client.
The specification is compact, but the implementation touches all disk operations.
The Aspect-Oriented Programming (aop) manifesto can be summarized as “languages have modules, but
programmers have concerns.” The key insight/opinion is that a single kind of module boundary—be
it along method, class, or set of classes—will not be sufficient to capture all the kinds of concerns the
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programmer wishes to express. In order to cleanly modularize his concerns, the programmer needs to
draw module boundaries in different directions under different scenarios.
Unfortunately, this also implies that the interaction points between modules become less regular: for
example, if we wish to modularize a behavior that is implicitly  invoked whenever a variable is modified,
we cannot use the same interface that we would have used, had we wanted to modularize a set of
classes exposing a subset of their members. The difference in interfaces is that the implicit interface
allows external behavior to be imposed upon the module, while traditional interfaces expose parts of the
module to the external world. The needs of flexible concern interaction seem to contradict the strict
regimentation of module interfaces. Thus, many languages offer a trade-off: either a module system
that caters to different dimensions of concerns but with simple interactions between the modules, as in
Hyper/J; or a module system that captures complex interactions between concerns but offering conversely
simpler modularity constructs, as in AspectJ.
This thesis investigates what happens if we attempt to combine modules and aspects. We design a
language, provide an implementation using Java as a base object-oriented (oo) language, and formally
analyze a small model of the language using a much smaller language as the oo core. We aim to show
that with suitable design, a module system can interact well with aspect-oriented features.
Contribution and Thesis Organization

By adding aspect-oriented (ao) features, we provide a module

system that combines the features of a traditional module system (such as modular reasoning, flexible
reuse, program composition, and type-safe separate compilation) with aspect-oriented features (such as
interception and control of method executions in other collaborations). The system allows aspects and
base code to be separately compiled, and allows aspects to be reused across methods of different signatures
in a type-safe manner without requiring dynamic casts.
The thesis is organized as follows:
The rest of this chapter explores what trade-offs are required to combine aspects and modules. We
identify the differing goals of aspect-oriented and modular programming, discusses why the two complement each other naturally, and how it is possible to combine them so that their respective weaknesses
are addressed while maintaining their desirable properties. The central thesis of this dissertation is expanded on in Section . (page ), and the details of our system are discussed in Section .. (page
).
Chapter  (page ) briefly analyzes the large body of related work, including roles (Section ., page
), collaboration-oriented designs and full-fledged module systems (Section ., page ), aspectoriented languages (Section ., page ), formal semantics (Section ., page ), and support for
 Why

implicit invocation is interesting is covered in the next section.
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crosscutting features in software engineering (Section ., page ).
Chapter  (page ) presents Aspectual Collaborations with a number of smaller examples, looking at
how aspects and modules combine to produce several emergent properties.
Chapter  (page ) presents a formal model of our system, based on the minimal Featherweight Java
semantics. We show that our extensions to the base language retain type soundness (Section ., page
), that compilation of collaborations preserves typing (Section ., page ), and that no dynamicerror locations are inserted by compilation (Section ., page ). The chapter ends (Section .,
page ) with a discussion of language design trade-offs.
Chapter  (page ) concludes with future work.

. Modules vs. Aspects

There is a seemingly inherent contradiction between aspects and modules. This section summarizes the
bases for this contradiction, while the next section shows how the contradiction can be ameliorated. The
interested reader is directed to [LLO], which this section summarizes.

.. Modules

Module systems present trade-offs between encapsulation and flexibility.

By hindering external code

from accessing the internals of a module, three fundamental abilities are enabled:
Decomposability. A key benefit of modularizing program development is to ease the programmer’s
burden of understanding the program by allowing pieces to be understood in isolation from each
other. This property additionally isolates development teams from each other, allowing development
to proceed in parallel without danger of teams interfering with each other.
Composability. It is natural to want to apply modular reasoning recursively to larger modules: constructing them not monolithically, but from smaller constituent modules. This allows the programmer
to balance flexibility, which is maximal in a flat architecture, against comprehensibility, which is maximized in a nested hierarchical architecture.
Adaptability. Developing and understanding a module costs considerable resources, so it is important
to be able to amortize that expenditure over several uses of the module. A module system that allows
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modules to be reused in a wide variety of situations—including when names and assumptions between
importee and importer may not match precisely—is important to realize benefits from module systems.
However, these abilities are enabled by the in-ability to refer to or modify the internals of a module.
Two weaknesses arise from this inability. Primarily, code for one concern can be scattered throughout
several modules, and several concerns’ implementations be tangled in the same module. This happens
if the system lacks a mechanism to textually localize concerns which crosscut the several modules—a
lack implied by the above inability. Additionally, in order for users of a module to be able to modify its
behavior, the implementor needs to have foreseen the desired variance points.
The capabilities of module systems stem from several intertwined principles.
Encapsulation. Decoupling a module’s interface from its implementation allows the latter to vary without affecting any clients, which are written against the former, as long as the interface remains the
same. By limiting access to what is declared in the interface, the interface encapsulates the module’s
implementation. Encapsulation allows modules to be implemented and managed separately and in parallel. More importantly, encapsulation allows a programmer to control how well parts of a module are
understood. If an entity is private to a module, the programmer can easily find all references, and thus
understand both the entity and also all contexts where it is referenced. The behavior of an exported
entity can still be understood, but the programmer has given up control of how it will be used. 
Hierarchical Composition. It is easier to understand a large composite module consisting of smaller, assembled modules, than a monolithic atomic module of the same functionality, as the former can be
understood by first understanding the constituent parts and then how they fit together, while the latter
needs to be understood in its entirety to be understood at all. Composition is also important for local
knowledge. A composite module can be traced in a top-down manner to “zoom in” on local behavior:
composition describes how that piece interacts with the rest of the module, while the atomic module
offers no such guides. If contents are not exported from a composite module, encapsulation statically
assures that they cannot be referenced or modified by code outside the composite module. However,
hierarchical decomposition makes it inconvenient to express complex, tightly coupled behaviors, as
these may require very broad interfaces between the composed modules.
External Assembly. External assembly of modules allows modules to be written not only independently
of each other, but also obliviously to each other. A module is quantified over its imports and constraints,
allowing it to be used in any environment capable of fulfilling these requirements, rather than a hardwired context of other modules. Thus, external assembly of modules removes hardwired assumptions
 Aspect-orientation

additionally allows external modules to modify exported entities, thus rendering them understood not at all.
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about how a module will be used, opening it up to reuse in other contexts than originally envisioned.
This allows programmer effort to be saved, but perhaps more importantly, allows comprehension of the
module’s behavior to be reused as well. To promote flexibility, the assembly can often perform limited
adaptation of modules, for example, to reconcile differences in names and types.
Non Type-Invasive Extension. In order to achieve type safe reuse, multiple instantiations of a module
must be kept separate, as they may have been assembled with incompatible imports. A guiding principle
in this regard is invasiveness, defined by Ernst [Ern] as whether “[a module’s influence] can be detected
by inspecting the target module.” A weaker form of this property is whether it is possible to confuse
one instantiation of a module with another. Section ... (page ) discusses this situation at length,
where subtyping is used to relate a module interface to its implementation.

.. Aspects

A spect oriented programming improves comprehension and maintainability of complex programs by
localizing behaviors and facets that would otherwise be scattered and tangled, attacking precisely the
weaknesses cited for modular programming. These behaviors are referred to as concerns, as per Dijkstra
[Dij]). Crosscutting at the concern level leads to scattering and tangling at the implementation level.
Kiczales et al. [Kic] define an aspect as “a well modularized implementation of a crosscutting concern.”
Kiczales and the AspectJ community have also popularized the following definitions.
Join Point: A region in a program’s execution, which may be dependent on dynamic properties of the
program. For example, entering a method, the evaluation of an expression, or invoking a method
when some property holds.
Pointcut: A set of related join points. A pointcut designator is a succinct textual declaration of such
a pointcut. The join-point model describes which regions in the program a pointcut designator can
describe.

 This

is commonly misattributed [CJO] to Parnas [Par]. Dijkstra quotes from a letter he had recently written:

We know that a program must be correct and we can study it from that viewpoint only; we also know that it should be
efficient and we can study its efficiency on another day, so to speak. In another mood we may ask ourselves whether,
and if so: why, the program is desirable. But nothing is gained—on the contrary!—by tackling these various aspects
simultaneously. It is what I sometimes have called “the separation of concerns”, which, even if not perfectly possible, is
yet the only available technique for effective ordering of one’s thoughts, that I know of. This is what I mean by “focussing
one’s attention upon some aspect”: it does not mean ignoring the other aspects, it is just doing justice to the fact that from
this aspect’s point of view, the other is irrelevant. It is being one- and multiple-track minded simultaneously.
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Advice: A modification to a join point. This includes inserting orthogonal behavior or replacing the
original expression with something completely different.
Aspects promote ad hoc flexibility at the expense of safety. The power of aspect-oriented software
development lies in managing crosscutting concerns by controlling scattering and tangling:
Crosscutting. Crosscutting concerns are issues that the programmer cares about, but cannot localize to
one instance of a programming construct. For example, a synchronization concern is not crosscutting if
it merely talks about one section of the program text, while a more advanced synchronization concern
that specifies that some set of methods can simultaneously execute in a critical section as long as some
condition holds, is crosscutting. Such a concern will be crosscutting as the ad hoc implementation of
the policy will likely be spread out over each of the affected methods.
Scattering. Scattering is the condition where a concern is implemented in several non-contiguous places
in the program. Aspects control scattering by modularizing the places in a program’s execution (join
points) where certain code (advice) is to be executed.
Tangling. Tangling, the dual of scattering, occurs when several concerns overlap in a region of the
program text. This hampers maintainability, as the programmer must mentally categorize statements in
the program text by which concern they belong to. Aspect orientation reduces tangling by localizing
concerns, allowing concepts to be textually separated yet applied to overlapping join points.
However, with the ability to globally affect join points, advice trades low-level traceability for highlevel modularity: it becomes very difficult to reason locally about a snippet of code, because it may
be affected by external advice, but each aspect now localizes behavior whose code would be scattered.
Unfortunately, the improvement in high-level modularity is achieved by loosening the encapsulation
constraints that enable the fundamental properties of modules, discussed in Section .. (page ). Thus,
naive aspects ease comprehension of the program at the high level, but at the low level are hard to reuse,
reason about, compose, and decompose.
As was the case for module systems, the powers of aspects arise from a number of fundamental
properties.
Non Behavior-Invasive Extension. Concern composition will typically require that the extending concern’s execution be interleaved with or controlled by the execution of the base concern. The base
behavior can be implemented with such extension in mind, by using the observer pattern [GHJV]
or variations thereof. However, in general, such foresight cannot be assumed: we want the base to
remain oblivious to the invariants imposed on it. This promotes both clarity, by keeping the concerns
separate, and flexibility, by allowing behaviors to be extended in ways not foreseen at design time.

.. M ODULES vs. A SPECTS

Join Point Modification. To be able to express complex interactions between concerns, one concern
(the aspect) may need not only to be informed about executions of regions in the other concern’s
implementation (the base), but also to modify these executions. A region of interest in the base is called
the join point, and the modification applied to it by the aspect is the advice. Typically, the region denoted
by a join point is the execution of a method body, and the modification of the aspect is to intercept the
execution of the method, instead executing the body of the advice, which may delegate to the original
method body. Thus, we speak of the method interception power of aspect-oriented programming. Such
power could allow the programmer to gracefully recover from errors by retrying method calls with
different arguments, to implement security features by only allowing method executions to proceed
under some circumstances, and to optimize expensive computations by diverting calls to special case
methods depending on details of the call.
Generic Advice. There is a trade-off between expressiveness and reusability of advice that needs to be
weighed carefully. Simple advice is likely quite reusable: a common example is a logging concern,
which is generally applicable to methods of any signature. More complicated behaviors, such as performance optimizations, will likely be more tightly bound to the details of the method. Ideally the
programmer should be able to choose how to balance reusability against expressive power. This choice
should not come at the cost of giving up run-time type safety.

.. Modular Reasoning in Object-Oriented Languages

Similar restrictions to modular reasoning are already present in object-oriented languages that feature
dynamic dispatch—such as Java. In these languages, since the dynamic type of the receiver is not statically
known, we cannot predict to which implementation a method invocation will dispatch.
It is natural to question what the fundamental difference between the two restrictions are—why
we accept restrictions for object-oriented programs which we find objectionable for aspect-oriented
programs. This is a complex question and it is hard to distinguish why aspectual interception comes
across as a greater impediment to modular reasoning than dynamic dispatch, as ultimately both effect
non-local control flow. There are several distinctions that can be made, highlighting the differences
between the effects:
Control. Many oo languages have constructs which limit how a class or a method may be extended.
In Java, the final keyword will hinder the subsequent overriding of a method or extending of a class.
Similarly, a method can only be overridden in contexts in which it is visible; thus private methods
are guaranteed to be locally comprehensible. This thesis shows one way to implement an analogous
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level of control for aspect-oriented languages. Furthermore, a method can perform some tests against
the dynamic type of the receiver, and thus control its behavior; aspectual effects have no such runtime
representation.
An incidental effect of our modules being closed to class extension is to reduce the scope of analysis
necessary to conservatively determine which method implementations can be the result of dynamic
dispatch. Because of the closure, all methods which override the target method can be easily found by
searching the module. Importantly, this search can be done locally to the module, and is valid for all
re-uses. Were modules open to class extension, the results of the analysis would depend on the context
of the module’s re-use, and the analysis would need to be repeated for each use.
Power. While a method override affects one implementation, an aspect can affect a whole set of methods, including those not yet defined when the aspect was written. A similar effect can occur with overrides: a superclass can add a method which is spuriously overridden by an existing—but unknown—
method in the subclass. However, this will only be accepted by a Java compiler if the two methods
have precisely the same signature, thus reducing the risk of spurious overrides. 
Behavioral Subtyping. There has been significant work on enforcing that an overriding method can be
substituted for the overridden one; one such approach is to use contracts to ensure behavioral subtyping
[FLF]. It is in general undecidable whether sufficiently expressive contracts are substitutable, so
contract violations can only be detected at runtime. Similar efforts would be required in the aop world
to ensure that aspectual interception does not interfere with local reasoning.
Ultimately, the same justification applies for wanting aop features is the same as for wanting to reduce
their impediment to modular reasoning: we want to be able to easily understand how a program works.
This involves a balance between expressive control structures, which impede our ability to reason locally
about a program, and encapsulation properties, which aid local reasoning.

 Java’s method overloading rules also play a part, but not sufficiently to warrant discussion here; they are anyway statically disambiguated
and require only local analysis.
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. Thesis: Modules and Aspects

The central theme of this thesis is that it is possible to combine powerful module constructs with aspectoriented programming. By tempering the power of aop with encapsulation boundaries maintained by
a module system, we hope to maintain the desirable qualities of each system while tempering their
respective weaknesses. The key to maintaining modular reasoning in the presence of aspect-oriented
features is that aspectual methods are still subject to encapsulation restrictions; collaborations are able to
control whether a method can be intercepted by controlling its visibility.
On one hand, a weakness of module systems alone is that they fail to control scattering and tangling.
To effectively distribute pre-compiled software requires foreseeing how a module will be used and extended. For example, in a graphical user interface application, one may need to provide enough hooks
for the observer design pattern [GHJV] to allow all interesting events to be captured. Thus, to provide
necessary support for managing crosscutting, one would need the prescient ability to predict all future
uses of a pre-compiled module.
On the other hand, aspect-oriented programming alone, in its current form, lacks direct support for
reuse and composition. Teams can no longer efficiently work in parallel relying only on common module
interfaces. However, the biggest lost benefit is the ability to understand programs in a modular manner. 
If advice can be added to a join point by any aspect, we must discover and understand all aspects globally
in order to comprehend a method’s local behavior. We thus need omniscient reasoning to understand the
program’s local behavior.
Module systems and aspect-orientation have complementary strengths and weaknesses, so the obvious
remedy is to combine the two. However, encapsulation and the mechanisms to reduce scattering appear
to be in direct contradiction: the former places strong emphasis on differentiating the interior of a module
from the exterior, while the latter wants to allow external concerns to modify the internals of a module.
We show that it is indeed possible to combine module systems and aspect-oriented features in a cohesive system. We illustrate our argument by presenting a concrete system, called Aspectual Collaborations,
combining modular and aspect-oriented features. We show that the system possesses many of the positive
qualities of both modules and aspects, and formally prove type soundness for a small model of the system.
We evaluate our design choices by comparing its expressiveness on a challenge problem to that of two
existing systems, AspectJ and Hyper/J, on the same problem.

 Teams can work independently, one team per use case. However, interactions between use-case implementations would require some
form of aspectual interaction.
 The relationship between modular reasoning in oop and aop is discussed in Section ...
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.. Sketch of Aspectual Collaborations

To achieve the goals of combining aspects and modules, we design a module system with explicit support
for aspectual features. We do not strive to implement a complete system—notably development tools and
debugging infrastructure are lacking, as well as having an unpolished syntax—but show a minimal yet
functionally complete system that suffices to demonstrate the viability of the approach. This section gives
a high-level overview of the system, to give a concrete foundation for the properties we have discussed so
far. A more detailed description of Aspectual Collaboration (henceforth ac)s is given in Section . (page
).
An ac consists of a participant graph, where the nodes are Java-class like entities called participants,
and the edges are is-a and has-a relations. The set of participants is closed; it can be extended only by
recompiling the whole collaboration. A participant has zero or more members—fields or methods—
obeying the normal semantics of Java members.
Collaborations are either atomic, with directly declared participants, or composite, composed from
previously compiled collaborations. The composed collaborations are referred to as constituent collaborations of the composite collaboration. A composite collaboration declares a participant graph, which
we call the output collaboration, and maps the participants from the constituent collaborations onto the
output collaboration. Members on the mapped participants may be linked with other members to implement member-level import of behavior across collaboration encapsulation boundaries. Encapsulation
boundaries are maintained by explicit export declarations; only exported members can be linked.
Ultimately, a collaboration will be produced with no un-satisfied imports. This is a complete application, and can be treated like any Java package.
The above describes a module system, perhaps suitable to be named “Collaborations”, but containing
no aspectual features. The feature that justifies the “Aspectual” adjective is that in addition to method
import, composition can also specify method interception. Participants can contain—in addition to normal methods and import prototypes—aspectual methods, which can be linked to intercept the execution
of external methods of any signature, controlling how and whether the intercepted—host—method executes.
Clifton and Leavens [CLa] note that Parnas [Par] made three observations about modules, and
that while the second point—flexible modularity—is the typical focus of aop, his third point—modular
reasoning—was also worthy of investigation. The need for modular reasoning has also been noted by
Aldrich [Alda] as well as Dantas and Walker [DW]

 Parnas’

first observation was that modularization increases productivity by allowing parallel development.
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.. Resulting Properties

A spectual Collaborations form the backbone of this dissertation, providing an existence proof that aspects
and modules work well in the same system. The focus on modules as the basis for composition allows us to
leverage encapsulation to provide useful properties such as type safety, separate compilation, and program
composition. This allows us to provide type-safe separate compilation of generically reusable aspects, for
a definition of type safety which guarantees that the compilation process does not introduce downcasts,
nor require the programmer to use downcasts to achieve genericity, in addition to the normal guarantees
that programs will not get stuck. The extended definition of type safety is motivated by comparison to a
hypothetical type system which requires all types in signatures to be Object and arguments to be downcast
to more precise types inside method bodies. While this would result in methods which statically seem
to be extremely generic and reusable, it comes at the price of requiring the programmer to always insert
casts and deal with possible downcast errors manually. Aspectual Collaborations avoid using or requiring
subtyping (and its inherent downcasts) to achieve type-safe genericity. Section . (page ) precisely
documents this stronger definition of type safety.
By combining modules and aspects in one unifying construct, we achieve the following properties:
Simple Design. Rather than having several programming constructs, we find that well understood
concepts such as modules, their interfaces, and their composition, suffice to capture complex behaviors.
Section . (page ) discusses the design in greater detail.
Flexible Modules. Each module is written against the class organization that best suits its needs. Differences in class graphs are reconciled during module composition, generating a resulting class graph that
contains each of the constituent class graphs. An example of different class graphs being composed is
shown in Section .. (page ).
Generic Modules. The module system is powerful enough to allow separate compilation—including
compilation of aspects and advice—yet flexible enough to subsume many uses of parametric genericity.
This latter ability is illustrated in Section . (page ).
Hierarchical Modules. Our modules allow behavior—both object-oriented and aspect-oriented—to be
composed from smaller modules (which themselves may be composite). This allows modules of different granularity to be used in the construction of a system. Encapsulation allows a module in such a
system to be replaced by another with the same external interface, allowing the system to be flexible
assembled. The running example in Section . (page ) illustrates this property as well.
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Aspectual Module Interface. Traditional modules explicitly import and export behavior across their interfaces. Aspect-oriented programming allows behavior to be inserted into a module that is not explicitly aware of the modification. Such modifiability can be seen as a second kind of module interface.
This interface is the dual of a traditional module interface, in that its elements can be written to, but
not read.An innovation of Aspectual Collaborations is to account for this join-point interface as well,
albeit in a rudimentary way.
In a purely module-oriented system, the programmer must foresee all required variance points. By
accounting for aspect orientation in the interface, we reduce this requirement to deciding whether a
given join point should be private or public.
The interaction with modular interfaces is key to maintaining traceability: at all levels, the programmer
knows that encapsulated behavior cannot be modified by external aspects. To see how an exported
method is modified, one needs merely inspect the enclosing level in the composition hierarchy. Section .. (page ) discusses how modular reasoning interacts with aspectual features.
Our current module system equates the set of possible modification points with the set of exported
methods, but this limitation is due to scope, not fundamental design. A more advanced system allowing
modification join points to be exported separately from the methods they represent is sketched as future
work.
Type-Safe Separate Compilation. To be able to reuse aspect-oriented behavior, the behavior must be
generic with respect to the behavior it modifies. By leveraging the encapsulation features of modules,
we are able to combine separate compilation and type safe generic advice. Our type-safety guarantees
are stronger than similar systems in Hyper/J and AspectJ (see Sections .. (page ) and .. (page
), respectively), as we are able to provide such genericity without requiring dynamic downcasts—
either in user written or compiler generated code. A detailed comparison and evaluation of AspectJ,
Hyper/J, and acs for implementing a caching aspect is presented in [LLO]. Chapter  (page )
presents a minimal model of the compilation scheme, and proves its type system sound.
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. Anti-thesis

Equally important, perhaps, as it is to lay out what is claimed, is to precisely specify what is not claimed.
Specifically, we present an existence proof that aspects and modules can be combined so as to maintain
several properties. We claim that the combination illustrates the usefulness and desirability to combine the
two. The reader, when examining our examples, should keep in mind that our claim is that key language
concepts can co-exist and provide useful properties when combined, not that we have presented the best
way in which to combine them. Specifically, we do not claim that our existence proof, the presented
Aspectual Collaborations system, is suitable for everyday programming or widespread adoption. Examples
in the thesis are structured to clearly exposit some property of the language, rather than exemplifying bestpractice programming style. While it is likely that the write-only behavior of join points will require the
criteria for program decomposition to be reconsidered for aspect-oriented modules, such as aspectual
collaborations, we have not investigated what the effects might be.
While we show that modules and aspects can fruitfully co-exist, the aspect-oriented programming
model presented is very rudimentary, and the module composition language can be overly finicky. Notably, we will present a model for AOP which restricts join points to be methods, and advice to interception of those methods’ executions. These were chosen because they are minimal, yet sufficient to
capture many common aspects. Crosscutting behaviors are captured by allowing several such intercepting
methods to be declared in the same collaboration, and thus share state. In general, crosscutting concerns
can be separated into a shared part which is attached only once, and a duplicated part which will require
several attachments to affect all necessary join points. The rudimentary nature of Aspectual Collaborations’ implementation is exposed in that this separation must be performed manually, rather than be
inferred from attachment declarations.
This is due both to practical constraints on what can be implemented in a limited time frame, and also
purposefully to retain some correspondence to the formally analyzed model of the language. To promote
more widespread access to the ideas behind Aspectual Collaborations, the system could be substantially
polished, most likely with significant tool support to aid in composition specification. Alternately, the
core ideas of using module encapsulation to control join points could be reimplemented in, for example,
the AspectJ model. In such a scenario, join points could be encapsulated by advice expressing visibility.
Such scenarios are speculative, and are not part of our claims.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

S

EVERAL areas of research meet at the intersection of aspects and modules; this chapter offers a brief

survey of the various fields.
We subdivide the works reviewed into several categories: Roles allow objects’ behavior to be separated

into several cooperating object slices. uml’s [BRJ] collaborations capture how large scale behaviors
emerge from several collaborating objects. Collaboration-oriented designs in this chapter investigate how
several such object-collaborations can be superimposed into one cohesive program. Modern module
systems typically allow very flexible composition of behaviors while maintaining the properties that make
them useful in programming in the large. Aspect-oriented systems similarly decompose programs into several
crosscutting concerns which interact at so-called join points. At join points, aspects in one concern are
able to influence and affect behavior implemented in another concern, while the affected concern remains
oblivious to the modification. Finally, we look at a few formal systems, and also the cross-cutting features
availible in systems aimed more generally at software engineering.

. Roles, Collaborations, and Layers: Terms and Common Concepts

For the purposes of this survey, we will define a collaboration as an ideal (in a platonic sense) objectoriented solution to a problem. The intention is to enable the solution to be easily made concrete and
reused in applications. Thus, the collaboration will typically defer some details, allowing it to manipulate
and delegate to the environment of its reuse.
This section compares several existing systems using a common terminology. To make the comparison
more coherent, we define a common set of terms and syntax and use that for all systems. Likewise, we
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focus on core concepts, and thus may omit features that do not have close correspondences in other
systems.

.. Terms

A collaboration is a partial class graph. The nodes of a collaboration are participants, and are related via
both has-a and is-a edges. Participants are class-like constructs that contain methods and fields (members
collectively), and can be instantiated several times to create a participant-object graph. 
The main difference between participants and full-fledged classes is the knowledge that they represent
merely a partial slice of the full behavior necessary at run time. Use-specific details are omitted from the
collaboration, and linked into the collaboration at deployment time.
The motivation using a collaboration-oriented design to solve a task is twofold:
Abstraction. The solution is expressed over a minimal set of classes, abstracting all details that are not
essential for the task, and clearly quantifying which details are expected to be filled in by deployment.
This is assumed to make the task of understanding and analyzing the implemented behavior significantly
easier than had it been embedded into a concrete application.
Reuse. If the expected details are quantified in a somewhat generic manner, the collaboration can be
reused between several applications—indeed, it may also be reusable several times within the same
application.
A collaboration is deployed into a concrete application by setting up mappings between concrete host
entities (classes, methods, fields) and their corresponding entities in the collaboration. The host entities
taken as a whole are referred to as the base. We’ll call this process attaching the collaboration and base,
and the specification of the relevant details the attachment.
... Collaboration Interfaces
A collaboration will in general have two interfaces to the base:
The explicit interface has a clear representation in the affected code. Almost all modularity constructs
have an explicit interface. This interface specifies what is required by the module from its environment,
and what it provides to its clients. An example is a C source file: its imports are specified by its include
declarations, while the corresponding header file declares what the file provides. Another example is a
Java class: it requires the members (fields and methods) inherited from its superclass, and provides the
 An

instance of a class is an object; we call an instance of a participant either a participant instance or participant object.
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non-private members it declares. The common theme for entities in explicit interfaces is that their use
is—as the name suggests—explicit in the code.
The implicit interface is less common than explicit interfaces, and is in some sense its dual. While the
explicit interface allows entities in a collaboration to be used externally, the implicit interface allows
them to be modified. Typically, the uses of the modified entity will be unaware that it has been affected,
thus prompting the choice of name. An example of such an interface is dynamic dispatch of overridden
methods in Java; this redirection to the most specific implementation based on the run-time type of
the receiver is not represented at all in the code. Aspect-oriented programming extracts the concept of
implicit interception from inheritance, instead turning it into an orthogonal language feature.

... Typing Considerations
Within the collaboration, the participant types are related by has-a and is-a relations. When the collaboration is attached to a base, we can characterize the attachment by how these relations are modified. If
the relations are updated to reflect the attachment, we say that the relations are covariant. Alternately, the
types of the collaboration are late-bound, as the types in the collaboration are not bound to classes until
attachment time.
For example, in an object-oriented language, extending a class with a subclass can be seen as attaching
the subclass to the superclass. If the types inherited from the superclass can be specialized in the subclass,
they are covariant, while if they stay unchanged, they are invariant. Consider the class Animal, which eats
Food. We would like to extend Animal with type Cow. If we can express that Cow can only eat Grass

(is-a Food), the attachment is covariant.
Similarly, we can characterize the collaboration and its attachments by whether they themselves are
objects, and if so, have types. If collaborations can be manipulated at run time, they are first-class objects.
Alternately, collaborations can be expressed as purely compile-time entities, with no representation in the
language. Java’s packages are compile-time entities, while objects are run-time entities.
... Roles vs. Participants
To a certain extent, the terms role and participant are synonyms; both refer to a partial or incomplete
class-like construct. We have somewhat arbitrarily chosen the systems’ composition mechanism as the
basis for discriminating the two terms. Systems that rely primarily on subclassing as the composition
mechanism we call Role (or mixin) Oriented, while those that use wrappers or direct code insertion are
 This

analogy becomes even more clear in the case of mixins, which are generic subclasses parameterized over their supertype.
dual issue to covariance not dealt with here is whether types are encapsulated: in the context of a Lion (is-a Animal) which eats Meat,
is the type Grass visible?
A
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Collaboration-Oriented. However, this distinction is in no way standard nomenclature; several of the
reviewed papers in the following sections use the term role where we would use participant.

.. Comparison Criteria

We will focus on a few criteria more than others:

in particular, we feel that static properties and

predictability are important in designing large systems. Thus, in addition to expressiveness (can the
language solve a given problem) we are looking for static checking of static properties, and would also
like to see such checking be done in a modular fashion.
Similarly, we are looking at reusability of collaboration designs, which does not require separate
compilation, but is aided by it. Note that in Java, compilation does not imply a program will not fail
dynamically: Java’s type system allows the program to attempt to cast objects to specific types at run time.
If the object being downcast is not of the expected type, the downcast will fail at run time.
As casts are common in Java programs they cannot be rejected out of hand, but we will classify the
system by whether such casts are an optional or mandatory risk, and where the error would occur. If a
cast fails in user-written code, then the programmer can analyze the logic, inserting debugging statements
if necessary, to deduce why the failure occurs. If, on the other hand, a cast in compiler-generated code
were to fail, the user has no starting point (other than the source code of the compiler) to figure out why
the program is failing. Consequently, we will restrict ourselves to frowning upon casts inserted by the
compilation process, and those necessary to achieve meaningful reuse.

. Recurring Example

To evaluate the systems presented in this chapter, we will use a recurring example. An illustration of
the problem in a solution-neutral manner is shown in Figure . The example shows three base classes—
as proper uml classes—and several of the role-like concepts that we wish to relate to the base. The
shaded boxes group roles into collaborating groups; this may be a formal grouping with encapsulation
boundaries, or a less formal grouping implemented by naming convention.
Classes are related by two kinds of relationships. Reference relationships are drawn with dotted lines:
an Employee references a Workplace. Property sharing relationships are indicated with solid lines: an
Employee shares some qualities with a Person. We do not mean to imply what form these relationships

should take in the solution.

.. R ECURRING E XAMPLE

Figure 1: A sketch of the recurring problem.

We wish to represent situations such as a person being employed, and the employee facet sharing the
basic properties of the person, while also possessing employee-specific properties. For example, properties
stemming from a person are name, home address, and gender, while the properties of having a workplace
and paying taxes stem from being an employee. The workplace can be either a building or the great
outdoors, depending on the profession. There are differences and similarities between the two: while a
building has an address property it can share with the workplace, the outdoors does not, however, both
provide certain working conditions to their employees. Additionally, we want a person to be able to have
two jobs: bankers may teach night courses.
All persons can learn to increase their knowledge, but a person who is a teacher will get more out of
a given attempt at learning, even when not on the job. Similarly, a banker can give financial advice, but
only when in the role as a banker—perhaps he needs credit information that only the banker can access.
We will use this example as a motivating thread in comparing the various systems. For space reasons, it
is not feasible to implement the whole example for each system, so we will choose the parts that represent
both what a given system does well, and also what causes difficulty.
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Figure 2: A very high-level overview of the aspectual features in the related work.

. Overview and Continuum

Several different organization criteria can be used to classify the related work in the following sections;
we summarize the features in a tabular format in Figures  and . In order to fit on the page, the table has
been both split into two tables focusing separately on aspect oriented and modular features. Additionally,
the columns contain several contractions.
The aspect-oriented features (Figure ) are:
Join point: what can be advised. Either dynamic method executions (meth) or static class structure (class).
Point cut: how join points are specified. Either as a single method signature  (signature), matching the
signature against some pattern (pattern), or a class name (constr).
Reusable advice:

in which way reusable advice is generic. Can be hardwired signature match (sign),

signature match after type-mapping (paramsign), signature match after type-mapping and regular expression translation (paramsignpat), translation of arguments to an array of Object and similarly for result (obj.
array), AspectJ’s genericity scheme by having types Object and void to be type variables (aj-poly), or use

information from the joinpoint to specialize a method introduction to types from the join point (paramintro).
 In

this section, a signature refers both the name of a method and the type of its arguments.
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C ONTINUUM

Comments
Object and Class Inheritance
No self-type reference
Type invasive, mandatory downcasts

Very flexible reuse, not type safe
Similar to CGV, more structured.
Quite clean
Difficult type system.
Wrappers, intersection types
AOP delegated to AJ.
Similar to Caesar.
Around advice difficult
Only introductions

Aspect-Oriented Languages
AspectJ
JAsCo

Figure 3: A very high-level overview of the modular features in the related work.

Advice type safety: the extent to which advice is type safe. Advice can both statically and dynamically type
safe, in that no errors will occur in the advice (yes), somewhat type safe, but can result in dynamic errors
in weaver-generated code (aj-gen), explicitly rely on downcasts from Object—very flexible but with no
language support—obj. array), or allow (and rely upon) the programmer to write custom compile-time
checks (manual).
Separate advice from pointcut: whether advice and pointcut can be separately specified.
The modular features (Figure ) are:
Type modularity:

what the unit of type mapping is. We can provide no mapping at all, single classes

(class), or sets of classes (collab). Two other schemes are family-polymorphism (family) and the related
collaboration refinement (refinement).
Types are late-bound: whether imported behavior remaps types in its signatures to the importing module’s
types (yes), or whether the imported behavior references imposes its own types as separate from those of
the importing module.
Encapsulation:

whether behavior and types in the module are protected from access and accidental

capture by external behaviors (yes).
Comments: any additional comments; typically this will be the system’s distinguishing feature.
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. Mixin and Role-Oriented Designs

Categorizing a particular system as either role- or collaboration-based is bound to be subjective. Earlier
in this chapter, we defined a role as a participant that uses primarily subclassing as the composition
mechanism, whereas wrapper-based mechanisms are used in collaboration-oriented designs.
This section covers related work in the role-based design category. We have attempted to place the
systems covered in a continuum. This ordering is highly subjective, and is intended to be descriptive
rather than prescriptive.

.. Roles in Chameleon

Kristensen and Østerbye [KØ] define a role as
Role: A role of an object is a set of properties which are important for an object to be
able to behave in a certain way expected by a set of other objects.
Thus, a role corresponds to an instance of a participant in a collaboration. The set of other objects
referred to corresponds to the other participant instances in the collaboration. Recently, Graversen
and Østerbye [GØ] have extended roles with a multi-role grouping construct, and have shown how
roles can be used to perform aspect-oriented programming. The authors additionally [GØ] discuss
implementation strategies for Chameleon, their implementation of the described roles in a statically
compiled oo language.
... Description
Chameleon combines prototype and class-based inheritance into one system. A participant in chameleon
can either inherit behavior through an is-a or a played-by relation. The difference is that the latter reference
goes not to a participant, but an instance of that type. However, played-by also induces a subtyping
relationship, so that substitutability is maintained for both relations. Method inheritance occurs across
both relations and invocations of played-by inherited methods maintain the role object as the receiver
(the this or self binding) when invoked.
It is unusual to mix object- and class-based inheritance within the same system, but this organization
allows the programmer to reuse the intuitive understanding of inheritance, overriding, and receivers to
understand how the base and collaboration will interact. For example, a role can be used in all places
where its host is expected, allowing the behavior of the host to be transparently overridden on per-use
basis.
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Figure 4: A small role example.

Participants and host types are not segregated, and may refer to each other freely, but hosts are presumed to be largely oblivious to the participants that are are attached to them. Participants are tightly
bound to their host classes, and can only be reused with subtypes of their host class. Conversely, a host
object can be delegated to by several participant instances simultaneously, and several participant objects
of the same type can be attached to the same host object.
Explicit Behavior
Figure  shows a small participant graph. In the diagram, a half arrow is used to represent the played-by
relation, while the normal hollow arrow head is used for the is-a relation.
Figure  shows several object graphs, which will be used to discuss the system further on. For now,
we use only the middle figure. Depending on which reference we use to access the Karl object, we will
get either the behavior of a person (if accessed via the aPerson reference) or a teacher (if accessed via
aTeacher). Since Teacher is-a Employee which in turn played-by Person, it follows that we can use the
Prof object where ever Karl would be applicable.

To attach a participant to a base object, we merely instantiate the participant with the base as the root
of the participant’s played-by relation. This participant instance can be transparently used in place of the
host object. It may be convenient to use an abstract factory to combine the instantiation of both the host
object and the participant.
Besides object-based dynamic inheritance, Chameleon does not need or provide any non-classical
typing features. We cannot use covariant subtyping between Employee and Workplace to restrict a Teacher
to work in a School, or a Banker in a Bank. Likewise, since Outdoors is not a subclass of Building, the
Outdoors cannot be a Workplace. However, since a Frank Lloyd Wright designed building is a subclass

of Building, we are able to reuse existing roles with subclasses of base participants: the base is open to later
extension. Three such cases are shown in Figure , which shows—left to right:
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Figure 5: Some uses of roles.

(a) A mismatch between the kind of employee and the kind of workplace: a Teacher needs the building
to play the School role, rather than the Bank role.
(b) Using a more specific class than Building as the School’s base object. 
(c) An attempt to have a Lumberjack’s workplace be Outdoors, which is statically disallowed by the type
system.
Implicit Behavior
Aspectual interception is possible through so called “constituent methods” on participants, which
can be invoked before, after, or instead of the corresponding host method. Figure  sketches such a
method on Person: argue. Regardless of whether Karl is referenced as a Person or Teacher or any other
participant, if there is a Teacher participant attached, whenever Karl argues, he has the benefit of the
teacher’s experience and access to school resources, and thus argues better.
All calls to argue on Person are intercepted, and implicitly forwarded to the definition on Teacher.
Thus the Teacher participant is able to add behavior to the base while allowing the base to remain
oblivious to the modification. The interception is best thought of as an automatic delegation call from
host method to Teacher’s interception method: the receiver of the delegation call changes from Karl to
Prof. This view allows us to easily model the semantics of the call: the original caller is calling a method

on an object of precise type Person, but when the method runs, it is running with a receiver of precise
type Teacher. This makes a difference should the Teacher’s argue method invoke other methods on the
receiver: for example, the more advanced behavior may need access to the workExperience only available
on subclasses of Employee.
Since participants are not formally grouped into collaborations, template-class roles can crosscut
only single-class behavior. Similarly, being based on method overriding, advice can crosscut only single methods—this also means that unless explicitly delegated, advice and pointcut are specified at the
 The

Hillside Home School opened in , and is the first building designed by Frank Lloyd Wright [Tal].
use of delegation here is interesting, as Chameleon hitherto has gone to some length to make calls to methods inherited via the
played-by link not be delegating, but instead maintain the receiver unchanged.
 The
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same time.
... Assessment
The use of object-level inheritance lends a very intuitive behavior to the system. However, this comes
with a significant cost: it is very low-level, forcing the programmer to manually set up plays / played-by
relationships between hosts and participants, and to make sure that existing participants are reused if desirable. For example, the programmer must manually ascertain that the Employee/Workplace relationship
for a Teacher participant is associated with a School, rather than a Bank workplace.
By not having a concept of collaboration, and instead adding participants to the base application,
many typing issues are simplified. Conversely participant reuse becomes significantly limited; roles are
effectively hard-wired to their base (and its classes). Since the host type is known, there is no need for
advanced language features to associate behavior in the participant with the base. The extent of the
attachment machinery necessary is the ability to attach a participant instance to a host object. However,
it is very difficult to reuse the collaboration in other situations: while the Outdoors provided all the
behavior necessary to be a Workplace, the fact that it was not a subclass of Building made it difficult to
model a Lumberjack as an Employee.
Implicit behavior, as achieved by aspectual interception of method executions, poses a few unanswered
questions:
(a) Were there no aspectual interception, the attachment mechanism could be completely declarative.
Since the participants contain references to the host but not vice versa, garbage collection suffices to
remove unused participants. However, interception requires that the host contain a reference to the participant with the intercepting—constituent—method, so that it can be forwarded to. This in turn implies
that the participant will remain attached to the base object until explicitly detached. Explicit detachment
poses the question what the semantics are of a detached participant—which would be unobservable in
a system without interception. Since it no longer has a parent object, much of its behavior becomes
undefined, most likely resulting in a dynamic error should the program attempt to invoke it.
(b) Constituent methods make it hard to predict the behavior of the object. Not only must we know all
declared constituent methods in the system (similar to the global knowledge needed in AspectJ), we must
trace and predict the precise behavior of the program to know which constituent methods are attached
to a particular host object at run time.
(c) It is unclear how multiple constituent methods interact when intercepting the same method call.
Presumably, order of attachment is important.
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Figure 6: The sample problem represented (left) as template-class roles, and (right) elaborated into classes.

As the system without implicit behavior is admirably intuitive, offering simple and powerful semantics, we hope that future developments are able to resolve these questions while retaining the additional
expressiveness afforded by implicit behavior.

.. Roles for Collaboration-Oriented Designs

VanHilst and Notkin [VN] show how C++ template classes can be used to simulate sets of mutually
recursive roles, implementing a collaboration where each participant is a template-class role. The roles
are effectively mixins, expressed by parameterizing the template class over its superclass. The resulting
mixin-classes can be used as hosts for another collaboration to attach additional behavior. As long as
there is no branching, each sequence of collaboration attachments will result in each host class having
one most specific mixin-class. For each host class, the most-specific mixin-class is the one which should
be instantiated. Thus, we need to late-bind the final participant name for each host class.
Late binding of participants is achieved by each participant also being parameterized by the final
class of other participants in the collaboration. This scheme is very similar to a pattern used by Jiazzi
(Section .., page ), where each module also imports the final types of the system, but differs in
that template-class participants are not parameterized by their own final class. This suggests the somewhat
unexpected scenario where a participant is able to instantiate other participants, but not itself.
... Explicit Behavior
Figure  shows an example application, consisting of two layers that can be thought of as collaborations
representing the generic person and the employee quality. However, no encapsulation is provided between the collaborations, so the boxes for the layers are shown for pedagogic reasons. The bi-directional
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association between Person and Building is represented as a broken line because the outgoing association from each participant actually references the template-class parameter for the other participant. The
template-class parameters will be replaced by references to actual classes when the template class is instantiated.
The roles are instantiated by declaring typedefs for the template-class roles. In order to achieve latebinding of class names, all template classes in the application must be instantiated at one time.  For
example, to define the actual classes representing a person who is an employee, and a building that is a
workplace, one would say:





BW Person;
typedef Person < EmptyClass, B Workplace >∗//∗⇒
typedef Building< EmptyClass, P Employee >∗//∗⇒
PE Building;
P Employee;
typedef Employee< BW Person, B Workplace >∗//∗⇒
typedef WorkPlace< PE Building, P Employee >∗//∗⇒
B Workplace;

The four generated classes form a mutually recursive set, shown in the right hand side of Figure . While
the participants are initially independent (as on the left side of the figure), when woven together the reference to imported template classes are replaced by references to the most specific types in each hierarchy.
The association between Person and Building becomes a reference from PW Person to B Workplace, and
from PW Building to P Employee.
The figure and typedefs serve as the motivation for a number of observations.
Distinct Collaboration Types. Since each collaboration is parameterized by the most specific types of
the resulting application, various uses of a collaboration cannot be confused with each other. Interestingly, this does not imply covariance, but it does tend to produce unbranching class hierarchies, so
that downcasting is relatively safe. An implementation of an abstract method inherited from another
collaboration must still declare the method signature using the super-collaboration’s type, which can
then be downcast to the specific type in the current collaboration. However, the inability to confuse
collaborations means that the downcast cannot fail on attempting to downcast a dynamic type from
another collaboration.
Shared Collaboration Types. If so desired, types from a collaboration can be shared between multiple
sub-collaborations. This is achieved by instantiating the shared types as the most specific types, and
then using those, rather than EmptyClass as the superclass of the sub-collaborations.
Late and Early Type Binding. The parameterization results in a mix of early and late binding of classes.
Since a role is parameterized over all other participants in the layer, but not itself, it can refer to the
 If we were to instantiate each collaboration layer separately, we would not achieve late-binding, and would be unable to directly
instantiate the most specific class in each hierarchy. Instead, we would need to rely on an abstract factory pattern.
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most precise type of other participants (and can thus instantiate them) but cannot instantiate itself.
Instantiation is thus best left to a factory role, which likewise can instantiate all roles but itself.
Self-type reference in arguments is similarly troublesome. The expected (virtual in this case) method
visit takes two arguments: Person and Building. Assume that an Employee’s visit method wants to invoke

the workplace’s work method with the visited employee as the argument. Because visit is inherited from
Person, which also occurs in the signature of the method (a self-type), the type is early-bound, and

hence when the method is overridden in Employee, the method signature (and sample implementation)
will be:






void visit(WB Person visited,B Workplace wp) {
P Employee visiting = this;
wp.work(visiting);
wp.work( (P Employee)visited);
}

Notice that Building has been automatically late-bound to Workplace, but since Person is the self-type,
and hence early-bound, the method takes a Person, rather than Employee, and the visit implementation
must downcast the visiting person to an Employee. However, in many situations, the Person hierarchy
will be branchless, so the downcast does not necessarily imply a high risk for run time error.
This also complicates the parameter list to the Employee template, which must additionally take the
generated WB Person class as an argument.
Complexity. Even for a small example, the instantiations become quite complex. In the general case,
each role-template will need to be parameterized over the most specific types for every other roletemplate in the collaboration, and each role-template that it subclasses (to allow it to override methods).
Composing n collaborations, each with m role-templates, we see that the topmost collaboration will
have m(m − 1) role parameters, the second collaboration will have m(m − 1 + 1) role parameters, and a

collaboration i layers down will have m ∗ (m − 1 + i) parameters. Thus, the application will in general

have

n
X
i=1

n
n−1
X
 X
m(n − 1)2
m2 + m(i − 1) =
m2 +
mi = m2 n +
≈ mn(m + n)
2
i=1
i=0

parameters in total, for mn typedefs.

Import and Export of Behavior, There are two ways to import behavior from other collaborations: inherit an implemented method—familiar to oop—or declare an abstract method, such as cooperateWith, that can be implemented by being overridden in a lower layer. Both these schemes hardwire the
 Our estimates for parameter list size are significantly lower than published estimates [SBb] which may be indicative of some
fundamental misunderstanding on our part.
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order of composition, if applied naively: if the inheritance scheme is used, the importing collaboration
must be lower than the implementing one, and vice versa for overriding an abstract method.
One workaround is only to use abstract methods to import behavior, and not to override them with
their implementation. Rather, their implementations are given different names, and the import and
implementation are connected by overriding the abstract method with a method that forwards to the
true implementation. By performing this forwarding in a layer lower than both import and implementation, both are guaranteed to be visible through inheritance, regardless of the relative order of the
two layers. This approach removes the ordering constraint between the collaborations, and additionally
removes the requirement that imports and exports have a by-name correspondence, in exchange for
manually wiring up their import/export relationships.

... Implicit Behavior
Implicit behavior follows naturally from the use of inheritance and subtyping as the composition strategy.
To intercept a host method, a participant defines a method with the same name, and is composed to
inherit from the host participant. To proceed with the intercepted method, the participant merely invokes
the overridden method by a super call.
As in the case of importing behavior, the ordering of collaborations becomes important, but cannot
be assuaged by the same means. While the method interception can be achieved by overriding the
intercepted method in the most specific type and forwarding to the intercepting method, the intercepted
method now lacks a “super” call to proceed with the intercepted method. 
Additionally, since method interception is based on overriding, the strict type rules that apply to
method overriding also apply to interception, making systematic reuse difficult. For example, this scheme
cannot be used to write a generic logging behavior that is applied to several existing methods.
Since participants are not formally grouped into collaborations, template-class roles can crosscut only
single-class behavior. Similarly, being based on method overriding, advice can crosscut only single methods.
... Assessment
The choice of mixins, rather than multiply inherited superclasses, to represent participants, allows participants a natural way to intercept—through method overriding—behavior in the host classes. By leveraging
the well-understood concept of inheritance, the approach presents a natural style to expressing collaborations. Unfortunately, expressing collaborations as tuples of class-valued variables quickly becomes very
 For Java, this can be worked around using inner classes. Section .. (page ) describes how this can be done, in the context of
Jiazzi.
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cumbersome. The authors report their compiler having trouble with the deeply nested classes and the
very long classnames generated from template instantiation, and suggest drawing matrices to aid in the
composition of classes. This would seem an area eminently suited to tool support.
Given that C++ supports multiple inheritance, the choice of mixins rather than multiple inheritance
of participant classes is interesting. The authors claim not needing multiple inheritance as a valuable trait
in its own right, and also point out that interaction between methods (we assume they mean aspectual
interception, in the current terminology) is disallowed for multiply inherited classes.
However, the chosen organization has drawbacks, such as long class instantiation clauses and the
mixture of late and early binding of classnames. Additionally, while interaction between participants is
necessary for implicit method capture, lack of encapsulation between collaborations implies that they
cannot effectively be developed in isolation, as inadvertent and intentional name capture needs to be
taken into account.

.. Mixin Layers

Mixin Layers [SBa] promote mixins to language-level entities rather than simulated by template classes.
The authors express a collaboration as a nested mixin, where the outer mixin represents the collaboration
and encapsulates the inner mixins representing participants.
This approach addresses two concerns we expressed in Section .. (page ): that large collaborations or long chains of collaboration attachments were difficult for the compiler to handle, and that there
was no explicit grouping of participants into a collaboration. These concerns are addressed by explicitly
representing the collaboration as a language entity as opposed to labeling an informal grouping of roles
as a collaboration. As in template-class participants, inheritance is used to statically compose participants
into final classes, but rather than having to manually assemble each participant-mixin’s parameter-list, this
is automatically handled when a collaboration-mixin is declared to subclass a collaboration.
Mixin layers’ key innovation is leveraging the natural encapsulation of inner-classes to achieve automatic assembly of participants. This organization inherits most of the benefits and drawbacks from that
of using plain template classes, with the notable difference that all participant names are early-bound, and
that each collaboration generates its own mutually recursive set of types that can be shared with several
other collaborations.
... Explicit Behavior
Because they are shared between all most-specific types, the early-binding of typenames in mixin layers
is open to type conflation: the signature of an expected method inherited from a super-collaboration
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Figure 7: An illustration of how the sample problem might be expressed in Mixin Layers.

must necessarily specify types from its own collaboration in its signature that must be downcast to the
current collaboration to be used in the current collaboration. While template-class participants tend to
create branchless class hierarchies, mixin layers share types from super-collaborations—the effect is that
the downcasts have more opportunities to fail than those of template-class participants.
Figure  illustrates the situation of type conflation by showing how Mixin layers would represent
two kinds of Employees—a Teaching collaboration and a Banking collaboration. Mixin layers’ participant
names are bound by name correspondence to participants in a super-collaboration, so the fully qualified
name is shown in the figures. Each collaboration is compiled separately: their presumed linking is
illustrated as dotted arrows: The participant inheritance relationships are implied by the inheritance
relationships between Employee, and Banking and Teaching. Notice that the expected method workIn in
Employee.Person is implemented in the two sub-collaborations. However, the signatures of the methods

defined in the sub-collaborations still reference the types in Employee. Thus, type checking cannot
guarantee that a Teacher is not told to work in a Bank.
Similar problems plague the use of factory methods. While each collaboration can declare expected methods to instantiate the most-specific type of each participant, the return type of such methods is the least-specific type. Thus, even instantiation requires downcasting. Associating instantiation
with dynamic casts is unfortunate, and the authors suggest that specifying participants as virtual classes
[MMPN, Tho] would allow late binding of participant names. This would allow participants in
attached collaborations to late-bind the final class name, while retaining the concept of a collaboration
encapsulating its participants. However, it is unclear what restrictions such a change would imply. Certainly, the typing scheme would need to disallow static fields in participants, as the type of such fields
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would be late bound.
... Implicit Behavior
The techniques suggested for implementing explicit behavior for template-class roles (Section .., page
) apply to Mixin Layers as well. However, the larger scope of modularity allows a collaboration to be
crosscut, rather than single classes.

.. Jiazzi: A Module System for Java

Jiazzi [MFH] is the Java implementation of the Units module system [FF].

In overview, a unit

is a package of behavior with formally declared imports and exports. Units are linked together into
larger units by resolving which concrete unit is referenced by an import declaration and redirecting the
importing references to the concrete unit.
Instantiating a unit is distinct from referencing it during linking. This is in contrast to Hyper/J
(Section .., page ) and Aspectual Collaboration which conflate the two concepts: composing a
collaboration will insert a copy of the collaboration into the result. Two uses of a collaboration can thus
not share state through static variables. Jiazzi allows both to be varied separately; however, sharing is
rare as idiomatic Jiazzi programming patterns, such as the open class pattern (defined below), do not lead
to—and are not compatible with—multiple uses of a unit instance.
Unit signatures are the basis for the compile-time properties of the module system. A unit signature
is either atomic, consisting of class hierarchies and method signatures, or composite, consisting of nested
unit signatures. A unit declares zero or more imported signatures, and provides an exported signature.
Similarly, the implementation of a unit is either atomic or composite, statically checked to conform to
its exported signature, given the guarantees of the imported units’ signatures. Separate compilation is
supported by generating temporary stub Java packages and classes from imported units’ signatures, and
compiling the unit implementation against those. A compiled unit with no imports can be used as a Java
package.
The Jiazzi approach is flexible enough to encode several useful programming patterns, even though
the system does not natively support them.
Mixin Inheritance. Classes can extend imported classes, allowing mixins to be expressed directly. Since
the unit contains several classes, Jiazzi is able to express mixin layers.
Late Binding. Late binding is needed to be able to allow the most specific type in a chain of mixin layers
to be instantiated. This is expressed directly by importing the final unit into each of the constituent
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units. Thus, each unit can decide whether the intermediate type or final type should be used. When
used together with mixin-inheritance, this is called the Open Class Pattern.
Interception. This is discussed in Section ....

... Explicit Behavior
Figure  shows two atomic Jiazzi units. Person Building imports two units (on the left side of the unit, by
graphical convention): the initial classes (In) and the final classes (Final), and exports (on the right side)
extended versions of the initial classes (Out). Internally, all references to Person and Building are to the
final versions, which are also the only imports with constructors: hence these can be instantiated. The
final classes are declared to be indirect subclasses of the exported classes, which in turn are subclasses of
the initial classes. Because these subclassing relationships are known, internal references to the final classes
can see all the declared methods (including the unexported ones), while external references can only see
methods in the exported signature.
The Person Building unit makes no requirements of the initial classes, and exports extended versions
that are guaranteed to have certain methods. Employee Workplace does make requirements of its initial
classes, requiring that Employee have a getName method. These methods are referenced in the concrete
behavior implemented by the package.
The getWorkplace method, rather than returning the local Workplace type, is declared to return the
final type. Similarly, the introduced relationships are between the local types and the final versions of
their endpoints. Thus, Out.Employee has a workplace reference to Final.Workplace.
The bottom of Figure  also shows how we can wire the two units together, creating a reusable
PersonEmployee package. UsePersonEmployee takes that unit and closes the loop, linking the output of
PersonEmployee to its final import, and linking in a trivial package to be the super-most base classes for
Person and Employee. By closing the loop, the classes in the unit can no longer be modified. Figure 

(page ) shows the result of all the linking: a compact class hierarchy.
... Implicit Behavior
Methods declared on the imported superclass are inherited into the local subclass and can thus be overridden. Combined with late binding of class-names, this allows interception of method execution. However, like Hyper/J, there are only limited provisions for genericity with respect to the intercepted method.
McDirmid and Hsieh [MH] describe how method names and signatures can vary based on template

 We

could also have done this directly on PersonEmployee if we had not needed a reusable unit.
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Figure 8: Two atomic units; Imports and exports are shaded boxes, with imports on the left and exports on the
right.

replacement, and how this can be used to capture a class of crosscutting concerns, and also show how the
open-class pattern can capture some crosscutting behavior.
The crosscutting features allow behavior accross several host classes to be modularized, but the lack of
automated method interception makes such crosscutting hard to reuse. Only if all intercepted methods
have the expected signature—modulo imported type bindings—can a unit’s crosscutting behavior be
reused in another context.
Automatically generated interception methods would allow Jiazzi to be used as a back end to provide
both AspectJ and Aspectual Collaboration advice semantics. There is a restriction in that the semantics
of Java’s super call allows the overridden method (i.e. the proceed() pseudo-method in AspectJ) to be
invoked only from within the textual scope of the overriding method. Future work in Section ..
(page ) presents a technique which uses the baroque semantics of Java’s inner classes to circumvent
this, allowing first-class join-point objects to escape both the lexical and dynamic scope of the method
execution.
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Figure 9: Linking the two units together.
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Figure 10: The result of linking.

To implement aspectual interception, the intercepting methods must be declared on subclasses of the
intercepted method’s owner. Thus, order of composition becomes important, and it becomes difficult
to have symmetric interception between two units: unit A wants to intercept a method in unit B, but
B wants to intercept a (different) method in A. There does not exist an order of composition suitable.
One workaround is similar to the suggestion for flexible imports for template-class roles in Section ...
(page ): defer interception to a unit C that is linked at the bottom of the subtyping hierarchy, and thus
can override methods from both A and B and forward from one to the other.
... Evaluation
Jiazzi’s treatment of signatures is very flexible, verifying that a unit satisfies an import’s required signature
(and likewise guaranteeing exports) rather than declaring one or more specific signatures for the unit.
Thus, a unit can satisfy interfaces that were not visible in the context in which it was compiled. This is
in contrast to Caesar’s (Section .., page ) collaborations, which could satisfy several Collaboration
Interfaces, but only those explicitly declared by the collaboration.  Aspectual Collaborations, on the
other hand, eschew applied signatures altogether for one principal signature per collaboration. This does
not cost collaborations any expressiveness as they currently have no parametricity, but if parametrization
were developed in the future (Section .., page ), this design choice would need to be revisited.
Because signatures apply a view to their target unit, signatures do not fully describe the contents of
the unit. Notably, knowing the signatures of a unit’s declared imports and the signatures of the units
applied to those imports is not sufficient to decide whether the application is legal.
Figure  illustrates the situation. The unit on the left, AddFoo, represents a small unit that imports
some class (requiring a bar member to exist) and exports a subclass of that class with a member foo added
 It appears that Caesar requires an implementation to declare exactly one collaboration interface, but that is likely not a fundamental
restriction.
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Figure 11: Both the imported and exported signatures of a unit determine whether an import is legal.

to it. On the right, a compound unit UseAddFoo uses that to add foo to some imported class, and
re-exports the result.
While AddFoo compiles, UseAddFoo will not. The reason is that OuterImportedClass requires a foo
member to be visible, which causes a clash with the member added by AddFoo.  To discover this error,
it is not sufficient to look at the import requirements of the unit. Looking at the application of OuterImportedClass to ImportedClass, the signatures suggest that everything should work: ImportedClass makes

weaker requirements than what OuterImportedClass guarantees. It is only when taking the exported signatures into account that the true signature requirements for ImportedClass become apparent: not only
does it require a bar member to exist, it also requires a foo member to not exist. 
Another way to look at the problem is that there is an ambiguity in OuterExportedClass: it is not obvious which foo to export: the one inherited from OuterImportedClass, or the one from ExportedClass.
Jiazzi provides the tools to disambiguate by using encapsulation to hide one of the members (in Java only
the added member can be hidden, as there is no mechanism to uninherit a member).

. Collaboration-Oriented Designs

Rather than inheritance, as the previous section, the systems summarized in this section primarily use
wrappers or direct code insertion to compose participant behavior. One criterion used to include systems
in this section is that they allow some analysis of the behavior in the collaboration separately from its use
in an application.
 [MFH]
 We

identifies the issue and offers a workaround for this, by using encapsulation to hide the added foo method.
use “to exist” and “be visible” interchangeably, as the concepts are interchangeable in the eyes of encapsulation.
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Figure 12: Teachers and Ants in Class Graph Views

.. Class Graph Views

While unpublished, Ovlinger and Lieberherr’s Class Graph Views [OL] make a good starting point for
collaboration- (rather than role-) oriented designs. The paper presents a small domain specific language
(dsl) for implementing the facade pattern [GHJV], focusing on mechanism rather than policy.
A collaboration is presented as a set of participant classes, which are augmented with expected methods. Expected method (called mapmethods in the paper) defer behavior to unspecified host classes.
These methods’ signatures are known, allowing the collaboration to be compiled as a whole. The Class
Graph View compiler scans the collaboration for such methods and creates a Java interface that contains
method signatures corresponding to all the expected methods of the collaboration. To avoid name clashes
and possibly ambiguous overloading, each method name is modified to contain the name of its owning
participant.
Figure  shows a variant of the recurring example, expressed as a combination of concrete classes and
classes generated from declarations in the mapping dsl. The example reuses the Employee/Workplace
collaboration twice, by mapping it against Person/Building and Ant/AntHill. The collaboration’s required
interface is presented as a Java interface using name mangling to express which participant each method
is mapped to. AttachmentInterface has been generated (thus shown in a slightly darker shade) from the
collaboration, and each participant in the collaboration has a reference to the specific attachment object
which instantiated it. Invocations of expected methods are forwarded to appropriate methods on this
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object.
Implementations of the attachment interface have been generated from declarations in the mapping
language, declaring type mappings and method implementations; the dotted box in Figure  sketches an
example for PersonAttach. AntAttach is similar and thus omitted. In the figure, type mappings are shown
as dotted curved lines. The mapping relation is not inherently a subtyping relation, and differs in a few
key regards:
(a) The attachment mapping can be applied to a host class without modifying that class, and a host class can
be mapped to participants in several collaborations simultaneously. Achieving this with subtyping would
require multiple inheritance, as each host would then be a subtype of participants in several collaborations
simultaneously.
(b) The attachment mapping allows required behavior to be provided in any way that can be expressed in
the mapping language, while subtyping requires a precise signature and name match. Indeed, there need
not be any host classes at all, as long as the methods in the attachment interface are implemented.
(c) Subtypes are transparently upcast to their supertypes when invoking inherited behavior with signatures
written over the supertypes, while mapped objects must explicitly be translated between the base and
collaboration type kinds.
To abstract the precise nature of the relation, the generated attachment implementation classes contain
methods to manage the association between the host and collaboration type kinds. Below, we explain
how the principle behind mapping is fatally flawed, and cannot be made type-safe without significant
redesign.
... Explicit Behavior
The paper describes how the interface can be implemented by an attachment class, instances of which
act as factories (or lenses [Hol]) at run time to map host objects to participant objects. Attachment is
per object, and while the paper describes a system that requires the class of each host to be primed for
“hosting” participants, this is not a fundamental restriction—in retrospect it would be more natural to
implement the participant-host relation on the attachment object.
The attachment class is generated from a succinct specification, and in addition to the methods required by the interface provides methods for wrapping a host object as a participant instance, and likewise
for unwrapping such an instance to expose the host. It is necessary to wrap host objects in participant
instances because the behavior in the collaboration is written over participant types. Employee’s workIn
method requires an argument of type Workplace, which neither Building nor AntHill are; by wrapping
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them object of these types in a wrapper of Workplace, they can be passed as arguments to workIn. Behavior provided by the collaboration is accessed by instantiating the attachment class, using the factory
methods to create participant objects from one or more host objects, and invoking the desired behavior
on the resulting participant objects.
The participant behavior can either side-effect the underlying host objects via expected methods, or
else return a result, which the attachment object can transform from a participant instance into a host
object. The expected methods are forwarded to methods on the host object via the attachment object.
There is no encapsulation between host and collaboration, apart from that enforced by the programmer, but to promote reuse of collaborations, the attachment object automatically translates between host
and collaboration types. The paper describes how a hashtable is used to memoize the translation: this
means that if the same host object is passed into the collaboration, it will be wrapped as the same participant object both times. This corresponds to the concept of “wrapper recycling” in Caesar (Section ..,
page ).
Unfortunately, the lack of a covariant type system means that a wrapper type from one attachment
is not distinct from one from another attachment. This can easily result in dynamic casting errors. For
example, the Employee participant of Figure  is common for both Person and Ant; while the attachment
objects perform run time checks, and thus avoid conflating a Person-Employee with an Ant-Employee,
there is no protection for the programmer who attempts to pass an AntHill-Workplace as an argument to
a Person-Employee workIn method. An example of such a situation is:








void someMethod(Person person, AntHill anthill) {
PersonAttach p ad = new PersonAttach();
AntAttach a ad = new AntAttach();
Employee emp = p ad.makeEmployee(person);
Workplace wp = a ad.makeWorkplace(anthill);
emp.workIn(wp);
}

// Generated Attachment Classes

where a person is told to work in an anthill. To illustrate the risk of dynamic errors, assume that
emp.workIn(wp) in turn invokes getAddress Workplace(wp) on the attachment object. The attachment

class implements this method by unwrapping wp to a Building in order to call getAddress(), but since wp
is actually a AntHill, this will fail dynamically. Similar problems can be encountered if class-scoped (static)
state is declared on the participants—accessing the static state from the wrong attachment object will also
result in casting errors.
The lack of encapsulation allows host methods to explicitly delegate to collaboration behavior, which
allows collaboration behavior to be easily reused. There are no provisions to allow host methods to be
intercepted while the host remains oblivious; there is no implicit behavior.
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... Assessment

Class Graph Views focused more on mechanism than policy, providing a very straight-forward system for
reusing collaborations. The system’s salient points were that apart from the minimal processing done in
finding the expected methods and generating the attachment class, it relies on plain Java. As such it can be
thought of as a tool-supported programming pattern more than a new language construct. The Demeter
project [Lie] has shown how powerful such approaches can be.
However, the system suffered from three drawbacks, which prompted a change of direction to more
static language designs:
(a) The lack of encapsulation between attachments caused more dynamic object management problems
than the flexibility it allowed was worth.
(b) Passing large data-structures as arguments was complex: arrays needed to be copied, with each element
individually wrapped. Collection classes such as Vector were even more problematic, as the elements
are stored as Object. Since these elements could in turn be collection classes, a complete traversal of
the argument’s object structure is the only way to translate objects. It would seem that this flaw is
fundamental to separately compiled object-based collaborations, but we have not seen discussion of it in
other publications.
(c) The system’s flexibility made it difficult to explain how it was meant to be used. For example, no
host classes are necessary; it is fully feasible to write an attachment class manually that implements the
attachment interface by accessing information stored in a database.
The project was abandoned, with the judgment that it was too flexible: typically this much flexibility
is not needed, and a more restrictive system would be able to provide better support to the programmer. However, the very simple compilation process allowed a prototype implementation to be quickly
assembled, and as far as we are aware, it was the first implementation of any of the collaboration-oriented
language designs presented here in Section . (page ).

.. Dynamic Framework Adaptation

A framework is a collaboration consisting of participants that are expressed as abstract classes, with deferred behavior expressed as abstract methods. The similarity between collaborations and frameworks is
highlighted by the work on framework adaptation [SML, MSL]. The papers present the design and
implementation of constructs to dynamically attach framework collaborations to host classes. As with
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Figure 13: Both a Person and an Ant can be Employees

Class Graph Views, the dynamic nature of the process implies that the host classes are not necessarily
aware of the framework, with the coupling between the two being achieved by instantiation of attachment objects. Also like cgv, implicit behavior, such as interception of method executions in the base, is
not supported: all uses of collaboration behavior are explicit in the code. As a consequence, Dynamic
Framework Adaptation (dfa) can be implemented as a local (rather than global) programming pattern,
or implemented as a dsl that generates source code. The authors present both approaches, presenting a
small attachment language that generates attachment classes and inner classes.
Unfortunately, the similarity to cgv extends also to both the need and the lack of covariance of
attachments. Figure  illustrates how the Person and AntHill scenario of Figure  (page ) is expressed
as a framework adapter. The main difference from the approach in cgv is that mapping does imply
subtyping in dfa. Attachment is represented as a class that contains inner classes representing the mapping
of a host class to a collaboration participant by subclassing the participant. These “wrapper” classes are
related to the host objects by has-a relations. The use of inner classes to represent attached participants
easily allows the full oo paradigm to be used to implement the deferred behavior, typically by forwarding
to host classes (after proper un/wrapping of argument and return values). This organization allows the
host and collaboration to be separately compiled, with the attachment compiled afterwards.
The participants thus have subtypes for each attachment. To access deferred behavior, a participant
must be downcast to the wrapper type for the attachment. Figure Figure  illustrates the situation. To
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Figure 14: Inheritance proves difficult.

allow workIn to access the expected getAddress method of its argument, the Workplace participant must
be downcast to the proper wrapper type—either to a P Workplace or A Workplace, depending on the
precise type of the Employee—so that the proper address method can be invoked on the host object. This
unfortunately leads to a lack of static type safety, as in the cgv case. An key improvement over the cgv
case is that the downcast will happen in code written by the programmer, allowing the ultimate cause to
be more easily understood.
Using subclassing for attachment allows late-binding dispatch to be used to downcast the receiver
of an expected method, but poses problems when participants have subclassing relationships themselves.
Figure  shows a hypothetical case where multiple inheritance seems necessary; Manager refines the
Employee participant. The wrapper P Manager needs to subclass both the Manager participant (to provide

an implementation for MeetIn), and wrapper P Employee to inherit the implementation of workIn so that
the wrapper is non-abstract, and hence instantiatable.
If it were possible to implement the open class pattern (see Section .., page ), the desired behavior
could be achieved by linearizing the subclassing relationships: Employee > P Employee > Manager >
P Manager. However, this solution would require breaking the direct inheritance between Employee and

Manager, thus requiring language support for modifying compiled classes.
This example and the difficulty Java has in expressing it provides an interesting insight into the evolution of framework designs to full-fledged module systems. Many of the design details we find fault
with stem from the difficulty of simulating a module system using oo language features. This has been
remarked upon before by Szyperski [Szy].
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... Assessment
Framework adaptation shares many of the strengths of cgv, notably being very dynamic and having
a straightforward approach to reusing multi-class behavior. The biggest difference between the two is
the organization of the attachment: in cgv, the attachment information is encapsulated in a class, with
deferred behavior provided to the collaboration via flat methods implementing a generated Java interface,
while in dfa, the attachment implementation uses inner classes that extend collaboration participants.
Additionally, the work on framework adaptation has a significantly more advanced language for expressing
attachment classes.
Since a class construct is used to represent the attachment, class inheritance can be used between
attachments: partial attachments can be expressed as a class, which is then extended to complete the
attachment. In our example, the map between Building and Workplace could be expressed in the common
super-attachment, subclassed to map Employee to Person its host class. Thus, several similar attachments
can reuse the shared superclass for commonalities.
However, we note that attachment implementation aside, the fundamental flaws in Section ...
(page ), which lead to cgv being abandoned, have not been addressed. The authors do not discuss
static properties such as type safety, so it is possible that expressiveness is seen as more important than
type safety in promoting their stated goals of improved maintenance and understandability [MSL]. This
conclusion is borne out by the provided prototype implementation’s [Mez] use of the Java Reflection api,
which does not support static type checking, to implement attachment.

.. Adaptive and Aspectual Components

A daptive Plug&Play Components (appcs) [ML] and their successors, Aspectual Components [LLM],
take the concepts of reusable behavior expressed over multiple participants, and show how this infrastructure can be used as a component architecture.
Aspectual Components are presented as an extension of appcs, but the latter have a very different interface to the application than the Aspectual Components, whose behaviors are used in a fashion similar
to Class Graph Views, Frameworks, Caesar (Section .., page ), and Object Teams (Section ..,
page ). appcs present only a single entry-point to their behavior, while the other systems allow methods
to be called on participant instances after suitable attachment and lifting of host objects to participant objects. However, apart from this difference, the main difference between appcs and Aspectual Components
is that the latter aims to support the expression of reusable aspect-oriented behavior.
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connector ConnectTeacherEmployeePerson {
Person is {TeacherSchool.Teacher, EmployeeWorkplace.Employee} with {
argueBetter = argue;
getName = getName;
getSchool = getWorkplace;
}
Building is {TeacherSchool.School, EmployeeWorkplace.Workplace} with {
getAddress = getAddress;
}
}

Figure 15: Composing the TeacherSchool and EmployeeWorkplace components to a base.

Lieberherr et al. [LLM] identify the tight coupling of aspects to the program they advise as one of
the biggest hindrances to reuse in AspectJ. Aspectual Components leverage the participant graph concept
to express aspects and advice over the participant graph, which is mapped to an host class graph by an
attachment (connector in their terminology).
... Implicit Behavior
Because the explicit behavior is similar to both cgv and frameworks adaptation, we will focus on implicit
behavior. Both appcs and Aspectual Components describe expressive composition systems. However,
this discussion will focus on their core features.
Implicit behavior in Aspectual Components is expressed by replacing deferred methods’ implementation. A simple method interception is shown with a Teacher’s argueBetter method, illustrated in Figure , with the connector that connects the Base, Employee, and Teacher collaborations shown textually
beneath. Whenever method argue is invoked on a Person, argueBetter takes over, perhaps executing the
original method in addition to referencing the Library offered by the Teacher’s School workplace.
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We find that when several methods need to be intercepted, the approach becomes very ambiguous.
Figure  shows (graphically, abstracting from the textual representation of beneath) a simple logging
component that logs read and write calls. Participant Logger defines two methods, readOp and writeOp,
that are able to intercept any logged read or write host method. The connector LogReadWriteAccessConnector maps readOp to all methods matching the name pattern get*, on all classes matching the name

pattern Shapes.* (and similarly for writeOp and set*). The types void, Object, and Object[] are overloaded
to conform to generic signatures. To make the interaction interesting, we modify slightly the behavior
of readOp and writeOp from [LLM], adding information about what is accessed, as shown in Figure .
The intent is that for each logged operation, the value before execution of the intercepted method is
reported. We thus need displayString to invoke the unlogged version of each method. How the design
would achieve this is unclear, but it is easy to visualize syntax to allow such references from within the
modifying collaboration—we have assumed that a call to the expected method invokes the intercepted
method directly.
As Aspectual Components are an extension of appcs, participants can also define normal oo behavior,
in addition to expect and replace methods. The participant Provider defines a sample implementation
for the method callShowString.
To use the logging behavior, we might instantiate the attachment, and use that instance to instantiate
participants. One instantiation will affect all the get* and set* methods, allowing the component to
crosscut several methods in several classes. It is unclear what the extent of the implicit features of the
component are: the examples in the paper suggest this is a global side-effect of compiling the attachment
connector, but the presentation also hints at a per-object deployment.  For concreteness, we will assume
that implicit features have global extent, and that explicit behavior needs to be manually lifted to participant objects to be activated. The testing methods in Figure  illustrate the two scenarios, exercising both
implicit and explicit features.
We encounter several difficulties in predicting the effects of our test code. For example, testImplicit
invokes two methods which we know to be modified by the attachment. The call to setX on Point is
intercepted by the writeOp method, which calls displayString, and which in turn calls the host method
mapped to readOp. However, it is unclear which get* method readOp is mapped to in the call inside
displayString. Figure  shows that readOp is mapped to a total of six methods. 

In general, even such complex mapping logic will not suffice. Consider the next call, to Rectangle.setPoints, which is also mapped to writeOp. There does not exist a corresponding readOp that is
 This

is similar to AspectJ’s typing of around advice and its proceed method; see Section ... (page ).
behavior is used is extrapolated from [ML]; the scenario does not appear in [LLM].
 Per-object deployment would open another option to resolving the issue, brought up in the discussion of Figure , of how a
connector is related to a set of classes.
 The lac (Section ..) implementation of aspectual components solves this by disallowing replace methods to be invoked directly.
 How
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collaboration Logging;
participant Logger {
expected Object readOp();
replace Object readOp() {
System.out.println(”Read ”+ displayString());
return expected();
}
expected void writeOp(Object[] methargs);
replace void writeOp(Object[] methargs) {
System.out.println(”Write ”+ displayString());
expected();
}
private String displayString() {
return ”access on ”+this.showString()+” was ”+ readOp().toString();
}
expected String showString();
}
participant Provider {
Logger logger;
String callShowString() { return logger.showString(); }
}
void testImplicit(Rectangle r, Point p) {
p.setX(1);
r.setPoints(p,r.getLine().getUL());
}






// unchanged from [LLM99]
// call the original method

// also unchanged
// no return because void
// modified to call original readOp method

void testExplicit(Provider prov) {
String result = prov.callShowString();
System.out.println(”The result was ”+result);
}

Figure 16: A sample implementation of the Logging collaboration, and two test methods.
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obvious to a human reader, much less the automated attachment.
A similar quandary appears in testExplicit. Here, Provided.callShowString predictably invokes showString on the participant instance variable logger. The unresolved question is which of the three host

types corresponds to the participant Logged. The situation is similar to the difficulties found in cgv,
where Employees played Persons could not be distinguished from those played by Ants.
... Assessment
Adaptive Plug & Play Components provide an attractive—and very likely type-safe—means to express
multi-class behavior. The authors suggest a simple and powerful mixin-like scheme for component composition, with an attachment language that is restrictive enough to be easily implemented in a type safe
manner. Examples of appcs presented in [ML] suggest a static implementation where participant code
is inserted into the host classes, neatly side-stepping the difficulties discovered in both cgv (Section ..,
page ) and dfa (Section .., page ) in keeping objects from different uses of the component separate. With a safe implementation demonstrated, we can speculate about more advanced implementations
that maintain the same semantics but also provide separate compilation.
Unfortunately, the extension of appcs to Aspectual Components is not as polished. While the authors
present an interesting and expressive composition system, it is based around a core with very unclear
semantics. Our examples have illustrated the difficulty in unambiguously interpreting attachments based
on wild-cards, at least as presented here. This difficulty motivates our discussion of join-point tuples in
Section .. (page ).
Assuming an unambiguous interpretation, we are nonetheless left with a system that cannot statically
guarantee lack of dynamic errors in generated code. The genericity mechanism, which involves automatic
wrapping of primitive types, downcasting, and implicit arguments to intercepted methods, introduces
several opportunities for dynamic errors in automatically generated code. A simple example of such a
case would be reversing order of elements in the Object[] args array passed to the writeOp corresponding
to Rectangle.setPoints. This appears statically to be well typed operation, but when expected() is invoked,
the Object representing the last int will be cast to a Point, resulting in a dynamic error.

.. PIROL and LAC

The dynamic language Lua [IdFF] has been used to implement both the Dynamic View Connector construct (dvc) of PIROL [HM] and version of Aspectual Components called Lua Aspectual Components
(lac) [HM]. The implementations leverage Lua’s dynamic meta-level features to express the necessary
linking between collaboration and host. We will focus on evaluating lac, as it builds on dvcs.
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According to [Her], lac is the first implementation of Aspectual Components (Section .., page
) and thus pertinent to our discussion of that work. Because of its similarity to Aspectual Components,
we do not describe the syntax and details of lac here: the syntax described in the papers do differ slightly,
but the fundamental concepts remain unchanged.
Notably, the problematic scenario we encountered for Aspectual Components occurs here as well, and
interestingly, the authors use a very similar publish-subscribe scenario to describe the features of lac. An
important improvement over Aspectual Components is that a more flexible typing scheme is proposed.
Figure  shows how a Logging collaboration is mapped to the base collaboration Shapes, affecting the
behavior of several methods. The LogReadWriteAccess connector should provide an implementation for
the showString method, by accessing behavior on the classes it is mapped to. A key question is what
interfaces to the host classes are available to the implementation of the method. The straightforward
answer of requiring an explicit implementation for each host class runs contrary to the desire of using
succinct representations of the attachment details—as indicated by the use of the imprecise but compact
Shape.* rather than the more precise Point,Line,Rectangle in the example.

The authors’ suggestion is to make the interface available to the attachment be the intersection of the
attached types. Thus, the implementation of showString can access the color method. Were Rectangle
not mapped, the the name method would become visible as well, as it is declared on Point and Line, but
not Rectangle. This is similar to matching in the LOOM model [BFP].

The proposed typing scheme can only allow access to members that are identical across all mapped

classes. Making the system more expressive poses difficulties. For example, while the method signature
Object get() unifies the hypothetical signatures of Point get() and Line get(), the signature void set(Object)

does not unify the hypothetical signatures of void set(Point) and void set(Line). Instead, the argument of
the unifying signature needs to be a subtype of both Point and Line, which in general does not exist.
The lower operation, which exposes the host object of a participant object, is an operation whose
signature resembles the get method. This implies that if a participant is attached to several host classes,
the lower operation will return a less precise type than if the participant were attached only once. Since
participants can only be mapped to object types, a least precise type is known to exist: Object. The
programmer would then need to downcast the result of lower to a sufficiently precise type to invoke the
required behavior. In other situations, a more precise common supertype may exist.
In the context of aspectual components, we posed the question of which get method is invoked if we
were to call to readOp. The implementation allows us to answer the question; in the lac implementation,
it is an error to attempt to invoke a replace method. This means that invocations of an expect method
that were previously allowed will become disallowed if we add a replace clause to the expected method.
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Figure 17: Caesar organization

.. Caesar and Collaboration Interfaces

Mezini and Ostermann explore the effects of separating interface from implementation [MO, MOa,
MOb], culminating in the component system Caesar. Caesar makes two main contributions to the
state of the art of collaborations. It proposes a type system based on family polymorphism [Ern], and
additionally applies the concept of module signatures to collaborations. This leads naturally to attachments
that are parameterized over collaboration implementations.
Figure  illustrates how two collaboration implementations, Teaching and Banking, both implement
a common collaboration interface, Employment. Attachments are written against collaboration interfaces,
rather than implementation, making it possible (but not mandatory) to reuse the same attachment for both
implementations.
A particular combination of collaboration implementation and attachment is represented by a deployment class. Deployment instances are used at run time to expose the collaboration’s behavior to the base
application, and to provide translation services between host and collaboration types.
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... Explicit Behavior
Like the other collaboration systems reviewed, Caesar’s deployments are object-based: to access a deployed collaboration’s behavior, a deployment class is instantiated, and used as a wrapper factory to lift
base application objects into the deployment type-kind. The wrapped objects thus expose the behavior
of the collaboration to the rest of the application. Wrapped objects can expose base methods to the
collaboration; execution of the collaboration behavior can side-effect the base objects by such imported
methods. Collaboration methods can return participant instances. If invoked from the base, these participant instances need to be unwrapped to expose the resulting base objects before being returned. Like
cgvs in Section .. (page ), Caesar will reuse the same wrapper for a given object, so as to enable
object equivalence tests in both base and collaboration domains.
Deployments and their contained participant types are part of the Base, which poses the question of
how the participant types of TeachingDeployment and BankingDeployment are related. For example, both
deployments will have exposed an Employee type, and care must be taken to avoid confusing objects
created by one deployment with those of another. If such a confusion were to happen, dynamic errors
will likely occur in generated code.
Family polymorphism [Ern] aims to statically hinder such dynamic errors by restricting type equality
to deployment instances that can statically be proven to alias to the same deployment object. Unfortunately, there are two drawbacks to the choice of family polymorphism: while it is a very expressive typing
discipline, it has yet to be proven sound; secondly, it can prove equality of two types only when it can
statically prove that they come from the same deployment instance. While alias analysis can be aided by
programming patterns, such as storing deployment objects in final variables, it is will be difficult for the
programmer to predict how more complicated uses will be typed.
In private correspondance, Ostermann [Ost] points out that precise type matching between family
objects (such as deployment objects) is not sufficient. The reason is that family types, which group and
name a set of covariantly polymorphic types, can be instantiated and used in turn to define new family
types. Ostermann gives the following example, slightly altered, to illustrate the potential pitfall.










class Math {
final NumRep nr;
Math(NumRep nr) { this.nr=nr;}
virtual class Fraction extends nr.Number {
nr.Number denom; // numerator is inherited
Fraction mult(Fraction f) {
···this.denom.times(f.denom)···
}}}







Math bM = new Math(BinaryNumRep);
Math cnM = new Math(ChurchNumRep);
bM.Fraction bF = ···;
cnM.Fraction cnF = ···;
bF.mult(cnF) // no good!
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Even though both bM and cnM are of precisely the same type, this is not sufficient to guarantee that
their contained virtual types are compatible. Invoking mult on their respective inner types will result in
a binary encoded number attempting to multiply a Church-numeral encoded number: not a supported
operation.
Ostermann concludes that if we were able to guarantee that not only were the outer types precisely
the same, but also that specific internal types were precisely the same, that might be sufficient for type
soundness, but such typing schemes are almost as difficult and restrictive as the simpler object equivalence
requirement.
... Implicit Behavior
Implicit behavior is achieved by allowing pointcuts and advice to be expressed in the deployment class,
and then activated by a deployment clause. The implicit behavior is only active during the extent of
the deployment clause. However, it is not clear precisely what that extent is. Several combinations of
visibility (are third party classes affected by a call * pointcut?) and temporal extent are possible. Some
interesting possibilities are:
. The effects of the deployment are globally visible to all threads while the current thread is executing
in the lexical extent of the clause.
. The effects of the deployment are visible only within the deployed collaboration, on executions
within the control-flow of the deployment clause.
. The effects of the deployment are visible only to objects created in the control-flow of the deployment clause, throughout their lifetime.
Ostermann [Ost], confirms that  is the most sensible of the three, and also how Caesar works.
Another question is whether deployment clauses are re-entrant. It is possible that the deployment
clause ends up recursively invoking itself. Alternately, several threads can execute the same clause, on
the same deployment object. Such reentrances can either duplicate their effects (so that before advice is
executed once for each clause entry), or be idempotent, with no effect beyond the first invocation.
... Assessment
The use of family polymorphism adds static type safety to the powerful concept of dynamic collaboration
instantiation. Unfortunately, family polymorphism has not been proven sound, and relies on aliasing
analysis to prove type equality. It is our hope that the authors present a formal evaluation of their system.
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The addition of collaboration interfaces allows attachments to be abstracted over the concrete collaboration implementation being attached. A concept of collaboration refinement leverages such abstraction
by allowing the same attachment to be reused for a collaboration and its refinements.
An alternate formulation would replace the collaboration signature with a—possibly abstract—collaboration and use only refinement, rather than interface implementation, to add concrete implementation.
This would allow familiar oo concepts like default behavior, inheritance, and overriding to be applied to
multi-class behaviors as well. Similar reasoning can also be applied to the attachments as well: implementation refinement could be matched by attachment refinement, highlighting the covariance relationship
between the two.
If such an approach were adopted, special care would need to be taken not to imply multipleinheritance, as we saw in dcg (Figure , page ). Banking.Manager in Figure  (page ) is a subclass both of Banking.Employee and Employment.Manager, but there is no subtyping relationship between these classes. Jiazzi (Section .., page ) solves this with the open-class pattern, explicitly
linearizing the subtyping relationship as Banking.Manager > Employment.Manager > Banking.Employee >
Employment.Manager. An implicit linearization would possibly work well with Caesar’s suggested seman-

tics, effectively lifting the programming pattern into the language semantics.
A last concern is the use of wrappers to lift objects of base types into the type kinds of the deployed
collaboration. Section ... (page ) discusses how this proved difficult to get right for aggregate
objects such as vectors and arrays. Arrays, for example, would seem to require that a new array be created
and populated with the wrapped elements of the input array—thus incurring an O(n) cost for method
dispatch. At method exit, even if the array were not returned as a result, the array would need to be
inspected and compared to the input array to determine how to recreate those effects in the base array.
One resolution would be to provide lifting-aware versions of collection classes, which would lift each
object on a per-need basis, rather than the whole collection at once.

.. Object Teams

A n Object Team [Her, Her, VH] is a collaboration defined as a set of possibly abstract participant
classes, scoped within a possibly abstract enclosing team class. Each participant class can define behavior,
and is able to declare deferred behavior.
The collaboration is refined as a whole, with participants either inherited, introduced, or pointwise
overridden by local participants. Figure  illustrates two collaborations: Employment declares three participants, where Employee and Manager are in a intra-team subtyping relationship. Collaboration Teaching
subtypes Employment, and thus implicitly sets up subtyping relationships between the similarly named
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Figure 18: Object Teams Example.

classes in the two teams. Thus, Employment.Employee is in two is-a relationships simultaneously: intracollaboration subtyping with Employment.Manager, and and inter-collaboration subtyping with Teaching.Employee. In general, multiple inheritance can require disambiguation in the case where there does

not exist one most specific method with a given name in a class. 
For example, Figure  shows two different implementations of the method lecture. In Employment
there is only one possible meaning: it must be from Manager. However, in Teaching there are two most
specific implementations: the one inherited from Employment.Manager, and the one declared in Teaching.Employee. [Her] refers to a forthcoming formalization of the type system, based—like Caesar—on

family polymorphism, which would formalize the semantics of the system as well.
In addition to subtyping, a participant may also declare a played-by relationship binding it to a host class.
Employee and Manager both have played-by relationships to base classes: Person and Bossy, respectively.

These relationships allow behavior to be imported from the base classes, and can be added to a participant
at any point in the refinement hierarchy. Thus, attachment is a special case of collaboration refinement.
... Explicit Behavior
The played-by relationship allows the participant’s deferred behavior to be provided via delegation to the
host class. This relationship is used to wrap host objects in participant types, so that the host behavior
and objects can be provided to and manipulated by the collaboration. The mapping is transparent, so the
 This

issue was previously discussed in Figure  (page ).
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effect of the played-by relationship is to make it appear that the participant is a super-type of the host
object as well. However, this is slight of hand; it is unclear how the automatic wrapping and unwrapping
would be implemented in a statically typed language, such as Java.
To use collaboration behavior, the collaboration is instantiated, and the participants are either instantiated and accessed as first-class types (disambiguated by the collaboration instance) or else methods directly on the collaboration instance is invoked. In Figure  we could use Teaching like so:
Building i = new Teaching().getWorkplace(somePerson); Meanwhile, the team Employment is not instan-

tiatable as not all participants have played-by relationships: Workplace is unattached.
... Implicit Behavior
Object-Team collaborations can also express implicit control flows. This is done very much in the same
way as constituent methods for Chameleon’s roles (Section .., page ): control can be transfered to a
participant method before, after, or instead of a host method’s execution. Before or after methods are able
to intercept selected arguments of the host method. The typing requirements for replacement methods
are not discussed explicitly, and [Her] gives only examples where the intercepting method has type void
→ void. We can infer from [HM] that this is meant as a generic type.

Our comments on the difficulty posed by multiple method attachments mentioned in Section ..

(page ) seem to apply to Object Teams as well.
The implicit behavior of a collaboration is activated or deactivated by invoking side-effecting methods
on the collaboration object. [Her] discusses reentrancy in the context of the so called Jumping Aspect
problem [BMV], and is solved by deactivating the collaboration on some recursive calls. However,
it is unclear what the effect is of multiple threads activating and deactivating the collaboration, and the
ordering of method interceptions is not discussed.
... Assessment
There is a great resemblance between Object-Teams and Caesar. Both perform object-based wrapping
and allow collaborations’ implicit behavior to be activated dynamically. Both rely on family polymorphism for type safety; thus our remarks on the relationship in Caesar between family polymorphism and
virtual types apply here as well.
The biggest difference between the two systems is how Caesar emphasizes reuse of attachment, while
Object-Teams rely on collaboration refinement.
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.. Hyper/J: Advanced Concern Manipulation

Hyper/J and Multi-dimensional separation of concerns [TOHS] generalize the ideas behind subjectoriented programming [HO, OKK+ ] by moving to finer-grained units of combination. Concerns
are extracted from compiled applications, and composed into runnable applications.
A concern is captured by a HyperSlice—a named set of classes containing methods and fields—and
can be composed with other HyperSlices to create pointwise-composed classes in a way very similar to
Aspectual Collaborations. Behavior deferred in one slice may be implemented in another; in general,
composition sets up pointwise relationships among elements of a group of methods, allowing one concrete method to replace several deferred methods, or alternately concatenating them so that invoking
one implies execution of all bodies. [OKH+ ] describes several types of possible relationships, like replacement and merging. Bracketing relationships allow behavior to be inserted before or after executions
of a method, but cannot directly be used to control the method’s execution, like AspectJ’s proceed or
Aspectual Collaboration’s invoke.
HyperSlices are pure Java, avoiding the need to store any metadata in the slice. Thus, concerns are
easy to understand and develop using off-the-shelf tools, but require the programmer to look elsewhere
to understand the restrictions on how concerns fit together. Notably, no encapsulation is available via
HyperSlices: any method can be accessed if its name is known. Additionally, this means that concepts
that should be separate become conflated. An example is the use of abstract to denote both that method
should be overridden by subclasses and that the method is in the required interface of the HyperSlice.
Using this technique to represent deferred behavior will statically restrict classes with such behavior from
being instantiated. Unless there is a “base” HyperSlice that has no required methods and also takes care of
all object instantiation, using the abstract keyword to represent necessary metadata will make instantiation
difficult. To this end, a method can alternately be declared to throw a Hyper/J-specific exception to
signal that it is deferred and that its body is to be treated as a stub.
On-demand remodularization allows a HyperSlice to be teased out of a set of classes (possibly generated by composing slices, or by compilation of Java source) and used separately. In Section .. (page
), we speculate that Aspectual Collaborations could use encapsulation to drive a dead-code elimination
analysis to achieve the same goals.
... Explicit Behavior
Figure  graphically shows two separate compositions. Three hyperslices with light backgrounds—Person Building, Teacher School, and Employee Workplace—are composed to form a new hyperslice—Per There

is a certain similarity to the Deferred Structure Pattern in Section .. (page ).
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Figure 19: A graphical illustration of the Hyper/J solution to the recurring example.

son Employee Teacher—which contains all three. Simultaneously, Employee Workplace and Ant AntHill

are composed to create a package implementing an employed ant (shown in lesser detail).
The details of the HyperModule declarations specifying each composition are omitted, represented
instead graphically and by the names of the generated classes. Thus, the name PersonEmployeeTeacher
indicates that it is the combination of those three classes. While the name of the resulting HyperSlice
is under direct control, this is not immediately true for classes. Although it is possible to control the
resulting name, the Hyper/J developers prefer the merge-by-name directive,  which composes all classes
with identical names, also solving the question of what to call the resulting class.
The resulting slice is shown as a darkened uml package to suggest that we have derived, rather than
declared the names and contents of its classes.
We use the merge-by-name semantics to imply several method compositions. Teacher has an abstract
method getWorkplace (and is thus itself abstract), that the HyperModule composes with the concrete
method of the same name on Employee. The resulting class is not abstract as all of its required methods
have been satisfied by composition.
 We

could not find any examples that do not use merge-by-name.
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Figure 20: Composing Employee and Person, and applying that to Librarians.

... Implicit Behavior and Encapsulation
The classes resulting from composition contain the fields and methods from the composed classes, with
all types translated into the types of the resulting HyperSlice. The dotted line between argue and before/afterArgue represents a bracket relationship, resulting in a composed argue method that includes calls

to the before and after methods. Thus, the Teacher’s better arguing skills are implicitly invoked whenever
a Person argues.
The arguments to the method invocation are passed in an array to the bracketing methods, allowing
the bracketing methods to affect execution by side-effecting the arguments to the bracketed method. 
However, while the representation of the arguments as an array of Object[] allows a bracket to be reused
across several host methods, it achieves genericity at the risk of dynamic casting errors: if the bracket
needs to make assumptions about the types of the bracketed method’s arguments—which is likely for
 It

is unclear whether the actual arguments can be substituted, or merely side-effected.
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any but trivial behaviors—the objects will need to be downcast to more precise types. Since Hyper/J is
unable to guarantee that these types are valid, there are no checks that the bracket is applied to proper
methods, so the dynamic casts may fail at runtime.
While composition of HyperSlices rewrites type references, the names of members are in general
not translated—although composition declarations can combine methods. There is no provision for
hiding members or classes that are needed, but should remain private. A workaround is that they can be
renamed to names which are likely to be unique and hard to guess. Thus we can derive the interface of
the composed classes by taking the union of the constituent classes’ members and subsequently combining
methods that are declared to be composed—either by merge-by-name default or explicitly composed in
the HyperModule. If the constituent HyperSlices are themselves composed, this process can be recursively
applied to derive the interfaces of the constituents first.
Unfortunately, lack of encapsulation implies that we must perform this recursive analysis each time
we recompile a HyperSlice. Figure  shows an example of recomposing composed HyperSlices. We
would like to reuse the Person and Employee behaviors for the Librarian, by inserting them into the result of Figure , Person Employee Teacher. Because we foresee Person Employee being a commonly
reused combination, we choose to first compose those two slices, before composing that with Person Employee Teacher, to create a slice with person/employee behavior both for teachers and librar-

ians: Person Employee Teacher Librarian. The two intermediary slices—resulting from HyperModule
compositions—are shown using a darker background, to signify that we do not have source code for
these, but have rather inferred the interfaces from their HyperModule declarations.
When composed, the resulting slice will not behave as expected: there were two sortbooks methods—
one from Person, one from Librarian—that have now been composed. Their composition was not
intentional, but rather the result of them having the same name and being exported by default. Since we
did not think to rename them to unique names, their names matched, and were thus composed. Thus,
lack of encapsulation makes it difficult for us to derive proper interfaces, requiring us to traverse the entire
composition hierarchy, and making it imperative that we do so, in order to understand how the composed
slices behave.
One method that springs to mind to make the task of deriving generated interfaces tractable is to cache
the calculated interfaces for each composed HyperSlice. In order to keep a cached interface current, it
must be invalidated if its inputs change. Each modification of an interface invalidates all dependent
interfaces: modifying the implementation of a library will require rechecking not only every use of that
library, but every transitive use of the library as well. For example, were we to add a read method
to class Person, we would silently introduce a composition relationship—but only after recomposing
Person Employee and then Person Employee Teacher Librarian.
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While caching works, it works only at the tool level. The logic behind when interfaces need to
be rederived is performed externally to the language, which means that the language cannot assert any
invariants on these interfaces. Order of recompilation of composed HyperSlices becomes an important
issue. On the other hand, if Slices were encapsulated behind an interface—either declared signature
or sequence of exports—deriving an interface would at all times need to look only one level up the
composition hierarchy, and dependent interfaces would never be invalidated unless a leaf changed its
interface. Were a leaf ’s interface modified, only direct dependents would be invalidated, and as long as
the dependents interfaces remain valid, analysis is finished.
However, because composition is static linking, even if encapsulation guarantees stable interfaces, it
does not guarantee stable behavior. If we change a leaf implementation, we need to recompose the
whole path from the leaf to the root in order to see the updated code in the client. However, this
is an implementation—rather than language or tool—issue, as just in time linking (likely using Java’s
class-loader mechanism) would bypass this issue.
... Evaluation
[LLO] finds that HyperSlices fare well in capturing and composing reusable concerns in a type-safe
manner, but lack sufficient expressiveness to conveniently perform behavioral crosscutting. While Hyper/J’s HyperModule definitions make it explicit how concerns are composed, alleviating the “comefrom” nature of aspects, the seeming lack of encapsulation makes understanding what concerns are composed impossible without performing a full trace of the concern composition history to gather up the
accumulated interfaces for the slices, and opening up slice composition to inadvertent name capture
[Mey].
However, advanced tools, such as the Concern Mapping Environment [THO + ], provide the programmer
greater direct insight into the results of composition, thus mitigating the effects of lack of encapsulation.
This is similar to the approach taken by AspectJ, for which plug-ins [AJD] for Eclipse [IBM] have been
developed in order to help the programmer understand the behavior of the program in the presence of
aspects.

.. Parametric Introductions

Parametric introductions [HU] are motivated by Hanenberg and Unland’s observation that there is kind
of crosscutting that AspectJ modularizes poorly: reusable introductions. In AspectJ terminology, an aspect
can have several kinds of advice: event-like method interceptions are the most common advice, but other
kinds of advice exist as well. Classes can be advised with introductions (also called intertype declarations) of

.. A SPECT-O RIENTED L ANGUAGES

methods and fields, and static typing relationships can be modified. A common idiom is for an aspect
to modify a target class to implement an interface, and also introduce behavior that both depends on
the signature of the interface, and also partially provides it.  As long as the remaining methods in the
interface are already implemented by the class, and there are no name clashes, this is an effective codereuse technique.
Hanenberg and Unland describe Sally, their aspect-oriented language that generalizes AspectJ’s introductions. Sally’s parametric introductions extend AspectJ’s pointcut designators to take on class-valued
join points, allowing introductions to be expressed as templates to be expanded over such join-point values. The pointcut syntax is likewise extended to allow matching over class names to generate join points.
The unit of introduction is a partial Java class or interface: zero or more members (or method signatures,
in the case of interfaces) are introduced into a target class or interface.
The language lacks static checks, but is expressive enough to allow a class of error conditions to be
detected at compile time. Notably, the existence (or lack) of a method on a class can be asserted by
the programmer as a necessity for the parametric introduction to make sense. This requirement can
be expressed as a pointcut, and consequently advised with error-advice that halts compilation with an
informative method. This approach can potentially be more precise and end-user friendly than compilergenerated checks, but does require that the aspect’s author have the discipline to design and implement
such checks for each aspect. Unfortunately, the constraints expressing a required method signature can
be quite verbose; manually implementing checks thus becomes both error prone and cumbersome. Additionally, interactions between introductions must be manually diagnosed.
It appears that apart from the pointcut mechanism, aspectual collaborations generalize Sally’s introductory capability, and do so while adding separate compilation and automatic static type safety. There is
a superficial similarity between Sally’s pointcut system and our aborted design of matching templates (see
Section .., page ), in that both pass tuples of class and method valued join points to the introduction, or attachment for aspectual collaborations. It is possible that research into Sally’s pointcut descriptors
will be useful when designing the programmer-level syntax for AC’s new pointcut model, sketched in
Section .. (page ).

. Aspect-Oriented Languages

While several of the systems in the previous sections have aspect-oriented features, they have been primarily
role- or collaboration-based systems with ao features. This section covers languages that have as primary
 AspectJ allows introductions to be targeted to interfaces; the effect is that any class declared to implement the interface will receive
the introductions. Sections .. and . (page ) (which summarizes [LLO]) discuss the idiom in greater detail.
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target the capture of aop concepts.

.. D: Domain-Specific Aspect Languages

Crista Lopes’s Ph.D thesis [Lop] identified two whole-system aspects (Wand [Wan] calls them service
aspects): thread concurrency coordination and remote method invocation. Lopes presents two domainspecific languages—collectively called D—to capture these aspects, and argues convincingly that the base
program plus aspects is easier to understand than the monolithic program with the same functionality.
Lopes offered a prototype implementation for Java and conducted a medium-scale real-world test of
the aspects, implementing a distributed game. Additionally, the Demeter Project [Dem] at Northeastern has implemented the two aspect languages to complement the three domain specific languages
that form the core of the Demeter system—describing class structure, behavior over those classes, and
traversals through them.

.. AspectJ: A General Purpose Aspect Language

While domain specific languages such as those that make up D can succinctly capture solutions to one
domain of problems, there are two significant costs in using the dsl approach:
. To capture a new domain of aspects, a new language must be written for that specific domain.
. To understand how the domain specific programs interact, we need to understand not only the
programs themselves, but also how the semantics of the languages interact. The issue is exacerbated
by the fact that by their nature aspects tend to be crosscutting, which implies that the interface
between the languages is likely to be crosscutting as well. For example, a small change in the class
structuring aspect in Demeter/J can completely change both the semantics of the traversal and
behavior aspects. Thus, domain specific languages tend to require a deep understanding, on the
part of the programmer, of how the dsls are implemented.
Building on this insight from experience with D, AspectJ [KLM + , LK] aimed to provide a
uniform language for expressing aspects. The stated goals of the project were to add aspect-orientation
seamlessly to the base language (in this case Java), and to provide a principled meta-programming facility.
This is a very different tack than the collaboration-oriented designs of Section . (page ), where the
aspects are packaged into roles or collaborations that are composed with the base application (or each
other, in symmetrical cases).

.. A SPECT-O RIENTED L ANGUAGES

Figure 21: The Recurring Example in AspectJ

AspectJ allows aspects to be very conveniently programmed in the small, and the system has validated
aop in the minds of a large software engineering community. Indeed, outside the aop research community,
and even partially inside it, aop is used interchangeably with AspectJ.
... Explicit Behavior
The recurring example from Section . (page ) can be expressed in AspectJ. Figure  sketches the
structure of such a solution. The fundamental idea is that the reusable behaviors—the shaded boxes in
Figure  (page )—are expressed by abstract aspects using Java interfaces to express the types. In Figure , we represent aspects as shaded classes, while interfaces are shown in reverse, white on black. Three
concrete aspects, Attach*, extend the abstract behavior aspects. Each concrete aspect declares implements
relationships between host classes and aspect interface types. For example, AttachEmployeeWorkplace
declares that Ant implements (and thus subtypes, in Java) Employee. This also introduces a concrete has-a
relationship between Ant and AntHill to correspond with the abstract relationship between Employee and
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Workplace. AttachBankerBank is similar, but attaches the more specific interfaces Banker and Bank, rather

than Employee and Workplace. Likewise, AttachTeacherSchool also overrides the abstract pointcut from
TeacherSchool with a concrete definition, allowing a Person to betterArgue.

Unfortunately, the situation is not without flaws. We did not mean to introduce a common supertype
Employee for Ant and Person. Notably, this is a type-invasive [Ern] module implementation, allowing

us to test at runtime whether Ant has been linked with the Employee module via an instance-of test.
Lacking a type system that can express covariance, we are unable to express that we wish Employee and
Workplace to vary together. For example, the concrete relationship introduced between Ant/AntHill and
Person/Building is of type Employee/Workplace: there are no language facilities to hinder the School from

hiring an Ant. This is not only for the introduced relation: any type reference (like that in hireEmployee’s
signature) is unable to distinguish between the attachments.
Another problem with this approach is that the example, as shown here, will introduce the concrete
employeees-workplace relationship twice into Person/Building: once via AttachTeacherSchool and once

via AttachBankerBank. Java does not allow multiple fields with the same name in a class, so lack of
encapsulation between the attachments requires us to redesign our solution.
The TeacherSchool aspect additionally has the Librarian/Library interface types, which are also implemented by Person/Building. We had originally designed Librarian as a concrete class in the aspect, but this
caused problems: while we could easily implement the Employee/Workplace types, we could not access
the Person/Building behavior. Lack of symmetric attachment forced us to redesign the aspect.
A minor issue is that it is undesirable for the structure of the program to be visible at runtime. For
example, many module systems do not make it possible to discover at runtime whether a program was
written as a monolithic whole or composed from smaller pieces. This is a desirable property if for no
other reason than allowing subsequent refactorings of the code, without affecting program semantics. 
However, in this organization, a simple instanceof test will allow the program to discover that a class is a
subtype of Teacher, and hence deduce the TeacherSchool aspect (which is known to define Teacher) has
been applied to Person.
In systems which aren’t type invasive, such as Jiazzi and Aspectual Collaboration, it is not possible to
name the type Teacher; it would need to be explicitly imported into the base program in order to even
statically compile. Even when it compiles, the name under which it is imported and the name under
which it is used to—perhaps—modify the behavior of Person are different, so the instanceof predicate
would be guaranteed to always be false.

 Wand [Wan] points out that the powerful reflective capabilities of AspectJ’s pointcut semantics allow very fine grained refactorings
to be discovered, beyond the large-grained refactorings we discuss here.
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abstract aspect AbsAsp {
Object str = ”aString”;
abstract pointcut somecall();
Object around():somecall() {
// no proceed
return str;
}
}








public class TypeTest {
Object ok1meth() { return new Object(); }
String ok2meth() { return ”hi”; }
Integer bad1meth() { return new Integer(1); }
int bad2meth() { return 2; }





aspect ConcAsp extends AbsAsp {
pointcut somecall():
execution(∗ TypeTest.∗());
}







}

public static void main(String args[]) {
TypeTest tt = new TypeTest();
System.err.println(”1 ”+tt.ok1meth()); // Cast Succeeds: (Object) str
System.err.println(”2 ”+tt.ok2meth()); // Cast Succeeds: (String) str
System.err.println(”3 ”+tt.bad1meth()); // Cast Fails: (Integer) str
System.err.println(”4 ”+tt.bad2meth()); // Cast Fails: (int) str
}

Listing .: Breaking AspectJ’s type system.

... Implicit Behavior
The conflation of types we introduce by reusing the EmployeeWorkplace aspect is potentially problematic,
leading in the worst case to casting errors caught only by the running system. However, should such an
error occur—for example, if an Ant is hired by a School—this is due to an error in the programmer-visible
code, and can be debugged by tracing the program, using the stack trace to help pinpoint the problem.
Unfortunately, the generic type system for advice can result in casting errors in generated code. Since
the errors do not take place in programmer-visible code, they are somewhat more problematic to debug
than other casting errors.
AspectJ has a somewhat unconventional genericity mechanism for around advice:

• If the advice returns void, it can match any signature. The language takes care of propagating the
result of the proceed call to the caller of the advised join point.

• If the advice returns Object, it can match any signature. The proceed call will return a result
Object to the advice, that must return that (or some other object) as the result of the invocation.

This allows the advice to return completely different results than the advised method. Primitive
types and void are automatically wrapped in wrapper objects inside the advice, and correspondingly
unwrapped and returned outside the advice.

• All other return types much exactly match the signature of their use.
Unfortunately, both primitives and reference types returned as Object imply a corresponding downcast
in the generated code, to allow the proper type to be returned from the advice. Combined with separate
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compilation and abstract aspects, it is quite possible to write code that will never cause a static type error,
yet cause casting errors at run time, and require a change to the (possibly third-party) abstract aspect to fix.
Listing . shows a small program which compiles without error, yet causes casting errors in generated
code, exploiting precisely the generated downcast.
The possibility for casting errors are inherent in all apis that return a common supertype and require
the client to downcast. We make a point of the use of casting in AspectJ’s advice for four reasons.

(a)

It points out the danger of using in-band signaling—it is now impossible to restrict advice to wrap only
methods that return void, and similarly Object. This is especially an issue in abstract aspects, where the
pointcut and advice are implemented by different programmers. (b) It creates a false sense of security,
as some cases are caught, but not others—had str been typed String rather than object, an error would
have been signaled by ajc. (c) The errors occur in code that is beyond the programmer’s control and
visibility. (d) Lastly, type errors are delayed until the aspect is used, which may occur in a situation where
the aspect’s development has been closed—bought from a third-party, or version branch.
Extent of advice
Around advice is able to control the execution of the intercepted method by calling the proceed quasimethod. Quasi-members such as this and super are well known in Java, with well defined semantics.
Listing . shows how Java’s super quasi-variable works, in a somewhat unusual scenario: we capture
it in a closure (an anonymous inner class extending Closure). We then let the closure escape to a global
scope (and hence unknown extent). We capture two such closures, and when invoked, both have closures
the proper scope: the overridden method is invoked.
Listing . shows a similar program for investigating the extent of AspectJ’s proceed pseudo-method.
We intended to illustrate that there is additional state necessary for the proceed method: the join point
captured. Since the advice is not instantiated per join point, we expected this information to be stored
statically on the aspect and thus the first and second closures to (erroneously) have the same effect. Our
pessimism is unfounded: the program runs as it should.
Inspection of the compiled bytecode suggests that the ajc designers have used a more robust strategy:
instead of a global variable to hold join-point information for proceed, an additional argument is added to
the method, to hold join-point closure information. However, this changes the signature of the method.
Thus, our attempts to subvert the calls to proceed in Lines ..– have no effect whether commented
out or not, as the true proceed method has a signature we cannot express in the Java source language, and
thus cannot override.

 The Java source language allows only a subset of identifiers allowed by the jvm, to enable precisely this kind of program manipulation
without fear of clashing with programmer chosen identifiers.
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import java.util.∗;
class SuperTestSup {
void method(String from) {
System.err.println(”stsup ”+from);
}
}


















































abstract class Closure {
abstract void doit();
}
public class SuperTest extends SuperTestSup {
static Vector closures = new Vector();
void method(final String str) {
super.method(”meth ”+str); //
System.err.println(”body meth ”+str);
Closure cl = new Closure() {
void doit() {
SuperTest.super.method(”closure of ”+str);
}
};
closures.add(cl);
}













}

public static void main(String[] args) {
SuperTest st = new SuperTest();
st.method(”main1”);
st.method(”main2”);
Iterator it = closures.iterator();
while(it.hasNext()) {
Closure cl = (Closure) it.next();
cl.doit();
}
}



















import java.util.∗;
aspect Capture {
pointcut somecall(String str):
execution (∗ ProceedTest.∗(String)) &&
args(str);
void around(final String str): somecall(str) {
System.err.println(”around ”+str);
Closure cl = new Closure() {
//void proceed(String s) {
// System.err.println(”Not proceeding ”+s);
//}
void doit() { proceed(”closure of ”+str); }
};
ProceedTest.closures.add(cl);
}
}
abstract class Closure {
abstract void doit();
}
public class ProceedTest {
static Vector closures = new Vector();
void method1(final String str) {
System.err.println(”body meth1 ”+str);
}
void method2(final String str) {
System.err.println(”body meth2 ”+str);
}













}

public static void main(String[] args) {
ProceedTest pt = new ProceedTest();
pt.method1(”main1”);
pt.method2(”main2”);
Iterator it = closures.iterator();
while (it.hasNext()) {
Closure cl = (Closure) it.next();
cl.doit();
}
}

Listing . (left) and . (right) : Analyzing AspectJ’s proceed semantics.
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.. JAsCo: Aspectual Java Beans

Building upon components rather than module systems, JAsCo [SVJ] extends the ideas of Aspectual
Components (Section .., page ) to Java Beans. An Aspectual Java Bean contains—in addition to
normal Java Bean behavior—a hook clause that allows the bean to intercept and modify (replace, in JAsCo
terminology) base methods. Incorporating aspectual features into the Java Bean model is quite seamless
as join points are closely related to Java Beans’ event propagation infrastructure.
Hooks do not declare which base join points they affect, but are rather applied to the system by
loading a Connector. The connector is a method-like entity that instantiates, when loaded, one or more
aspect beans and specifies which base join points are to be affected (and in what order) by the hooks in
the aspect beans. Base methods are specified using wildcards to pattern match against class, signature,
and method name.
... Similarities to Aspectual Components
The influences of Aspectual Components make themselves felt most strongly in how method import and
interception is expressed in JAsCo. In both, the component contains its own oo behavior, which can be
abstract and overridden by inheritance.
JAsCo offers both type-safe hook reuse, which can only be applied to method join points with
known signatures, and less safe genericity, which presents arguments and return values as Objects, and
performs casts behind the scenes to the proper specific types. This scheme is very similar to how Hyper/J
(Section ..., page ) deals with arguments and how AspectJ (Section ..., page ) deals with
return values, and also suffers from the same risks of dynamic errors as those systems do. For example,
assuming the type of one of a set of intercepted methods is a String, and for another it is Integer, then
a hook able to intercept both would represent the return type as Object; if the hook were to return
some object of a subclass other than that returned by the proceed, a failed downcast in the generated
code would ensue. However, in cases where type genericity is not required or desired, the hook can
declare the expected signature of the intercepted method; methods of the wrong signature will not be
intercepted, and the hook can safely assume precise types both for arguments and return value.
... Differences from Aspectual Components
The major difference between aspectual components—indeed all collaboration oriented designs—and
JAsCo is that JAsCodoes not offer any type manipulation as part of its connection to the rest of the
system, thus avoiding the pitfall of unsound type systems. Thus, there is no way to declare participants
 Base

methods can be methods on any Java Bean in the system, not necessarily the aspect bean.
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and have them mapped to application types. This follows from the philosophy of Java Beans, which
achieve reusability by using Object instead of application types in their interfaces. However, this severely
limits what functionality a bean can import from the host application. If an aspectual bean wishes to
access base functionality, it must either hardwire application types or manually implement a framework
adaptation system similar to the one discussed in Section .. (page ).
An improvement over aspectual components is that JAsCo does not address how to intercept matched
method pairs (such as get*, set* to match getter and setter pairs). While such declarations are intuitively
attractive in many cases, we found in Section ... (page ) that they can easily become hard to
understand in edge cases.
Instantiation of a bean is implicit upon attaching the bean’s hook to some set of join points in the
base. The bean can dynamically control its applicability by exporting a method to determine whether it
wants to intercede in a given execution of its host join point, allowing the bean to affect execution only
in certain situations. A connector is able to attach several Aspect Beans at one time, allowing it to declare
the nesting order and precedence of the beans’ aspectual features. More dynamic interactions can be
delegated to special methods on the bean, which allow one hook to only run if another is not applicable,
or to vary the behavior of one hook in the presence of another.
... Summary
The JAsCo system offers a powerful extension to the existing, mature technology of Java Beans. To
fit into that context, concepts like type encapsulation must be abandoned in favor of using Object in
signatures. Similarly, aiming to be a practical system, it is useful to export a specific method to determine
whether a hook is applicable to a method execution. However, this gains no expressiveness over just
adding a conditional test in the hook itself. Similarly, the implicit instantiation of the hook’s enclosing
bean is convenient, but a more minimal system would separate the concepts of instantiating a bean and
attaching a hook.

. Semantic Models for Aspects

Up to this point, of our discussion, we have concentrated on related work which is of a more practical, if
not implemented, nature. The following sections cover work on models to formally describe and reason
about the behavior of such systems.
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.. Lämmel Method-Call Interception Semantics

Ralf Lämmel [Läm] provides a direct semantics for method-call interception and advice in a minimal
object-oriented language with side-effects. Separate compilation of aspect and base program is supported,
along with a pointcut language and dynamic attachment of advice. The paper does not provide a mechanism to remove the advice. By offering a direct evaluation, rather than compilation, semantics, the
paper offers valuable insight into the runtime environments that need to be maintained in order to lift
method-call interception into the target language.
The model for advice is limited in the paper, as advice cannot influence whether a method call
continues, merely access its arguments and return values. Furthermore, while aspects are separately
compilable from their base, they are very tightly coupled: advice and pointcut form a unit that is evaluated
in the context of the base program. There is thus little reuse of aspects, and separate compilation cannot
be translated into separate comprehension.

.. Spectators for Modular Reasoning

Clifton and Leavens [CLa, CLb, CL] address the lack of modular reasoning in aspect-oriented programs, and AspectJ in particular. The authors suggest adding pre- and post-conditions to Java, using the
Java Modeling Language [LBR]. They note that in the presence of aspectual advice, global reasoning
is needed to understand whether a method invocation satisfies its contractual post conditions. Not only
is the advice non-local to the method, it is also not apparent whether a given method has advice at all.
The authors’ proposal to address the lack of modular reasoning is to classify aspects as either spectators
or assistants, where spectators are restricted not to modify the postconditions of the methods they advise.
Aassistants are not so restricted, and thus form a generalization of spectators. The benefit of the distinction
is that advice written as a spectator (for example, logging) does not break modular reasoning even if the
advised method is oblivious to the aspect. However, in order to support modular reasoning, the method
cannot remain oblivious to the assistant advice, and the method declaration needs to be augmented to
explicitly declare which assistants it accepts.
Thus, modular reasoning is maintained, at the expense of hardwiring methods to their advice. The
authors present arguments supporting their intuition that in many situations, spectator advice suffices,
which does not need such explicit acceptance from the method. Additionally, they suggest mechanisms
whereby advice can be accepted at larger granularity—thus allowing a whole package to accept assistant
 The authors note that in order to show the spectator property, object aliasing must be taken into account, as otherwise side-effects in
the incorrectly classified spectator aspect may modify the post-condition of the advised method.
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advice with one declaration—and additionally suggest a required location for such declarations so that
modular reasoning is not lost in the process. The current semantics of AspectJ can be restored by adding
such a clause to the beginning of a package, explicitly accepting all advice.
An interesting facet of this work is that it uses an approach other than encapsulation to attain modular
reasoning: it restricts the obliviousness of the base to the aspect. In a way, it can be seen as exporting a
join point, but hardwiring a tight coupling to the aspect which it is exported to, rather than allowing a
looser coupling controlled by modular composition.

.. Aspect Sandbox Semantics

A spect Sandbox (asb) is a workbench for experimentation with aspect-oriented features.

Two papers

were presented at the foal workshop at aosd  using asb to highlight the semantics of aspects.
[MKD] presents an object-oriented calculus modelling a subset of AspectJ, including dynamic
join points and control-flow predicates. A direct semantics is presented, which is transformed into a
compilation semantics by the partial evaluation of the aspect weaver over the interpreted program. Around
advice and typing is not discussed.
[WKD] presents a significantly simpler procedural base language. The semantics for advised methods is
presented as a run-time program transformation on the procedure body and applicable advice, generating
a new expression with the desired nesting of advice bodies.
Both papers focus on whole-program transformations, and are thus not directly applicable to separate
compilation or modular reasoning.

.. A Theory of Aspects

Walker et al. [WZL] present an orthogonal extension to the simply-typed lambda calculus to express
join points and advice. An important contribution is their join-point model, which decouples join points
from program structuring artifacts. Join points are labels on arbitrary expressions, rather than named
functions. Furthermore, labels are first class values in the program, and thus allow expressions labeled by
them to be protected from unwanted advice by lexical scoping.
The labels and advice can be seen as dynamically scoped functions that are applied to the result of
evaluating the labeled expressions (the functions are the result of composing the advice that applies to
the label). Thus, the core calculus offers only after advice, with no interception abilities. However, the
source language encodes around advice as after advice by wrapping the labeled expression in a thunk (so
that the term e becomes the value (λ .e)).
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Advice is restricted to apply only to a particular label (specified at declaration time). This is less
restrictive than it may seem at first, as the label’s value may be passed in from an enclosing abstraction, or
otherwise evaluated at runtime. Furthermore, in a more permissively typed core language, polymorphic
advice should follow naturally from the rules given in the paper.
Advice is applied to an expression by primitive advice application operators. The effect of the application is that the advice is added (either first or last, depending on the application operator) to each
occurrence of its label in the expression. Since the application operators also are first-class expressions,
advice can be applied at runtime.
The paper goes on to show how more advanced features—such as pointcuts—can be added during
the translation phase, but the biggest contribution is that the authors convincingly demonstrate that by
adding aspect-orientation as orthogonal first class features to the core language, well-understood principles,
such as lexical scoping, can be leveraged to control the power of aspects as well. Similarly, when new
features (such as more powerful typing disciplines) are added to the base language, aspects automatically
become more expressive.

. Crosscutting Concerns and Software Engineering

Promising connections between use-cases and aspects have recently been highlighed [Jaca, Jacb], suggesting that aop may be a synergistic implementation technology for systems modelled in uml. The
rest of this section discusses some software-engineering approaches to dealing with crosscutting system
features.

.. Composition Patterns

Clarke and Walker [CWa] adds the concept of Composition Patterns to uml [BRJ]. The implementation suggestions for composition patterns [CWb, CW] strongly influenced the expression of reusable
aspects and hyperslices in this thesis, and we propose that Aspectual Collaborations do a particularly elegant job of representing Composition Patterns. It is unclear whether Composition Patterns capture
multiple attachments of a collaboration, and how sharing of members between such attachments would
be expressed.

 There

appears to be no way to remove advice, once attached.
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.. ArchJava

A rchJava [ACN, AC, Aldb] proposes a system to statically guarantee architectural integrity of an
application. Aldrich et al. define “communication integrity” to be an implementation property: that a
component communicates directly only with components it is directly attached to. ArchJava components
are first class, and can by passed and connected dynamically during program evolution.
Communication integrity is very close to the Law of Demeter [LH, Lie], which posits that
software maintenance burdens are reduced if objects encode assumptions only about neighboring objects,
where neighbors are defined as objects passed as arguments to a method, or contained in a field reference
on the class. The Law of Demeter has two forms. The class form restricts a class to accessing classes
that are one edge away in a static class-reference graph. The object form is more restrictive, allowing an
object to communicate only with the specific instances reachable via direct field reference or as method
arguments.
An ArchJava component is a class-like construct with methods and fields and inheritance. Components can extend Java classes. Components differ from Java classes in that they can additionally contain
ports, connection declarations between ports, and also inner components.
Ports are bi-directional interfaces by which components connect to each other. Each port declares
a number of required—imported—and exported methods, allowing the component class to export its
methods via the ports, and to import behavior via such ports. Ports can additionally contain broadcast
methods: required methods that can be connected to several implementations. Broadcast methods must
have a void return type, and constitute a language-level subject-observer pattern, allowing components
to be informed of and react to external events.
Connectors link several components’ ports together, connecting pairs of same-named methods with
opposite polarity. Provided and required methods declared in a port must be connected to exactly one
method of the opposite polarity and identical signature.
The primary difference between ArchJava components and a module system is that while a module
system can restrict the direct visibility of entities in a module, it cannot control how an entity is used,
once exported. ArchJava, on the other hand, limits how exported functions can be used, but assumes
that types are common to all components. It achieves this control by hindering clients of the component
from creating and exporting closures (such as object instances) that capture references to the component.
For example, let File be a component with a method write which it exports to Trusted. ArchJava
guarantees that since Trusted is the only declared client of write, no other component—for example
Untrusted—will gain direct access to it. If Trusted wants to export the write behavior, it can do so

only by explicitly declaring a forwarding method that references write, and then declaring Untrusted as
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a client of that forwarding method. Likewise, Untrusted would need to explicitly declare any subsequent
re-exports of that method.
In contrast, a module system would make it impossible for Untrusted to directly invoke any methods
on File, but Trusted could create a small object containing a method forwarding to write, and pass this
object to Untrusted. Untrusted would then be able to invoke write directly, and more importantly, could
pass this object to any other client without any further declaration.

.. Traits

Black et al. describe Traits [BSD]: small sets of methods that can be added to classes as a unit. Traits
can compose and inherit from other traits, and can be added to several classes simultaneously. Traits do
not have classes or any run time representation.
Black et al. relate their experiences in applying traits to the Smalltalk collection-class hierarchy. It
is mentioned that the hierarchy has been the target of several redesigns and refactorings, and is thus
expected to be close to an optimal implementation for its functionality. The authors report that those
classes, refactored with traits, improved their understandability and uniformity, removed code duplication,
and also resulted in a set of traits which can be reused both to develop new collections and collection-like
user code.
As presented, traits heavily leverage the dynamic nature of Smalltalk to bind required methods using
dynamic dispatch. The straightforward implementation for Java would treat each trait as a set of method
definitions, where the method-declarations are inserted into the target class following the overriding
rules presented in the paper. The authors refer to this operation as “flattening” the trait. To separately
compile a trait, we must also specify its interface to the rest of the system: the signature of methods it
requires on the target (either from other traits, or directly implemented by the target class), and also the
signatures it requires of all method arguments.
This is precisely what is provided by a collaboration: a (in general several) class with some provided
behavior, and explicit signatures of all required behavior. The main difference is that traits are able to
leverage the dynamic nature of Smalltalk to omit static declarations of the required interfaces, while
static compilation requires such declarations. Consequently, traits in Smalltalk can resolve overriding by
overwriting selected method declarations. Traits in Java would need to redirect existing references to

 (a) A trait overrides target’s inherited methods, (b) The target overrides the trait’s methods, (c) A trait overrides its composed traits’
methods.
 An attractive feature of the design is that the desired semantics can be implemented via a specific insertion order of traits into the
host, allowing traits to overwrite trait-declared—but not target-declared—methods.
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RectangleMorph
subclass: #RectangularMorph
uses: TRectangle
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collaboration acrectangle;
participant Rectangle {
expected Point getCorner();
expected Point getOrigin();
int width() { return
this.getCorner().getX() −
this.getOrigin().getX();
}
}
participant Point {
expected int getX();
// expected int getY(); // not needed
}














attach ... acrectange ...;
...
RectangleMorph += acrectangle.Rectangle {
provide getCornerPoint to getCorner;
provide getOriginPoint to getOrigin;
// ... exports ...
}
CornerClass += acrectangle.Corner {
provide getX to getX;
// ... exports ...
}
...

Figure 22: Behavior represented as (top left) a Smalltalk method, (bottom left) a Trait and its use, (middle) an
Aspectual Collaboration, and (right) a snippet of its attachment.

required method signature-stubs to instead point at the method’s implementations: a special case of the
linking declarations of provided methods.
The programmer can also selectively specify that some methods implemented by the trait should be
treated as if they had no implementation. Aspectual Collaborations do not have this capability, but this
ability would be easy to add. Indeed, we mention such a capability in Section .. (page ), in the
context of simulating Hyper/J’s ability to extract a hyperslice from a compiled package. In the interim,
this can be avoided by a programming pattern introducing expected methods as variance points.
A simple example from Black et al. is shown in Figure , illustrating the original Smalltalk method,
that method represented as a trait, and how the trait would be represented as a collaboration. The
collaboration needs to declare two participants, and also the signatures of expected methods. Finally, the
collaboration is attached to the base class and method references explicitly resolved.
A trait cannot name its own class or that of another trait and thus cannot express sets of related traits.
In Smalltalk, the only explicit use of classnames is to instantiate objects, whereas in Java, types are needed
for all declarations. Thus, traits’ inability to name themselves or classes is in Smalltalk a problem that
can be worked around by the abstract-factory pattern, while in Java, it becomes a show-stopper. In Java,
traits would need to express information similar to either a collaboration or a HyperSlice: to name classes
and the provided by those classes. Thus, a trait would seem to be a collaboration containing several
participants, but only one participant with provided behavior. To complete the mapping, we could
add a by-name-mapping declaration, so that the aspectual collaboration compiler automatically matches
provided and expected methods by their names and signatures.
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Traits biggest weakness—in our opinion—is its reliance on tool support to offset its lack of encapsulation. Lack of encapsulation implies that it quickly becomes difficult to determine the interfaces (required,
provided, and unresolved conflicts) of a composite trait. This is especially true with conflicts, which can
easily arise when two independently developed traits declare the same method. Since traits can be composed hierarchically, to manually predict the conflict would require the programmer to recursively walk
the whole composition hierarchy. Black et al. found interactive tool support very useful in refactoring the
hierarchy into traits; identifying composition conflicts seems an obvious and useful application of such
tool support.
Black et al. identified several shortcomings of the SmallTalk collection hierarchy that traits were able to
address. We repeat some of them here, as they are likely also applicable to Aspectual Collaborations.
Misinheritance The collection hierarchy was too deep. To gain some reuse, spurious inheritance was
introduced. For example, a Rectangle may be a declared a subclass of Point so that the Origin can be
reused. However, a rectangle is not really a point, and some inherited methods must be overridden
to act correctly. Black et al. found  cases of misinheritance leading to inherited methods being
inapplicable to a subclass and thus overridden. This suggests that the desire for reuse was leading
refactorings to unnatural subtyping relationships.
Dominant Decomposition There are several dimensions of variability available to a collection: it can be
ordered, readonly, growable, or perhaps restricted to certain types. In a single inheritance system, such
as both Smalltalk and Java, we must choose which of these properties is to be the main structuring
decomposition. The others (which cannot be reused via inheritance) must either be manually deferred
to a central implementation class, or duplicated into each of the permutations provided by the hierarchy.
Incomplete hierarchies Since the possible collections grow combinatorially with the number of features,
only the most common combinations can be provided by the library; others must be implemented
from scratch by the programmer.
These shortcomings are solved by traits, and also by collaborations: Since the implementors do not
need inheritance other than for pure is-a relationships, shallow and broad hierarchies will result. Since
composition is cheap, perhaps only the absolutely most common combinations of collaboration features
are provided. The rest can be easily assembled on demand by composing the proper traits or collaborations.

Chapter 3

Aspectual Collaborations

O

UR CONTRIBUTIONS are twofold: both the implementation and the evaluation of a module

system combining aop with modules. This chapter discusses the design and implementation of

Aspectual Collaborations as a modularity construct around the full Java language, while the next chapter
covers an analysis of a formal model of the system.

. Design Overview

A n Aspectual Collaboration consists of a participant graph, where the nodes are Java-class like entities
called participants, and the edges are is-a and has-a relations. The set of participants is closed; it can
be extended only by recompiling the whole collaboration. A participant has zero or more members—
fields or methods—obeying the normal semantics of Java members. In addition to the member modifiers
offered by Java classes, participants can have three additional orthogonal member modifiers:
Expected members are deferred members that, like abstract members, must be provided before they
can be used. These differ from abstract members in that both methods and fields can be expected,
and more importantly in that the existence of an expected member does not inhibit class instantiation.
Expected members are the ports by which behavior is imported—provided—into a collaboration.
Another difference from abstract members is that behavior is provided directly to the declared expected
member, rather than using subclassing and inheritance, as is the case for abstract methods. It is a run
time error to invoke an expected member that has not been provided with behavior. Section .
 It

is a dynamic error to attempt to invoke an expected method that has not been provided.
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(page ) defines the complete property of a collaboration: a complete collaboration has no expected
methods that have not been provided behavior.
Aspectual methods advise the execution of join points. The current join-point model has only one kind of
join point: a method’s execution. When an aspectual method is attached to advise a host method, any
invocation of the host method is intercepted, reified as a join-point object representing the invocation,
and passed to the aspectual operation as an argument. The aspectual method can then control (and
modify) the details of the execution represented by the join point—including choosing not to allow
execute it at all—until returning control to the host-method’s original caller. Optionally, an aspectual
method may be constrained to work with only a more limited set of signatures, thereby gaining access
to the arguments and returned value of the method invocation.
Exported members are visible outside the collaboration. When composing collaborations with each
other, any members that should be visible in the result must be explicitly exported. Non-exported
members become hidden behind the encapsulation interface of the ac. Note that we will want to
export all expected members that have not been provided, as otherwise they will not be visible to
subsequent attachment specifications, dooming the collaboration to never be executable.
These annotations are applied at the member—rather than participant—level for reasons of practicality
rather than fundamental design. If we wanted to use imported participants usefully, we would anyway
need to specify the signatures of members that the importing module needs to reference on the imported
participants. Furthermore, we would need to import participants mentioned transitively by the signatures
of the imported members. We would then need to apply some programming pattern like Jiazzi’s mixin
and open class patterns in order to compose locally defined behavior and the imported behavior into one
exported participant. We avoid these obstacles by instead specifying imports and exports at the member
level.
A collaboration is either compiled directly from source code, or else composed from already compiled
collaborations. We call the resulting collaboration the output or result collaboration, and the already
compiled collaborations from which it is composed, the constituent collaborations.  The composition is
akin to static linking, by which we mean that a change to a constituent collaboration will not be reflected
in the output collaboration until it has be re-composed. This is merely an implementation choice, and
nothing in the language design would hinder a more dynamic approach, for example implemented as a
class-loader in the jvm.
 Our implementation allows collaboration-private participants by omitting them from the type mapping phase of attachment. This is
only a possibility for participants that do not appear in the exported signature of the collaboration, and is also not accounted for in our
formal model.
 We use the terms “output” and “constituent” to disambiguate “composed” collaboration, which can be taken to be the result of
composition, or one of the ingredients.
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Unlike some other module systems, we choose to derive the signature of an ac from its declaration,
rather than an external signature applied to the declaration. However, the interface remains stable under
modifications to the interfaces of the constituent collaborations: as long as the collaboration still typechecks, modifications to the constituent collaborations’ interfaces will not affect the interface of the
output collaboration.
Thus, a collaboration has exactly one interface, rather than being able to satisfy a set of signatures. The
interface of an ac consists of the exported members of the collaboration, along with the participants on
which these members are defined. We refer to the subset of interface members that are expected as the
required interface, and the remainder as the provided interface. Section .. (page ) discusses alternate
semantics for linking required and provided interfaces, which would truly make the required interface a
subset of the provided interface (ie, we would be able to specify an expected method as the source of a
requirement), and the trade-offs involved in the choice.

. Aspectual Collaborations by Example

We will introduce the concepts underlying Aspectual Collaborations through a small example, composing two dissimilar collaborations; showing how by deferring structural details we can gain finer control
of the object structure; and finally showing how existing behavior can be advised.

.. Introducing Structure

A s an introduction to collaborations and their composition, Figure  presents two different collaborations describing a person. The two constituent collaborations on the left and middle are composed by
the declaration on the right into a collaboration containing the fields and methods of both. At this stage,
we omit methods to focus on how participants’ types and references to them are affected by composition. The result of compiling the collaborations are shown below the code as uml diagrams. Notice that
although the collaborations were of different shapes, we were able to stretch them to fit into a common
participant graph.
The example illustrates the point-wise composition performed on participants. The composite collaboration declares a participant class structure for the output, into which the contents of the constituents
are inserted. The name of a Person is imported from that of a LegalEntity, and similarly, the location of

 Section

.. (page ) discusses future work which may move towards applied signatures rather than export declarations.
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collaboration legal;
participant LegalEntity {
String legalname;
}
participant Human
extends LegalEntity {
}
participant Employee
extends Human {
Workplace wp;
}
participant Workplace {
expected String location;
}
















collaboration person;
participant Person {
expected String name;
}
participant Active
extends Person {
Activity does;
}
participant Activity {
Building in;
}
participant Building {
String address;
}

















collaboration legal person;
participant Person {}
participant Adult extends Person {}
participant Working extends Adult {}
participant Job {}
participant Workplace {}
attach legal, person {
Person += Person, LegalEntity
{ provide name with legalname; }
Adult += Human;
Working += Employee, Active;
Job += Activity;
Workplace += Building, Workplace
{ provide location with address; }
}

Figure 23: Two collaborations describing a person, with slightly different shapes, and their composition.

a building is imported as its address. Notice that composition is symmetric, allowing both collaborations
to be sinks and sources for their relationships.
A collaboration consists of three parts: an intrinsic name, a declaration of the shape (possibly devoid of
methods and fields) of the output collaboration, and a (possibly empty) set of attachments into the output
collaboration.A compiled Aspectual Collaboration—either with behavior declared directly, like legal and
person, or composed from already compiled collaborations, like legal person—is structured similarly to a

Java package, but consists of participants rather than classes. Apart from consisting of a more general class
construct, the primary difference between a collaboration and a package is that a collaboration is closed
to subsequent extension, while classes can be added to a package at any time. Thus, in ACs the unit of
compilation is a collaboration, as opposed to a class of a Java package. 

 This property aids in modular reasoning (see Section .., page ) by limiting the ability to override a method in a collaboration
to participants in the same collaboration. Also, Section .. (page ) discusses how this property could be used to enable program
optimizations.
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The output collaboration declares the participants that are visible in the output, and also their subtyping
relationships. An example of an output collaboration are the participant declarations in the composite
collaboration legal person. The purpose of this declaration is that it transforms a construction problem
into a verification problem: instead of needing to construct a set of output classes able to contain the
class structures of the constituent (attached) collaborations, we merely need to verify that the mapping of
each constituent collaboration maintains the necessary properties—an easier task.  More importantly, this
gives us full control over the the names of and subtyping relationships among the classes in the output
collaboration.
The attachment details are specified at three levels: collaboration, class, and member. The example
shows how collaboration legal person is composed from collaborations legal and person. Each class in
each attached collaboration is then mapped to a class in the output collaboration. The += notation is
chosen to suggest that the left-hand class (the output class) accumulates the contents of the right-hand
classes. Thus, the declaration Working += Employee, Active declares that constituent classes Employee and
Active are mapped to output class Working, inserting their fields and methods into the output class. Types

referenced in inserted fields and methods are translated according to the declared type mappings.
Lastly, imports and exports are resolved at the member level. Imports are declared via expected
members—fields or methods—which declare the signature of the required member, and are referenced
by the behavior in the collaboration as if they were declared as concrete.
To import behavior into the collaboration, an expected member is provided with the behavior from a
concrete member, with identical signature and on the same class. In the example, fields name and legalname both have the same type and have been inserted into the same output type. The name is expected

(also referred to as required), while legalname is concrete, so the declaration provide name with legalname
is valid, and all references to name are redirected to legalname. 

.. Deferred Structure Pattern

During composition, types are mapped according to the attachment, so that all references to Building in
Person are replaced by references to Workplace. Thus, both fields Employee.wp and Activity.in are typed
Workplace. This begs an obvious question: in the rightmost illustration in Figure , did the composition
 The implemented language, and the modeled language of Chapter  (page ) differ most significantly in what the output collaboration can contain: the implemented AC compiler allows full Java—including methods and fields—while the model in FeatherweightJava
allows only participants and subtyping relations. In the more restricted model, a method may only be declared in an atomic collaboration.
 Section .. (page ) discusses some details on how the mapping to the output collaboration could be partially derived from
context.
 How provides interact with exports is discussed in Section ... (page ). The current implementation is critiqued, and we show
how a better implementation strategy could allow both the expected and provided members to be exported separately, at the cost of not
being able to have expected fields.
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collaboration legal;
participant LegalEntity {
String legalname;
}
participant Human
extends LegalEntity {
}
participant Employee
extends Human {
expected Workplace get wp();
expected
void set wp(Workplace wp);
}
participant Workplace {
expected String location;
}




















collaboration person;
participant Person {
expected String name;
}
participant Active
extends Person {
expected Activity get does();
expected
void set does(Activity does);
}
participant Activity {
expected Building get in();
expected
void set in(Building in);
}
participant Building {
String address;
}




















collaboration legal person;
participant Person {}
participant Adult extends Person {}
participant Working extends Adult {}
participant Job {}
participant Workplace {}
attach legal, person {
Person += Person, LegalEntity
{ provide name with legalname; }
Adult += Human;
Working += Employee, Active
{ export get does; export set does;
export get wp; export set wp; }
Job += Activity
{ export get in; export set in; }
Workplace += Building, Workplace
{ provide location with address; }
}

Figure 24: Using expected methods to defer structure.

mean to result in two paths to Building from Working? Most likely, the answer is that the composition
was intended to result in only one path, and that we have unintentionally introduced an invariant
someoneWorking.does.in==someoneWorking.wp that the programmer must be careful to maintain.

To address this issue, we introduce a programming pattern, the Deferred Structure Pattern. The pattern
leverages expected methods, which declare method signatures without behavior, to defer has-a relations
until the class structure is stable. Figure  shows the necessary modifications. Instead of each collaboration encoding has-a references directly as fields, we declare expected getter- and (if needed) setter-methods
for those fields. The actual fields, and the methods to access them, are added only when we wish to
freeze the structure, after the structure-using collaborations have been added. Note that references to
external types, such as String are exempt from type mapping during attachment, and thus also the pattern.
Figure  shows how a simple has-a structure can be added to the legal person collaboration, generating legal person structure. To illustrate the use of disambiguation, we have reused the names of
legal person in structure. Since Aspectual Collaborations have no match-by-name rule (as commonly

used in Hyper/J), we need to manually compose the similarly named classes. Similarly, to provide get in
from structure to the identically named method in legal person, we need to disambiguate to declare
which one is source and which one is sink. For example, to provide the concrete method from structure
to the expected from legal person, we write provide legal person.Job.get in with structure.Job.get in.
 One



additional benefit to using this programming pattern is that it allows us to separately control read and write access to a field.
example has been slightly cleaned up from the actual syntax, but expresses precisely the same information.
 To simplify the presentation, our formal model in Chapter  (page ) requires that all class and member references be fully qualified.
Section .. (page ) delves into how such disambiguation might be avoided in a more mature implementation.
 The
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collaboration structure;
participant Working {
Job job;
Job getDoes() { return job; }
void setDoes(Job does) {
job = does; }
Workplace getWP() {
return getDoes().get in(); }
void setWP(Workplace wp) {
getDoes().set in(wp); }
}
participant Job {
Workplace wp;
Workplace get in() {return wp; }
void set in(Workplace in) {
wp = in; }
}
participant Workplace { }
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collaboration legal person structure;
participant Person {}
participant Adult extends Person {}
participant Working extends Adult {}
participant Activity {}
participant Building {}
attach legal person, structure {
Person += Person;
Adult += Adult;
Working += legal person.Working, structure.Working
{ provide get does with getDoes; provide set does with setDoes;
provide get wp with getWP; provide set wp with setWP;
export getDoes; export setDoes; export getWP; export setWP; }
Activity += legal person.Job, structure.Job
{ provide legal person.Job.get in with structure.Job.get in;
provide legal person.Job.set in with structure.Job.set in;
export legal person.get in as getIn; export legal person.set in as setIn;}
Building += legal person.Workplace, structure.Workplace;
}

Figure 25: Adding the structure.

When providing one member to another, it is required that they have the same type. Earlier, we
provided legalname to expected field name, both of type String. When we specify a type mapping in an
attachment, two things occur: the members from the constituent types are inserted into the output type,
and all references to the constituent types are translated to the output type. In Figure , class Active’s
method signature void set does(Activity) is translated to void set does(Job) , as Activity is mapped to
Job. Thus, after insertion collaboration structure’s concrete methods getDoes and setDoes have identical

signatures to legal person’s expected methods get does and set does, allowing the former to be provided
to the latter.
Lastly, the method setDoes (with several others), which has been added to class Working, is declared
exported, and thus available to external uses. Members that are not exported are encapsulated inside
the collaboration, and cannot be referenced externally, nor will they be confused with identically named
members from other collaborations.

.. Aspectual Behavior

The code in Figure  is hardly up to production quality: getWP and setWP will result in null-pointer
errors if no Job object exists. We thus need to ensure that getDoes returns non-null. Figure  shows two
alternate aspectual methods which provide such assurances—checkAltOne and checkAltTwo—composing
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collaboration assertJob;
participant Wrking {
expected Jb getJb();
expected void setJb(Jb a);
aspectual Returned checkAltOne(Joinpoint jp) {
if (getJb()==null) { setJb( new Jb() ); }
return jp.invoke();
}
aspectual Ret checkAltTwo(JnPt jp) {
Ret ret = jp.invoke(); // Try it first
if (ret.exception() instanceof NullPointerException) {
setJb( new Jb() ); // Fix it
ret = jp.invoke(); // Try again
}
return ret;
}

}
participant Jb {}






















collaboration legal person structure assert;
participant Person {}
participant Adult extends Person {}
participant Working extends Adult {}
participant Activity {}
participant Building {}
attach legal person structure, assertJob {
Person += Person;
Adult += Adult;
Working += Working, Wrking
{ provide getJb with getDoes;
provide setJb with setDoes;
around getWP do checkAltOne;
around setWP do checkAltTwo;
export getDoes; export setDoes;
export getWP; export setWP; }
Activity += Activity, Jb
{ export getIn; export setIn;}
Building += Building;
}

Figure 26: Guarding against null-pointer errors.

them to intercept getWP and setWP respectively. The two aspectual methods have slightly different
signatures to highlight that the type names in the signature are not hardwired. The programmer may—
indeed, must—choose these so as to not clash with any other type in the participant.
The around getWP do checkAltOne declaration in the attachment of the awkwardly named collaboration legal person structure assert sets up an interception relationship so that the aspectual method
checkAltOne intercepts all executions of getWP. When executed, checkAltOne verifies that expected

getter method getJb—which will be provided getDoes—returns non-null, and if it does not, invokes the
setter with a newly instantiated Jb object. The aspectual method then invokes the intercepted method
(invoke on the jp object), returning the result (encapsulated as a Returned object) directly to the interception framework. Because type mapping has set up Jb to be the same type as Job, the composition is well
typed. This type mapping is necessary; thus Jb must be mapped to Activity even though it is empty.
The second aspectual method illustrates what would be possible in a more mature system, but is not
fully implemented in the current prototype. Specifically, while exceptions can easily be intercepted using
Java’s try···catch statements, the compiler does not currently insert such clauses into advice attachments.
Only a trivial extension would be required to achieve the required behavior; currently, the null pointer
exception needs to be caught and handled in the advice directly.
Assuming a suitably extended AC compiler, the checkAltTwo aspectual method first allows the intercepted method to execute, storing the result in a local variable, ret. If the returned value represents an
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error condition—a null-pointer exception in particular—we assume that it was due to getJb returning
null, and set it to a new Jb object, and try the method again.
It should come as some surprise that we can intercept getWP with the aspectual method checkAltOne,
as their signatures are completely dissimilar. Indeed, not only does the former take no arguments while
the latter takes one, but the types used in checkAltOne’s signature are not even mapped against an output
type.
The reason this works is that the aspectual method does not directly wrap the intercepted method
(the host method) but rather is invoked by the interception infrastructure generated by the compiler. The
programmer chooses the names of the types in the signature of checkAltOne, and corresponding classes
are generated by the compiler. The generated infrastructure is able to intercept executions of a method,
capturing all details necessary to allow the captured execution to continue in an instance of the Joinpoint
class. That Joinpoint object is passed to the aspectual method as its only argument.
The generated Joinpoint class provides an api to the aspectual method, allowing the intercepted
method to be executed in order to return an instance of Returned, which captures the result—if any—of
the intercepted method’s execution. Thus the api of the join-point object insulates the aspectual method
from the signature of the intercepted method, allowing the same compiled aspectual method to be reused
to intercept methods of any signature.
The api generated for the aspectual method aspectual Returned checkAltOne(Joinpoint jp) is:





class Joinpoint {
Returned invoke();
Returned dontInvoke();
}




class Returned {
}

The signature of the aspectual method obligates it to return a Returned object as its result, but no stipulations are imposed on how this object is obtained. The api provides methods for generating a return-value
object either by invoking—or by not invoking—the intercepted method. Alternately, an object from a
previous invocation could be retrieved from a variable. However, neither class has a user visible constructor, so the two methods invoke and dontInvoke are the only ways to create a Returned object. The
Returned object resulting from a dontInvoke can be manufactured in a number of ways, depending on

how the aspectual method is linked. If a default method for the interception was specified in the composition clause—not shown in any example in this chapter, but required for the FeatherweightJava model
in the next chapter—dontInvoke will invoke it and wrap its result in a Returned object. Otherwise, the
default object for the return type is taken; for example, for int it is 0, and for Objects it is null.
Optionally, the api can be extended to expose (a subset of) method arguments or the return value.
This is implemented by declaring expected fields corresponding to the exposed arguments on the col-
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laboration’s Joinpoint participant. The Joinpoint participant generated by the around···do declaration will
contain fields to save the actual arguments of the method invocation; we need merely ensure that the
exposed formal arguments exist for the intercepted method and provide those arguments’ fields to the
expected fields of the aspectual method’s Joinpoint. By leveraging our expected-provide framework, arguments (and analogously return values) are exposed without impacting type safety, but will constrain the
reusability of the aspectual method to only being able to intercept executions of methods whose signature
contains arguments of the assumed types.
Type-safe reuse is achieved by treating the join-point and return-value types as existential type variables,
scoped over the aspectual method’s body. This means that while we have named them, the type names
Joinpoint and Returned are only bound to actual classes within the method body, and are bound to

different classes for each attachment of the aspectual method. Thus, there can be no fields or methods
which mention the aspectual method’s types, apart from the aspectual method itself. Since the method
requires an argument of static type Joinpoint to be invoked, and we cannot express that type outside
the scope of the body, we realize that the only place from which we could directly invoke an aspectual
method is within its own method body.
While the types of the join-point and return-value objects are existential, they nevertheless are Java
objects. This allows us to store them, upcast to Object, in global data-structures. The only place in
the program where they can be downcast to a more specific type is inside the same aspectual method
attachment as they objects came from. Since a downcast can fail, it is important that it is in user-written
code, so that the programmer is able to debug it if it fails.

. Modular and Aspect-Oriented Properties

The introduction describes several important properties of module systems (Section .., page ) and
aspect-orientation (Section .., page ). This section describes aspectual collaborations in the terms of
these properties.
For modules, we had three properties—decomposability, composability, and adaptability—which stem
from four fundamental principles:
Encapsulation. The export clauses in Figure  are required to access the collaboration’s methods, as
otherwise they would be hidden from view.
Hierarchical Composition. Similarly, the same figure composes legal person structure, which is in turn
composed from legal person and structure.
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External Assembly. Because composed constituent collaborations—for example assertJob and legal person structure—are unaware of each other, we can easily replace one of them with a more capable

one by rewriting the attachment.
Non Type-Invasive Extension. Figure  (page ) attaches employee workplace three times, to ant employee and person employee teacher. Each attachment is separate, with no implied relationship

between the three uses. More importantly, each resulting collaboration is indiguishable from an atomic
collaboration written manually to copy and insert the code from the constituent collaborations.
Similarly, aspect-oriented programming controls crosscutting, scattering, and tangling through the three
principles:
Non Behavior-Invasive Extension. The whenever code in legal person structure assert accesses getWP,
it will be automatically protected against null-pointer errors. This is not behavior invasive, as the
checking does not add any visible methods or classes to the composed collaboration, nor require that it
be invoked explicitly, allowing the code in legal person structure to remain oblivious to the behavior
from assertJob.
Join Point Modification. The oblivious extension is made possible by direct modification of the join
points. In our example, getWP was modified to transfer control to checkAltOne.
Generic Advice. The signature of checkAltOne does not mention the details of getWP. Indeed, setWP,
which has a very different method signature, is advised by checkAltTwo, which has a very similar
signature to the other aspectual method. The types in the signatures of the aspectual methods form
the api whereby the intercepted method executions can be controlled. Additionally, the api shields the
aspectual method from the details of the intercepted method, such as its signature, and whether the
method execution proceeds normally or throws an exception.
Additionally, aop can be classified based on three criteria. For aspectual collaborations, these are:
Join Point Model: Aspectual collaborations have only one kind of join point: method executions.
Pointcut Designator: Currently, pointcuts must be enumerated in the attachment. Thus, the ability to
advise a method comes hand in hand with the ability to invoke it.
Advice: Our advice is able to control the execution of intercepted methods, letting it execute once,
several times, or not at all.
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Listing 3.1: Base










package person building;
class Person {
String argue() { return ”...”; }
}
class Building { }
package ant anthill;
class Ant { }
class AntHill { }

Listing 3.3: Teacher School












Listing 3.2: Employee Workplace



















collaboration employee workplace;
participant Employee {
Workplace wp;
Workplace getWorkplace() { return wp; }
}
participant Workplace {
Employee[] employees;
java.util.Collection getEmployees() {
java.util.Collection ret = new java.util.ArrayList();
for (int i=0; i<employees.length; i++) {
ret.add(employees[i]);
}
return ret;
}
void hireEmployee(Employee e) { ... }
void fireEmployee(Employee e) { ... }
}





























collaboration teacher school;
participant Teacher {
expected School getSchool();
boolean verifyWellFormed() {
java.util.Iterator ts = getSchool().getTeachers().iterator();
while (ts.hasNext()) {
Teacher t = (Teacher) ts.next();
if (t == this) return true;
}
return false;
}
aspectual RV betterArgueIntercept(JP jp) {
improveArguments();
return jp.invoke();
}
void improveArguments() {
String title = ”...sometitle...”;
Book b = getSchool().library.borrowBook(title);
...
}
}
participant School {
expected java.util.Collection getTeachers();
Library library;
}
participant Library {
Librarian[] librarians;
Book[] books;
Book borrowBook(String title) {
return books[...31415...];}
void returnBook(Book book) { ... }
}
participant Librarian { ... }
participant Book {
String getTitle() { return ”...”; }
}

Figure 27: Aspectual Collaborations’ solution to the recurring example.

.. T HE R ECURRING E XAMPLE

. The Recurring Example in Aspectual Collaborations

The related work chapter, Chapter  (page ), uses a recurring example of employee and workplace
roles to be mapped onto either a person and building, or an ant and an anthill. This section sketches how
Aspectual Collaborations would solve the same problem.
The solution leaves many of AC’s features under-exercised, but does illustrate that ACs are at least
as capable as related systems are in their core areas, in addition to possessing flexibility from aspectual
interception. We also highlight areas that we hope to strengthen with future work, using the recurring
example to motivate the usefulness of the proposed modification.
Listings ., ., and . show four collaborations that are separately compiled. They are loosely based
on Figures  (page ) and  (page ) in Chapter  (page ). These will form the basis for exploring
the flexibility of AC composition.
Composition is a dimension orthogonal to subclassing hierarchies. The solution presented here, for
presentation purposes, uses only module composition to construct class behavior. When to use inheritance and subclassing and when to use composition is an area for further research in design methodology.
Refactoring Smalltalk’s extensive collection class hierarchy with Traits (Section .., page ) showed
that in some cases big pre-built hierarchies can be replaced with small collaborations which users can
compose according to their needs.
Listing . shows how we can compose three collaborations to create a person who is a teacher and an
employee, and likewise a building that is a school and workplace. This composition is very different from
an inheritance-based approach, as it does not use subtyping, but rather composition. The composition
also sets up an aspectual interception of any invocation of the Persons argue method, so that the Teacher’s
betterArgueIntercept can be invoked instead.

Listing . highlights four main differences to subtyping-based attachment, by composing the employee workplace collaboration with the ant anthill package. 

. Mapping of types from the participants of the imported collaboration to the participants of the
importing collaboration allow the scheme to subsume many uses of parametric polymorphism.
For example, assume that employee workplace collaboration declared only expected methods on
the Employee; the collaboration could then be seen as parameterizing Workplace over the type of
Employee. Collaborations can also express mixin-like behavior, where a participant is parametrized

over its direct superclass.

 By

design, a Java package is a trivial collaboration.
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Listing 3.4: Composite 1


collaboration person employee teacher;
























Listing 3.5: Composite 2


collaboration ant employee;



participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
participant Library { }
participant Librarian { }
participant Book { }
attach person building,
employee workplace, teacher school {
TeacherEmployeePerson +=
Person, Employee, Teacher {
provide getSchool with getWorkplace;
around argue do betterArgueIntercept;
}
SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
Building, Workplace, School {
provide getTeachers with getEmployees;
}
Library += Library;
Librarian += Librarian;
Book += Book;
}









participant AntEmployee { }
participant AnthillWorkplace { }
attach ant anthill, employee workplace {
AntEmployee += Ant, Employee;
AnthillWorkplace += AntHill, Workplace;
}

Listing 3.6: Composite 3


collaboration personemployee buildingworkplace;















participant EmployeePerson { }
participant WorkplaceBuilding { }
attach person building,employee workplace {
EmployeePerson += Person, Employee {
export argue;
export getWorkplace;
}
WorkplaceBuilding += Building, Workplace {
export getEmployees;
}
}

Figure 28: Compositions, graphically (omitting members) and textually (in full).
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. Even though both person employee teacher and ant employee have composed and reused the Employee participant, there is no typing relationship between them (other than both sharing supertype
Object), and each refers unambiguously to a specific workplace: a SchoolWorkplaceBuilding or an
AnthillWorkplace respectively. In an inheritance based system, such covariant subtyping of references

requires advanced typing schemes.
. Conversely, this also implies that composition does not subsume inheritance. Using only composition, we cannot capture that an employee is exclusively either a teacher or a banker. Luckily,
composition is orthogonal to sub-typing, so it is possible to keep teacher and banker in separate
collaborations, yet still impose a sub-typing relationship with a common super-type.
. There is no ordering between the composed participants: The Teacher type does not depend on the
Employee type, only that the expected getWorkplace method is somehow fulfilled—or exported to
be provided later.
The lack of ordering means that we are free to combine common combinations into more easily
manageable units. Listing . combines the person building and employee workplace collaborations into
one composite collaboration, personemployee buildingworkplace. Listing . achieves exactly the same
effect as Listing ., but by attaching this pre-composed collaboration as one unit rather than two.
We can also leverage the lack of typing relationships by composing the personemployee buildingworkplace a second time to the teacher school collaboration, this time to Librarian and Library par-

ticipants. This is shown in Listing ., which is similar to the declaration composing teacher with
person/employee, but does not give librarians any better argumentative skills. The ability to apply PersonEmployee to Librarian satisfies the desire to be able to have a Lumberjack’s Workplace be Outdoors,

even though the Outdoors is-not-a Building (see Figures , page and , page ).
This small example illustrates that Aspectual Collaboration’s composition is a very flexible tool for
constructing programs. We have shown how collaborations can be reused, both in different base applications, and simultaneously in the same application.

. Emergent Properties

The section above illustrates how ACs are as expressive as several related role or collaboration-oriented
systems, at least for our recurring example. Each system will of course have special features that set it
apart from others. Aspectual Collaborations gain their power from combining a modern module system
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Listing 3.7: Composite 4


collaboration personemployee teacher;


























Listing 3.8: Composite 5


collaboration personemployee teacher librarian;



participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
participant Library { }
participant Librarian { }
participant Book { }
attach personemployee buildingworkplace,
teacher school {
TeacherEmployeePerson +=
EmployeePerson, Teacher {
provide getSchool with getWorkplace;
around argue do betterArgueIntercept;
}
SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
WorkplaceBuilding, School {
provide getTeachers with getEmployees;
}
Library += Library {
export borrowBook; export returnBook;
}
Librarian += Librarian;
Book += Book;
}


















participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
participant Library { }
participant Librarian { }
participant Book { }
attach personemployee teacher,
personemployee buildingworkplace {
TeacherEmployeePerson +=
TeacherEmployeePerson;
SchoolWorkplaceBuilding +=
SchoolWorkplaceBuilding;
Librarian += Librarian, EmployeePerson;
Library += Library, WorkplaceBuilding;
Book += Book;
}

Figure 29: Compositions, graphically (omitting members) and textually (in full).
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with aspectual powers. By allowing modular composition to control aspects, several powerful synergies
are attained. The following sections explore some of these in greater detail.

.. Encapsulation, Composition, and Modular Reasoning

We have repeatedly mentioned how combining encapsulation and modular composition leads to modular reasoning. This section explores the claim in greater detail.
Modular reasoning is important because we want our ability to reason about—to understand—a program to scale with the size of the program. Techniques like module systems aim to allow large programs
to be constructed by splitting them into macroscopic units—the modules—which are sufficiently isolated
from the rest of the program to be written in separately. Modularity allows us to write larger programs
because the parts can be developed separately and then assembled, and can thus be developed in parallel by teams. Teams of programmers can cooperate without modularity, but modularity improves the
manageability of the programming task, even for a single developer. 
Aspect-Orientation allows a new class of behaviors to be modularized, thus increasing the possible
parallelism and manageability of the programming task. Notably, several concerns that crosscut or tangle
each other (described in Section .., page ) cannot easily be separated into distinct modules in
conventional module systems, but can often be modularized using aspects. aop achieves this level of
expressiveness by allowing one module to flexibly specify and modify join points within another module.
Unfortunately, this trades-off encapsulation for expressiveness.
To illustrate, imagine a database-backed system as sketched in Figure . The commit method is key
to the database semantics, and calls a number of other methods to achieve its behavior.  For the sake
of argument, assume further that the operations must be invoked in order, without any other i/o being
performed by the thread.
...

AOP

without Encapsulation

A typical use of aop is to insert profiling code into another program or module; profiling is only tangentially related to the details of the base program, making it a very good fit for aop. Assuming that the
profiler writes to a file, it is critical that the internal calls of commit are not modified by the profiling
aspect. Thus, in order to safely use the database module, there must be some documentation of how
the module may be modified. If the language provides for such information, it can be verified by the
compiler, else the documentation must be manually maintained along with the code.
 Some of the properties of module systems can be achieved in other ways: for example, object-oriented systems can simulate module
interfaces with abstract super-classes. Szyperski [Szy], however, argues that it is wrong to assume that inheritance subsumes modularity.
 A real database would probably not have a race condition between verifying a transaction and closing it.
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For example, assume that the language used to implement BigHonkinApp provides no support for
hiding methods. It is not at all obvious that advising all methods in the final application will also modify
the sensitive commit method. Indeed, to derive the set of visible methods on the root, we need to trace
all the compositions up to leaf modules.
From the opposite perspective, imagine that some programmer has thus unintentionally advised the
database module, rendering it incorrect. In order for its maintainer to debug the misbehaving code, all
advice attached to the module must be identified and understood as well. Without additional support,
this would imply a global search of the program, as there is no path from the database module to the
profiling aspect in Figure .
There are several possibilities to deal with these issues. Good documentation may alleviate the burden;
an ide or other programming aid can toolify the manual documentation, allowing for example all advice
attached to a method to be identified; or the language can be rich enough to allow the programmer both
to protect sensitive behaviors and to quickly identify how a given method has been modified. Rigorous
documentation—for example, all join points touched by a pointcut could be marked as such with a
comment pointing to the pointcut descriptor—allows the programmer to avoid duplicating the search of
the program for applicable advice, but is only as good as the programmer applying it, both in discipline
and correctness. Similarly, ides are useful, providing a mediated reality in which the relationship between
aspect and base is explicitly represented, instead of requiring the relationship to be inferred from the
program source, but only help when used, can only provide assistance on the aspects currently loaded,
and then only on crosscutting features understood by the ide. We hold that the language needs to be able
to stand on its own, as we ultimately can only reason about the properties of the language, and not the
programming environment as a whole—unless we include it in the language definition.
...

AOP

with Encapsulation

If instead our aop language had encapsulation to control join point visibility, neither ide nor documentation would be needed (of course still nice to have). Sensitive methods in a module can easily be protected
simply by not being exported. Thus, if the database module depends on commit not being modified by
advice, it merely needs to avoid exporting it. If, however, commit and close need to be invoked from
an external module, there are two options: the programmer can opt to tightly couple a set of modules,
allowing them greater access to each other—such as attaching advice to sensitive methods—but requiring
that they be understood as a unit (from which sensitive methods are not exported); alternately, instead
of exporting commit and close, methods which invoke them can be exported. Since these forwarding
methods are not referenced by the internals of the module, any advice attached to them will not affect
the internals of the database module, yet allow the methods to be invoked.
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Figure 30: A hypothetical large application with a database back-end. Thick arrows show composition, thinner
arrows show advice propagation.

Aldrich [Alda] points out that a desirable property of a module is that it should function identically
in various contexts; since aop allows visible methods to be modified, this suggests that in many situations
the module should only export forwarding methods, and not the methods themselves. Similarly, by
exporting an empty method stub which is invoked upon entry to an unexported method, the programmer
can guarantee that the unexported method can receive only “before” advice. 
In a module system with encapsulation, it is easy to deduce which modules can potentially have
advised an exported method: we merely need to retrace the composition hierarchy back towards the root
until the method is no longer visible. Thus, it could be that DataManagement needs the Filesystem to
monitor commit’s activities: Database would thus need to re-export commit from the Transaction module.
However, there would be no need to export commit out of the DataManagement module. To understand
how commit functions, we need only look at the two composite modules Database and DataManagement
to find out precisely how the method has been advised.
... Modular Reasoning Summary
By limiting aspect-oriented interception to join points explicitly exported from a collaboration, we significantly increase the the ability to reason about a collaboration in isolation. True modular reasoning is
not achieved, as we cannot reason about exported methods, but we are able to protect sensitive methods
from external advice, and also easily discover which methods can be reasoned about.

 Exporting

forwarding methods and stubs is also discussed in Section ... (page ).
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Programming patterns can also increase modular reasoning abilities. If a collaboration wishes to export
the ability to invoke a method, but does not wish to be affected by advice applied to the exported method,
this can be achieved by exporting a method which delegates to the internal implementation. This would
allow us to guarantee that all internal invocations of the method proceed as expected—for example to
maintain some invariant—while also allowing external references to invoke the behavior.
The increased ability to reason locally about a collaboration is not without cost, however. By restricting which methods can be advised, we restrict the ability of aspect-oriented programs to flexibly
modularize behaviors in the collaboration. To achieve maximum flexibility for ao features, we would
need to export as many methods as possible from the collaboration, obviously hampering our modularreasoning ability.
Which of these options is optimal depends on the collaboration and how it is used. It is upto
the programmer to balance the needs of aop against the ability to reason about and understand the
collaboration in isolation.
... Obliviousness, Serendipity, and Brittleness

Quantification and obliviousness have been identified [FF] as the core concepts of aop.

Practitioners

value the property that the base code—the code being affected by an aspect—be unaware of the aspect.
This is often seen as the defining property of aop: in order for a system to qualify as aspect oriented,
obliviousness must be preserved.
Fundamentally, an aspect affects a base program by modifying the behavior of the base at some of its
join points. The property of obliviousness has two sub-properties: whether the base is oblivious to the
declaration of join points—join-point obliviousness—and whether the base is oblivious to how the join
points are affected by subsequent advice—advice obliviousness.
We suggest that the property of obliviousness to join-point declaration rises not from a requirement
of aop, but rather from a serendipitous property of oo languages: that methods are a close match to the
regions of oo programs we wish to advise. While some work [LM, MLWR] has explored join points
of very fine granularity, for most purposes the granularity at a level of fields, methods, and classes suffices.
Serendipitously, oo languages already name exactly these features, so the obvious choice is to use the
existing names to also name join points.
If we have encapsulation, we must explicitly export methods as join points in order to make them
visible to external advice. It would seem that the property of encapsulation has lost us the property of
join-point obliviousness.
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On the contrary, if we lack encapsulation, every join point is effectively exported. In this situation,
with the knowledge that aop will be used on a project comes the realization that all methods can be join
points. Thus we can retain join-point obliviousness only by remaining oblivious to the use of aop on the
project altogether.

.. Separately Compiled and Type-safe Reuse of Aspects

Earlier, in Section .. (page ), we introduced the api provided by generated join-point classes, and
explained how it insulates the aspectual method from the signature of the host method, allowing the
aspect to be separately compiled and reused with different base applications.  The formal analysis of our
system, presented in Chapter  (page ), proves a type soundness property for both atomic collaborations
(such as Listing ., page ) and composite collaborations (such as Listing ., page ). The semantic
model over which this is proved closely models the separate compilation described for our prototype
full-Java implementation. Thus, we have provably type-safe separately compiled aspects. Furthermore,
the type-safety properties allow an aspect to be completely generic in the signature of the join points it
advises, without requiring any dynamic checking.
As far as we know, this is the first aspect system to combine separate compilation with type-safe and
generically reusable aspects. Previous systems have either required advice to precisely match the types of
the intercepted method [TOHS, Läm], are not statically typed [WKD, TK, RJR], or generate
code that can result in dynamic casting errors [KHH + ].
Two properties regarding dynamic casts are asserted. The first, that of safety preservation (as per
[IPW]), guarantees that no dynamic error locations are introduced during evaluation, so a safe program can never fail due to a dynamic error. Section . (page ) specifies this property formally. A
second property is that our aspects do not require the introduction of dynamic error locations (specifically downcasts) to achieve reusability of advice over join-points representing methods with different
signatures.
A counterexample of a hypothetical system which is sound but not usefully safe is one which achieves
its reusability by allowing advice to expose host-method arguments as arrays of type Object. This is easily
shown to be sound, and allows some generic behaviors to be expressed, but any advice that wants to
invoke methods on thus exposed arguments must downcast them to more precise types.  Since this happens in the user-written code, no dynamic error locations are introduced by the compiler, thus preserving
safety, but intuitively, the dynamic error locations are required by the language’s lack of expressiveness.
 Keeping

in mind that our system is symmetric, we use the term “base” loosely.
.. (page ) illustrates how AspectJ’s compilation scheme can result in dynamic errors in compiler-generated code.
 This should not be confused with using the type hierarchy to select sets of methods to be advised.

 Section
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Listing 3.9: Counting books, illustrating the need for join point tuples


collaboration count things;
















collaboration pet counter;



participant ThingHolder {
int counter;
aspectual UP RV upCounter(UP JP jp) {
counter += 1;
return jp.invoke();
}
aspectual DN RV dnCounter(DN JP jp) {
counter −= 1;
return jp.invoke();
}
}



















participant TeacherEmployeePerson { }
participant SchoolWorkplaceBuilding { }
participant Library { }
participant Librarian { }
participant Book { }
attach personemployee teacher, count things {
TeacherEmployeePerson += TeacherEmployeePerson;
SchoolWorkplaceBuilding += SchoolWorkplaceBuilding;
Library += Library, ThingHolder {
around borrowBook do upCounter;
around returnBook do dnCounter;
export counter as numBooksOut;
}
Librarian += Librarian;
Book += Book;
}

.. Join-Point Tuples

A collaboration is the unit of composition for ACs. This allows us to conveniently express how related
advice should interact, and is key for achieving type-safety (see Section ..., page ).
For example, a library may want to maintain statistics so that it knows how many books are “out.”
Listing . illustrates how this can be achieved, by adding an externally visible numBooksOut variable,
which is automatically kept up to date with aspectual methods—effectively before advice—which are
attached to the borrowBook and returnBook methods.
A common observation is that an aspect will consist of a tuple of cooperating advice—in this case, the
aspectual methods upCounter and dnCounter—together affecting the shared state of the counter. However, an easily neglected facet is that correspondingly, join points also form cohesive tuples. Consider the
methods hireEmployee and fireEmployee in Listing . (page ), and posit that we also want to maintain
a count of the number of employees in the workplace. It would be easy to reuse count things to achieve
this: it suffices to wrap upCounter around executions of hireEmployee, and similarly for dnCounter.
The key insight here is that we want two attachments of the counting collaboration: once with
upCounter 7→ borrowBook and dnCounter 7→ returnBook, and once with upCounter 7→ hireEmployee

and dnCounter 7→ fireEmployee. This is very different from what we can express with pointcuts: one

attachment with upCounter 7→ { borrowBook, hireEmployee } and dnCounter 7→ { returnBook, fire-
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Employee }. The difference is that the former case expresses a set of tuples of join points, making it clear

that we want advice attached to hireEmployee to correspond to advice attached to fireEmployee, while
in the latter case, we express a tuple of sets of join points, where it is not clear that such a correspondence even exists. Had we specified dnCounter 7→ {}, we would not have advised any join point with

dnCounter, clearly breaking the intended pairing of up and down advice. 

Thus, tuples of join points allow us to reason about how a group of join points relate (and by extension,
also about sets of such tuples), while sets of join points make it difficult to reason about pairs of elements
in different sets. The trade-off is that specifying the sets of tuples can be less succinct than specifying
simple sets of join points (and hence tuples of join-point sets). Section .. (page ) describes one
approach to specifying sets of join-point tuples.
In Chapter  (page ), several of the analyzed collaboration-oriented systems ended up with unclear
semantics because they attempted to describe the attachment of the collaboration as a tuple of sets of join
points, rather than a set of join-point tuples. For example, this was first noted in the discussion of appc
and Aspectual Components in Section .. (page ).

.. Sharing

Once we focus on multiple attachments of behavior, two questions naturally arise: how to specify several
attachments succinctly, and how attachments interact.
As we are primarily interested in semantics over syntax—what we can express in the language, rather
than how best to write it—we omit the first question for now and focus how multiple attachments of the
same collaboration interact. The central issue is how to allow some state to be in a scope shared across
the attachments, and some state to be duplicated and thus private to each attachment.
Ultimately, regardless of the syntax used to express the organization, the solution is to leverage collaborations. The collaboration—its classes, method, and fields—is decomposed into two sub-collaborations:
one attached once, and the other attached several times. We refer to these as the shared and duplicated
attachments. As an example, to model advice which shares a global counter and is incremented on access
of any one of several methods in different classes, we would create a shared collaboration containing the
counter as a class-scoped (static) increment method. The duplicated collaboration would contain two
participants; one importing the static increment method, and one providing an aspectual method which

 It is possible to simulate tuples using abstract aspects and pointcuts: each tuple can be expressed as a concrete sub-aspect containing a
singleton pointcut for each tuple position.
 A preliminary syntax for generating multiple attachments from templates matched against the host collaboration is presented in
Section .. (page ).
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Figure 31: A data flow over-view of the compiler for Aspectual Collaborations.

invokes the increment. This organization allows the shared collaboration to be attached once, and then
shared by each aspectual method.
The normal typing rules for collaboration attachment suffice to guarantee that shared state does not
sacrifice type safety. One complication is that type-mapping of the shared collaboration needs to be
suitable for all duplicated attachments. This is easy to achieve for simple collaborations such as the one
outlined above, but may require refactoring in the case of duplicated collaborations with rich structure.

. Implementation

The prototype Aspectual Collaboration Compiler, acc, follows a fundamental design: collaborations are
compiled separately, and composed at the object-code level. The object code the compiler works on
is Java bytecode, which turns out to be very convenient since it provides a fully disambiguated version
of the collaboration. Bytecode is managed as standard Java .class files, which results in easy renaming of
members, re-targeting references to point to other members, and moving call graphs from one group of
classes to another.
Figure  is a data-flow road-map of how collaborations are compiled to executable programs. Participants are compiled by transliterating them to Java and compiling with an off-the-shelf Java compiler. The
transliteration replaces collaboration with package, participant with class, comments out all additional
keywords we have introduced (such as aspectual and expected), and creates stub bodies for expected
methods. After compilation, the .class files are annotated according to the commented-out keywords, to

.. I MPLEMENTATION

allow the compiled collaboration to be treated correctly in subsequent stages without requiring manifests
or interface files to be maintained in the file-system. The jvm definition [LY] requires that a jvm ignore
all annotations it does not understand, ensuring that the compiled collaborations consist of % legal
.class files.

Having collaborations be legal Java packages leads to a useful feature. The jvm requires that all
non-abstract methods have method bodies, so normally acc generates short stubs for expected methods.
Allowing the user to optionally provide stub method bodies for expected methods is a convenient means
to unit test collaborations in isolation.
To compose two collaborations according to an attachment, we first generate output participants.
cacs do not have extends clauses, instead having explicit definitions of all participants, including those
representing reified methods and return values. These are compiled as per the atomic case.
Each constituent collaboration is then inserted into the output collaboration, according to the participant map of the attachment. Each constituent participant is inserted into the appropriate output
participant, with each of its members renamed to names which are both fresh (to avoid name clashes) and
illegal in Java (to avoid spurious name clashes). References to participant types and member names are
systematically renamed to maintain collaboration internal references. We use the term alpha renaming to
mean the systematic renaming of an entity and all references to it. Alpha renaming is possible because
Aspectual Collaborations are closed: the compiler will be able to statically find all references by searching
all participants in the collaboration.
Some care must be taken not to break overriding relationships: methods must be renamed like the
methods they override. If a method overrides an external method (such as toString which is defined on
Java’s global superclass Object), it cannot be renamed at all, and name clashes can become unavoidable. In
such cases manual disambiguation is required. Java constructors have similar restrictions (all constructors
are hard-wired with the name <init>), in addition to restrictions on how they can be invoked.
References inside the now-populated participants are redirected as per the attachment specifications.
Exporting a member is implemented by alpha-renaming the member to the exported name. Providing a
member to an expected member is implemented by redirecting all references from the expected member
to the provided member.
Aspectual methods’ interception of method executions is implemented by generating a collaboration
with three participants corresponding to the the host participant and two reification participants. The
generated collaboration is based on the signature of the now-known host method. A new intercepting
version of the host method is generated, whose body instantiates the reified-execution participant, storing
in it the receiver and arguments to the method call, and passing it to the aspectual method. The reified
 The

jvm has a larger set of legal identifiers than Java does.
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method participant’s invoke method invokes an expected method that will be mapped to the original
host method, passing it the captured arguments, and instantiating a reified return object with the results
of that call. Lastly, the now generated collaboration is composed into the output collaboration as if it were
a manually written collaboration—requiring no special language support—so that the new host method
is exported to replace the original host method, and the original host method is provided so that invoke
can access it.
The generated code needs to be carefully crafted to catch exceptions and null values, but contains
no locations where dynamic errors (such as casts) can occur. Notice also that the scheme requires no
modification of either the aspectual method nor the host method; the extent to which the composition
modifies object-code is to redirect references to members and types.

. Convenience, Expressiveness, Safety: An Eternal Compromise

Both AspectJ and Hyper/J offer similar functionality to ac, but without strong encapsulation boundaries.
Although the three projects have differing aims, it is still informative to compare the three, to attempt
to determine whether the restrictive or verbose programming models typical of strongly encapsulated
modules is worth the increase in static safety. This section summarizes such a comparison, described in
greater detail in [LLO].

.. What’s the Problem

We present a challenge problem and attempt to solve it to the same level of genericity and reusability for
each language. The generic problem is to implement a memoization and caching behavior. Specifically,
we want to verify that no Container is over its capacity limit. A Container may recursively contain one
or more Container or Simple items. Each Simple item has a weight, while a Container has a capacity,
which describes the maximum total weight it can contain in its nested subcontainers. The challenge
is to introduce caching code so that we perform only minimal necessary recomputation to check the
constraints. Since code reuse and concern separation is a touted strength of all three approaches, we
have programmed our solutions to be as generic and reusable as possible. Not only should a solution be
generic in the method being memoized, but also the computation of when the memoized value needs to
be discarded should be separate.
We focus on three main concerns that seem both intrinsic to the problem and worthy of reuse on
their own. To simulate the general case of assembling behaviors not specifically designed to interact with
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AspectJ

Figure 32: A graphical representation of the AspectJ solution.

each other, we introduce small differences in the apis of the concerns.
Figures  and  illustrate the structure of the AspectJ and Hyper/J solutions to the programming
challenge. The Hyper/J and ac solutions differ significantly at the method level, but are similar at the
class and collaboration/slice level, so the Hyper/J illustration does double duty illustrating both.
Common to all three languages is the implementation of the three base classes Item, Container,
and Simple. All solutions have the constraint that these should remain untouched, as per the assumed
desirability to effect non-invasive modification.

.. AspectJ Solution Summary

A spectJ leverages Java’s inner-class interfaces to provide interfaces for reusable behaviors. AspectJ allows
method introductions to be applied to all classes that implement an interface, thus implementing the common functionality of the reusable behavior. Methods from the interface that do not have a corresponding
introduction create the required interface of the behavior.
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This organization emulates that of [HK] to test how well AspectJ implements standard design
patterns. Given that the authors are well versed in the language, we take the paper as exemplifying
idiomatic AspectJ style.
The result are shownin figure Figure . There are five aspects: two reusable abstract aspects with
inner-class interfaces, introductions, and advice written against abstract pointcuts (Caching and Back); two
attachment aspects which each subclass one abstract aspect and connect the abstract information to the
concrete application; and one adapter aspect, which reconciles differences in apis between the aspects
and the concrete classes. The classes and aspects are described in dependency order: the base classes and
abstract aspects are independent of each other, while the two attachment and one adapter class depend
on both the base classes and abstract aspects.
With pointcuts and around advice, it was easy to abstractly express the behavior and attach it to
the base program. There were three fundamental issues, centered about typing issues, explained in the
following paragraphs. In general, none of these issues introduce type errors, but do introduce locations for
type errors. A simple behavior like caching is unlikely to run into any problems, but as behaviors grow
more complex, this is less convincing an argument.
The first issue is that AspectJ’s genericity mechanism for around methods (see Section ..., page
) is unable to give the cached return value a meaningful type; it is stored as Object. If another type than
the expected is stored in the cached field, a runtime casting error will occur.
The second issue is that the aspects are not decoupled from the base classes, in a strict sense. The use
of inheritance and overriding to export and import behavior from the base classes into aspect’s abstract
behavior means that an imported method must be provided by a method with precisely that name. In
some cases, it is possible to introduce adaptation methods with the expected name that forward to the
concrete (and incorrectly named) method, but this is not always possible. For example, had the base
classes already contained methods with that name, but with different signatures, we would not have been
able to reuse the aspect.
The last issue is that the reuse is type-invasive, introducing a common supertype for all (re)uses of the
abstract aspect. Section ... (page ) and [LLO] explain why this is not always desirable.

.. Hyper/J Solution Summary

Hyper/J has a very decoupled solution (Figure ):

in addition to the base package, there are three

separately compilable packages. Each package can be compiled in isolation; only the composition requires
that the compiled packages—or more generally, HyperSlices—interact. Composition is specified by a
HyperModule, whose effect is suggested by thick dashed arrows in the figure, but is not shown separately.
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Hyper/J

Figure 33: A graphical representation of the Hyper/J solution. The Hyper/J illustration also serves as a high-level
illustration of the Aspectual Collaboration solution.

The result of running Hyper/J with on the hypermodule declaration is a new hyperslice—represented as
a Java package—containing all the composed slices, and implementing the caching behavior.
The solution offers more reuse than AspectJ, as instead of adding to the base code, a new base
package is created which contains the caching behavior. Thus, even the base hyperslice can be reused.
Additionally, the composition is not type-invasive, which guarantees that multiple (re)uses of a hyperslice
do not create type equivalences that would not be present in a monolithic (rather than composed) version
of the program.
There are some drawbacks as well: the method-execution arguments exposed to before advice lose
their types, instead being passed as an array of Object. The system will automatically wrap primitive
argument values in objects to store them in the argument array, allowing before advice to remain oblivious
to the signature of the method it advises. If we need to manipulate or inspect the arguments to an advised
method, we need to downcast the arguments to more precise types. Thus, if advanced behavior is
required, a dynamic error must be risked.
Unfortunately, method interception—i.e. around advice, with optional invocation of the advised
method—cannot take advantage of such genericity, as Hyper/J offers no native interception mechanism.
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With the help of the Hyper/J developers, we were able to use the hypermodule’s linking declarations
to set up method interception, but our solution required foreknowledge of the intercepted method’s
signature, in addition to being quite awkward.

.. Aspectual Collaborations Solution Summary

Because Aspectual Collaborations implement a module system, they are very well suited to the task of
composing reusable behaviors. Like the Hyper/J solution, there are four separately compilable Aspectual
Collaborations: one for the caching behavior, one to calculate the dependencies for cache invalidation,
the common base (actually a Java package), and an adapter collaboration to reconcile the difference in
the expected api of the caching behavior and that offered by the base collaboration. The four collaborations are constituents to a composite collaboration, which generates a program that contains the caching
behavior in the base.
The composition of the reusable behaviors is non-invasive and type safe; in Section . (page )
we show that the compilation process does not require or introduce any dynamic errors. Since methodinterception is natively and type-safely supported by the module linking language, no loss of type safety
or genericity occurs. It was similarly straightforward to connect explicit imports and exports across the
collaborations.
The AC export declarations allow the composition to produce a package with exactly the same set
of visible types and signatures as the base collaboration; it is thus easy and painless to reuse the caching
behaviors again in the resulting base package.
The main drawback we found was that the type-checking for linking is very conservative, requiring
the concrete method to not only be visible on the expected method’s class, but actually present. Thus,
we cannot provide an inherited method to an expected method on a local class. This can be worked
around by adding a forwarding method in an adaptation collaboration. Unlike the situation described for
AspectJ in Section .. (page ), this forwarding method need not be exported, and is thus invisible to
subsequent use or composition. Section .. (page ) discusses an alternative implementation of the
provide declaration, which would allow inherited methods to be used as well.

.. Summary

Surprisingly, [LLO] found that each solution was of a comparable size. We expected Aspectual Collaboration’s requirement that all composition interactions be explicitly specified to make its solution more
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verbose and less intuitive than the AspectJ and Hyper/J,  which are explicitly aimed at providing convenience and expressiveness in method interception and module composition. However, for this small
example, it turned out that the requirements of reusability constrained the features of both to a point
where their solutions were as verbose as that for acs. Furthermore, since ac has native support for such
features, we argue that the ac solution is more intuitive. Lastly, since our solution maintains static typing
properties and predictability (by virtue of encapsulation), we argue that it will remain maintainable as
projects scale.

 We were willing—and expecting—to argue that the trade-off of conciseness and intuitiveness was worthwhile to achieve the predictability and static safety of Aspectual Collaborations.
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Chapter 4

Formal Properties

T

HIS chapter presents a minimal model of Aspectual Collaborations (acs), which is amenable to formal

analysis. As such, we do not aim to capture the entirety of the ac language, but rather its essential

properties. We present a compilation semantics of modules based around a Java-like core language. The
core language is a conservative extension of Featherweight Java (FJ) [IPW], and is kept intentionally
minimal. Modules are either written directly in the core language, or composed from previously compiled
modules which in turn can be either composite or atomic.
An Atomic ac is one written directly in the core language. This corresponds to a package in Java,  or
a “class table” in FJ. Section . (page ) presents a soundness proof for the type-checking and evaluation rules for atomic collaborations. The proof builds directly upon the rules and proofs of [IPW],
augmented to account for our particular syntax and extensions to the core language. The soundness result
guarantees that a well typed expression in an atomic collaboration will evaluate to a value, or else halt on
one of two possible error conditions: a failed downcast or an attempt to invoke an expected method.
Compiling a Composite ac rewrites several compiled constituent collaborations into an atomic ac.

Linking instructions optionally provide concrete behaviors to expected methods, setting up interception
relationships between methods, and also exporting methods under different names to be visible outside
the encapsulation boundary of the module. We present typing rules whereby a composite collaboration
is statically checked and compilation rules whereby it is rewritten to an atomic ac. Section . (page )
shows that a well-typed composite collaboration will compile into a well typed atomic collaboration.
The rules highlight an important property: that the resulting atomic collaboration contains no dynamic
error locations that were not present in the constituent collaborations. Thus, the presented compilation
 Packages

are in fact special cases of Atomic Collaborations.
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scheme shows how to separately compile highly reusable generic aspects without sacrificing static safety.
Although not shown in our rules, the full implementation allows the aspect to trade off some genericity for expressive power, by exposing arguments of intercepted method executions to the intercepting
aspectual method.

. Program Syntax and Evaluation

Featherweight Java captures the essence of Java in a small side-effect free semantics that can fit on one page.
We have kept the core language as small as possible, but to achieve the desired combination of features
and soundness, have needed to add a few syntactic forms.
Since the program is composed from several collaborations, we must keep track of which class table is
used for names. Informally speaking, a set of classes—either compiled or composite—form a class table
(CT or JT) which is used to look up class definitions, methods on classes, and is also used to derive
the subtyping relation. Atomic acs and Featherweight Java programs are self-contained, thus need no
other collaborations to type check and evaluate their expressions; thus, it often makes sense to assume the
class table is a globally visible binding. This is in sharp contrast to composite ac, whose type checking
and transformation rules depend on using the proper class tables for the subtyping relationships of their
constituent collaborations. To accurately account for composite acs, we need to pass the class table as an
explicit variable. To maintain the flavor of the original semantics, we show this as a subscript.
The full syntax of acs is given in Figure  (page ). A program is a flat list of collaboration bindings,
terminated by an anonymous collaboration and an expression. Each collaboration in the source program
is either atomic or composite.
Program evaluation is a two step process. First, the compiler iterates over the list of collaboration
declarations, type checking each and compiling it to an atomic ac which is bound in an environment.
Finally, the expression is evaluated in the context of the terminating anonymous collaboration.

.. Atomic Collaborations

A tomic collaborations consist of a table of classes, each with a name unique within the scope of the
collaboration, and with a set of fields and methods, with names unique within the class. The well-typed
and -formedness constraints and evaluation rules are shown in Figures  (page ) and  (page ).
The language used in atomic collaborations differs from Featherweight Java in three ways:

.. P ROGRAM S YNTAX

AND

E VALUATION

. We omit explicit constructor declarations, instead relying on the order of field declarations to imply
a constructor.
. Classes can contain two new kinds of methods: expected and aspectual methods, which respectively declare methods with deferred behavior and methods which can be linked to intercept other
method’s executions.
Such linkings are performed during composition, and allow behavior to both explicitly and implicitly transfer between collaborations.
. Expressions are extended with two new forms: functional update of a field, and constructor-less
instantiation. Functional update, o[f 7→ Ef ], returns a copy of the object o with field f modified

to be Ef . Constructor-less instantiation, new t, instantiates an object of class t, with default values

for all fields. The default value for a field of type t is the expression new t. In a strict or eagerly
evaluated language, instantiation of a circular type would diverge.  However, being side-effect free,
FJ does not need a defined evaluation order, so this does not cause us problems.
These two expressions replace constructor instantiation, new c (E 0 ···En ), which is no longer allowed

in the source program, but which may occur during evaluation (like so called “stupid casts” in Java).

.. Composite Collaborations

Composite collaborations consist of a number of participants composed from constituent classes from
attached, enclosing, collaborations. The participants form a subtyping hierarchy, and can be trivially
translated to a set of classes which are populated with members and fields from the constituent classes.
Each composed class contains the all the members from the constituent classes mapped to it, suitably
renamed to avoid name clashes and with types mapped according to the composite collaboration’s participant declarations. An illustration of the process is shown in Figure  (page ): four constituent
collaborations, containing a total of eight constituent classes, are composed into three composed classes.
Once composed, the members on a composed class are linked, setting up import and export relationships between the composed collaborations, in addition to setting up method interceptions for aspectual
methods. This process is shown in detail in Figure  (page ).
The modifications to the atomic expression syntax are motivated by the realization that the composed
class will have a larger set of fields than any of the constituent classes, and thus imply needing a different
constructor than any of the constituents. Any mention of an constructor in a constituent collaboration


Assume t has a field also of type t. The expression new t ,→ (evaluates to) new t(new t) ,→ new t(new t(new t))···.
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will be inapplicable in the resulting composed collaboration. To ensure that composed collaborations are
well formed, we thus disallow constructors from occurring in the source program, but do allow them to
be generated during evaluation. Constructor-less instantiation sidesteps the issue by not mentioning any
field values in the instantiation, instead giving them default values.
Featherweight Java disallows fields in an object to be mutated; the only option is to return a newly
instantiated object which contains the desired values for fields. This causes a problem for our organization
because we disallow constructor instantiation in the source program, nor do we know all the fields that
should remain unchanged, as the class may be composed from participants from several collaboration,
each contributing fields only that collaboration knows about. Functional update address precisely this
problem, creating a new object of the same type, with all fields but the updated one copied from the
source object.
Because we need to know the class to which field f belongs when translating expression E.f from
a constituent collaboration, we assume that a preprocessor or diligent programmer has annotated all
receivers of field and method lookups with the static type of the receiver. This is written as a superscript
on the receiver, so E.f would be written E :c .f , if c was the static type of E which guarantees that field f
is visible. These annotations are checked along with other expressions by the type checking phase.
The static typing annotations are only used during composition; apart from type checking (and thus
preservation of typing during evaluation) they have no influence over the evaluation of the program.
Notably, the annotation c on E :c .f is not needed in order to look up field f —indeed, it is the job of
type checking to prove that whatever object E evaluates to, it will have a suitable field f . That evaluation
does not need the compile-time type of a term is due to Featherweight Java not allowing fields to be
overloaded. The full Java language, as well as ClassicJava [FKF], do allow fields to be overloaded, and
thus both require similar annotations at runtime.

. Semantics by Example

Figure  shows a simple fj-ac program, which introduces the syntax for the interpreter of our minimal
model. The program defines two atomic acs, aspect, and base, and a resulting composite ac made from
composing the two atomic collaborations. The syntax shown in this example is the actual input syntax
of our prototype interpreter [Ovl], and is somewhat modified from the syntax used in the proofs which
follow, so as to be more convenient for interpretation. The “=” and “!” characters turn the lr grammar
into an ll() grammar whose abstract syntax tree is easier to manipulate. The same is true for linking
declarations: the keywords with and provide are not needed in the formal semantics, and the interpreter
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collab base = atom
class B extends Object {
B make() { return new B; }
B someMethod() { return !this.make(); }
B someOtherMethod() { return !this.importedBehavior(); }
expected B importedBehavior();
}
collab aspect = atom
class C extends Object {
Object o;
C make() { return new C; }
aspectual Returned nodont(JoinPoint thisjoinpoint) {
return !thisjoinpoint.dontInvoke();
}
C exportedBehavior() { return =this[o −> !this.make()]; }
}
// This is the anonymous output collaboration
composite attach [base aspect]
class D extends Object <= [base.B aspect.C]
with
provide aspect.C.exportedBehavior => base.B.importedBehavior;
around base.B.someMethod => aspect.C.nodont default base.B.someOtherMethod;
export base.B.someMethod => advised;
// this ”main” expression is evaluated in the context of the output collaboration
!new D.advised();

Figure 34: Source program, syntax extended to be LL(1)

requires that symbols such as →
= and 7→ be written out long-hand in ascii. In future examples, we revert
to the prettier syntax presented in the semantics.

.. Atomic Collaborations

A tomic collaboration base (in the Figure ) defines one class B, containing four methods (three normal,
and one expected), while collaboration aspect defines class C, with one field and three methods (two
normal, one aspectual).
... Classes or Participants
In the context of our formally presented model (Sections ., page  and ., page ), we use the
terms class and participant interchangeably. If we were to make a distinction between the two terms, a
participant is a generalization of a class, with two additional kinds of methods. It is sometimes useful to
make this distinction in the full Java implementation; a collaboration contains participants while a package
contains only classes. This chapter however, requires no such distinction, and we consequently use the
terms interchangeably, tending to use “class” over “participant”.
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... Members
Classes can have four kinds of members: fields, and three kinds of methods.
Fields hold per-instance object references to other objects. Fields cannot be side-effected; instead functional update creates a copy of the object with a new value for one field, and all others unchanged.
Concrete methods behave exactly like normal FJ methods. The class base.B defines three concrete methods: make, someMethod and someOtherMethod, and declares a deferred method importedBehavior.
Likewise, aspect.C declares two concrete methods. Both classes declare a concrete make method. This
takes the place of a constructor, but is more amenable to composition, as it follows the same semantics as
a normal method. In the full Java implementation, the make methods would be static, but FJ has only
instance methods. Alternatively, such methods could be put on a factory class.
Expected methods are similar to Java’s abstract methods, in that they lack a body, but with the significant
difference that they do not inhibit instantiation of the containing class. Secondly, expected methods are
not provided through overriding, but rather via direct mutation during the linking process. Otherwise,
expected methods are treated like normal methods, including overriding and dynamic dispatch. Method
base.B.importedBehavior is the only expected method in the small example. It is a dynamic error to

invoke an expected method which has not been “provided.”
Aspectual methods are the most constrained, yet most powerful, kind of method. Aspectual methods
must take exactly one argument, and return a result (Java allows methods to return void, but FJ, lacking
side-effects, requires all methods to return a result). Furthermore, the types in the signature of the aspectual method must be undefined in the current collaboration, and the method cannot override another
method.
Aspectual methods gain their expressiveness from being able to be composed so as to intercept executions of other methods. The argument to aspectual method aspect.C.nodont, thisjoinpoint, represents the
intercepted method execution, reified as a first-class object. The argument is called the joinpoint object,
while the result is called the return-value object. These objects allow the aspectual method to control the
execution of the intercepted method, without being aware of the specifics of the intercepted method’s
signature or execution context. This is possible by the join-point object exposing an api which allows the
aspectual method to control the execution of the intercepted method. Alternately, the aspectual method
can elect not to proceed with the intercepted method. In both cases, api generates a reified return value,
representing either the result of the intercepted method’s execution or a value generated by some default
 As the signature types of an aspectual method must be undefined, only another aspectual method can have the same signature as an
aspectual method. Thus, this restriction inhibits aspectual methods both from overriding or being overridden.
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method (specified during composition), depending on whether the api was used to invoke or not to
invoke the intercepted method.
As explained in Section .. (page ), the api available to nodont is 





class JoinPoint {
Returned invoke();
Returned dontInvoke();
}




class Returned {
}

The types of the aspectual method’s signature are existential; each linking of the aspectual method
will generate new types. Thus, if a Returned is stored in a global variable, it must be as an object type,
from which it can be downcast to a more specific type only in the body of the specific aspectual method
from which it was captured.
This api is the key to the generic reusability of separately compiled aspectual methods, allowing them
to intercede in executions of methods with unknown signatures. The full collaboration language (not
modeled here) allows the programmer to expose parts of the method signature of intercepted method to
the aspectual method. This allows the programmer to trade generic reusability—the aspectual method can
now only intercept executions of methods whose signatures include the exposed arguments—for greater
expressiveness, allowing the aspectual method to access and modify the arguments to the intercepted
method.

.. Composite Collaborations

Compiled collaborations, either atomic or composite, can be composed to create a larger collaboration
containing all the behaviors of the composed collaborations, optionally linking their imports and exports.
Contrary to some module systems, where importing a module sets up a reference, composite collaborations
compose copies of their imports. Import-by-copy semantics simplifies the semantics and type-correctness
properties, allowing each collaboration to maintain internal state without requiring complex type machinery to maintain soundness. Additionally, copying allows linking declarations to be compiled as direct
manipulation of the imported collaboration.
Just like an atomic collaboration has three conceptual levels (collaboration contains classes, classes
contain members, and members contain expressions), composite collaborations are composed at three
levels:
 Type-checking guarantees that the reused return-value object encapsulates an appropriately typed return object. However, we do
not need to know this type in order to type-check the aspectual method.
 The full collaboration language additionally prohibits manual instantiation of either join-point or return-value types, but this restriction is practical rather than for type soundness reasons, and is thus omitted from our treatment.
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Collaborations are selected to be composed. We call these the constituent collaborations. Figure  selects
to attach base and aspect.
Classes from those collaborations are mapped to output classes. Our example maps base.B and aspect.C
to output class D. This has the operational effect of inserting all members (suitably renamed to avoid
name collisions) from the mapped constituent class into the output class to which is is mapped. Additionally, all type references within the constituent collaborations are redirected to the output classes. While
base.B.make instantiates and returns a base.B object, after insertion into D, the method returns the type to

which base.B has been mapped: D. Thus, base.B.importedBehavior and aspect.C.exportedBehavior have
identical signatures after insertion into the output collaboration.
Methods inserted into an output class can be linked to other methods in that class. There are three
possible linking declarations: to provide a method to an expected method, to swap the bodies of two
methods, and to allow an aspectual method to be wrapped around another method’s executions.
Line  (page ) directs importedBehavior to use exportedBehavior. This is possible because the two
methods have identical signatures after type mapping.
Line  (page ) sets up aspect.C.nodont to intercept all executions of base.B.someMethod. Operationally, fresh types are instantiated for JoinPoint and Returned, and the method implementation is
translated to use these new types instead. The generated JoinPoint class captures the information necessary to proceed with the captured execution—which depends only on the signature of the intercepted
method: the receiver object, the method’s name, and arguments—while the generated Returned type
likewise captures the returned value of the execution. 
In this example, when any base.B.someMethod in the output program is invoked, instead of executing
its method body, a join-point object is created and passed to aspect.C.nodont. The aspectual method
executes like any normal method, optionally invoking the invoke and dontInvoke methods on the joinpoint object to proceed with the intercepted invocation of base.B.someMethod, or its link-time specified
alternative base.B.someOtherMethod with the same arguments, respectively. In this program, the aspectual
method nodont invokes the alternative, by calling dontInvoke.
It is not necessary to invoke either method on the join-point object. For example, a Returned object
may be stored in a field on some object reachable from the aspectual method, and returned directly. 
[LLO] shows and example where this facility is used to implement caching behavior. The type system
guarantees at compile time that only Returneds corresponding to the return type of the intercepted

 In

full Java, this also includes normal void returns, primitive types, and exceptions.
our formally analyzed mini-language lacks side-effects this scenario may not be awkward to achieve. However, it is certainly
possible in the full language, which has side-effects.
 Since
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Variable Domains
E
V
f
m, n, o
x, y

something

expression
values
field name
method names
variables

a, b, c, d, p, q
k, j, l
CT, JT

≡ collab k = C in T | C E
≡ Catom | Ccomp

E
V

Atomic Collaborations
Catom
Patom
F
M

≡
≡
≡
≡
|
|

participant or class names
collaboration names
alias for set of classes (Patom ),
or set of participants (Pcomp )
Expressions

Program
T
C

vector of something (possibly empty)

Patom
class c extends d { F M }
cf
c m(d x){ return E}
expected c m(d x)
aspectual c m(d jp){ return E}

≡ E:c .f | E:c .m(E) | E :c [f 7→ E]
| x | (c)E | new c | new c(E)
≡ new c(V )
Composite Collaborations

Ccomp
Pcomp
L

A
X

≡
≡
≡
|
|
≡
≡

attach j Pcomp L A X
class c extends d ⇐ j.p
k.c.m →
= j.d.n
provide method
k.c.m
j.d.n
swap method bodies
k.c.m 6 ⇒
∃ j.d.n
concretize&provide method
around k.c.m do j.d.n default l.f .o intercept
export k.c.m as n
export

Figure 35: Syntax Rules

method can be returned in this way. Lastly, Line  (page ) exports the now advised method under a
suitable name: “advised.”
When run, the program’s “main” expression instantiates a D object, and invokes the advised method.
The advised method’s execution is intercepted by the aspectual method, whose behavior we have described above.

. Atomic ACs are Sound

We show that Subject Reduction (Theorem .., page ) and Progress ( .., page ) hold for
our system, combining to prove Soundness ( .., page ). To achieve this, we closely follow the
presentation of [IPW], extending their proofs to cover the cases we have introduced and verifying that
our introductions have not invalidated existing cases.
Each proof is implicitly parameterized by the current atomic collaboration: the set of classes CT. As
CT remains constant in this section, we treat it as a global when convenient; for example, we might write
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Collaboration Typing

∀Patom ∈ Patom , `
Patom wellFormed

Patom

Patom ok
[T-Collab]

` Patom ok

cf f = F
dg g = fields(d, CT)
∀f ∈ (f ∪ g), f unique in (f ∪ g)
∀M ∈ M , mname(M) unique in mname(M)
`CT M ok in c
`CT class c extends d { F M }

Method Typing

Subtyping
class c extends d ⇐···∈ CT

override m, p, (d → c) ok in CT

`CT expected c m(d x)

c ≤CT d
class c extends d {···} ∈ CT
c ≤CT e d ≤CT e

c ≤CT d||d ≤CT c

c ≤CT d

c≤
≥CT d

c ≤CT d c 6= d
c<d

ok in p

c ≤CT c

`CT c m(d x){ return E }

mover(m,
 p, CT) = •

class c extends object { }
class d extends object { 



CT 0 = 
 expected c invoke() 
 expected c noInvoke() 
}
CT2 = CT; CT 0 CT2 wellFormed
jp : d, this : p `CT2 E : c

Wellformedness

Overriding
class p extends q {···} ∈ CT
mexists(m, q, CT) implies d = q
else d = mover(m, q, CT)

Patom

Patom wellFormed
∀c ∈ dom(Pcomp ),
class c extends ⇐···∈ Pcomp unique
c≤
object

[T-Method]

ok in p

`CT aspectual c m(d jp){ return E}

∀c ∈ dom(Patom ),
class c extends {···} ∈ Patom unique
c≤
object

[T-ExpMeth]

override m, p, (d → c) ok in CT
x : d, this : p `CT E : c0 c0 ≤ c

c ≤CT d

mover(m, p, CT) = d
mover(m, object, CT) = •

Pcomp

Pcomp wellFormed

[T-Class]

ok

mover(m, p, CT) = q implies
mtype(m, q, CT) = d → c

override m, p, (d → c) ok in CT
Figure 36: Typing Rules

ok in p [T-AspMeth]
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Expression Typing

c = Γ(x)
Γ `CT x : c

Γ `CT Er : d0 d0 ≤ d Γ `CT Ea : b0
b → c = mtype(m, d, CT)
b0 ≤ b

Γ `CT E : d0 d0 ≤ d
c fi ∈ fields(d, CT)
Γ `CT E:d .fi : c

[T-Var]

new warning Γ `CT Ea : b0
b fi = fields(c, CT) b0 ≤ b

··· = fields(c, CT)
Γ `CT new c : c

[T-New]

Γ `CT E:d [fi 7→ Ef ] : c

Γ `CT (c)E : c

[T-DCast]

Γ `CT (c)E : c

Computation and Congruence: (CT unchanged so assumed global)
d f = fields(d, CT) E = new d
new c ,→ new c(E)

Ea ,→ Ea0
[R-Inst]

new c(···, Ea , ···) ,→ new c(···, Ea0 , ···)

[RC-NewA]

E ,→ E0

b f = fields(c, CT)
[R-Field]

(new c(E)):d .fi ,→ Ei

[RC-Field]

E:d .f ,→ E0:d .f
E ,→ E0

c≤d

(d)(new c(E)) ,→ new c(E)

[R-Cast]

(new c(Ef )):d .m(Ea )
,→ [Ea /x, new c(Ef )/this]Eb

[RC-Cast]

(c)E ,→ (c)E 0
Ea ,→ Ea0

x, Eb = mbody(c, m)
[R-Invk]

Er:d .m(···, Ea , ···) ,→ Er:d .m(···, Ea0 , ···)

new c(···, Ei , ···):d [fi 7→ E]
,→ new c(···, E, ···)

[R-upd]

[RC-InvkA]

Er ,→ Er0
Er:d .m(Ea ) ,→ Er0:d .m(Ea )

b f = fields(c, CT)

[T-upd]

Γ `CT E : d c 6≤ d
stupid warning d ≤
6 c

Γ `CT E : d c ≤ d
[T-UCast]

[T-Invk]

Γ `CT E : c b f = fields(d, CT)
Γ `CT Ef : bf
c≤d
b f ≤ bi

Γ `CT new c(Ea ) : c

[T-Inst]

Γ `CT E : d d ≤ c
Γ `CT (c)E : c

Γ `CT Er:d .m(Ea ) : c

[T-Field]

[RC-InvkR]

E ,→ E0
Er:d [fi 7→ E] ,→ Er:d [fi 7→ E0 ]

[RC-UpdA]

Er ,→ Er0
Er:d [fi 7→ E] ,→ Er0:d [fi 7→ E]
Figure 37: Expression Typing and Evaluation Rules.

[RC-UpdR]

[T-SCast]
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mbody(m name, c name, CT) = E
class p extends q { F M } ∈ CT
aspectual c m(d x) { return E }
∈M
c m(d x) { return E }
one of
mbody(m, p, CT) = (x, E)
class p extends q { F M } ∈ CT
m not in M
mbody(m, p, CT) = mbody(m, q, CT)

fields(c name, CT) = c f
fields(object, CT) = •
class c extends d { F M } ∈ CT
fields(c, CT) = fields(d, CT); F
predicate:Mmethod-kind
aspectual c m(d x){ returnE } aspectualMethod
expected c m(d x) expectedMethod

mtype(m name, c name, CT) = d → c
class p extends q { F M } ∈ CT
c m(d x) { return E }
∈M
expected c m(d x)
aspectual c m(d x) { return E } one of
mtype(m, p, CT) = d → c
class p extends q { F M } ∈ CT
m not in M
mtype(m, p, CT) = mtype(m, q, CT)
predicate:mexists(m name, c name, CT)

c m(d x){ returnE } concreteMethod
M concreteMethod ∨ M aspectualMethod
M notExpectedMethod

Signature Accessors
aspectual c m(d jp){ return E}
expected c m(d x)
=M
c m(d x){ return E}
one of
msig(M) = d → c
mname(M) = m

class p extends q { F M } ∈ CT
∃M ∈ M , s.t.mname(M) = m
mexists(m, p, CT)

mget(m name, c name, CT) = M
class p extends q { F M } ∈ Patom
M ∈ M , s.t.mname(M) = m unique
mget(m, p, Patom ) = M

mset(M, c name, CT) = CTM
class p extends q { F M }@CT 0 = CT
Mr = Mn @ {Mr | Mr ∈ M ,
mname(Mr ) 6= mname(Mn )}
mset(Mn , p, CT) =
class p extends q { F Mr }@CT 0

Figure 38: Auxilliary definitions.
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fields(c) rather than the more correct fields(c, CT ). In later sections it will be passed explicitly.
.. Lemma [Inheritance preserves method signatures]
A method maintains its signature when accessed either inherited or directly defined on the receiver.
Formal Statement:
If CT is well typed, and mtype(m, p) = d → c, then mtype(m, q) = d → c, for q ≤ p.

Proof:

Induction on q ≤ p, invoking T-Override.
.. Lemma [Term substitution preserves typing]
Evaluation proceeds by replacing method invocations by the expression of the method’s body, with the
formal arguments substituted by the actual argument terms. We need the resulting substituted expression
to be well typed, and be a subtype of the return type of the method. This result is a slight generalization,
as it applies to any expression with free variables, not only method bodies.
Formal Statement:
If Γx : b ` E : d and Γ ` Ey : a, where a ≤ b, then Γ ` [Ey /x ]E : c, where c ≤ d.

Proof:

Induction on derivation of Γx : b ` E : d. This is mostly identical to [IPW], but we need to add
cases for new rules. New rules first, inherited rules follow:

Case T-Inst: E = new d
Trivially types to c = d.
Case T-upd: E = E0:d [fi 7→ Ef ] Γx : b ` E0 : d
ci fi ∈ fields(d)

By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]E0 :
Γ ` [Ey /x ]Ef :

d0

d0

df0

df0

d ≤ d

≤ d

Γx : b ` Ef : df

df ≤ ci

≤ df
h
i
Thus, by T-Upd, Γ ` [Ey /x ]E0:d fi 7→ [Ey /x ]Ef : d0
goes through, with c = d0 ≤ d ≤ d.
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Case T-Var: E = x d = Γ(x)
If x 6∈ x, then [Ey /x ]x = x, hence holds unchanged.

Otherwise, x = xi ∈ x, then [Ey /x ]x = Eyi , where Γ ` Eyi : ai
By assumption: c = ai ≤ bi = d.

Case T-Field: E = E0:d .fi
By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]E0 :

d0 ,

Γx : b ` E0 : d

where

d0

≤ d .

d ≤ d b fi ∈ fields(d)

By wellformed subtyping, we know b fi ∈ fields(d0 ).

Hence, by T-Field, Γ ` [Ey /x ]E : b
Case T-Invk: E = Er:d .m(Ea )

Γx : b ` Er : dr

mtype(m, d) = b → c Γx : b ` Ea : ba

By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]Er :

dr0 ,

where

dr0

≤ dr .

dr ≤ d

ba ≤ b

By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]Ea : b0a , where b0a ≤ ba .

By Lemma .., mtype(m, dr0 ) = b → c.
thus, T-Invk holds.

Case T-New: E = new d(Ea ) df f ∈ fields(d)

Γx : b ` Ea : da

By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]Ea : da0 , where da0 ≤ da .

Thus, T-New holds, with c = d.
Case T-UCast: E = (d)E0

Γx : b ` E0 : c c ≤ d

By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]E0 : c0 , where c0 ≤ c.

Thus, T-UCast holds.

Case T-DCast: E = (d)E0

Γx : b ` E0 : c d ≤ c

By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]E0 : c0 , where c0 ≤ c.
If d ≤ c0 ≤ c then T-DCast holds.

If c0 ≤ d ≤ c, then T-UCast holds.

If c0 6≤ d and d 6≤ c0 , then T-SCast holds.

da ≤ d f

.. ATOMIC AC S

Case T-SCast: E = (d)E0

ARE



S OUND

Γx : b ` E0 : c d 6≤ c c 6≤ d

By ih: Γ ` [Ey /x ]E0 : c0 , where c0 ≤ c.

Thus, d 6≤ c0 and c0 6≤ d, so T-SCast holds.

.. Lemma [Weakening]
If an environment is sufficient to type an expression, the expression requires only the type bindings in
the environment which represent free variables in the expression. Notably, non-clashing bindings can be
added to the environment without affecting the expression’s typing.
Formal Statement:
If Γ ` E : c, then Γx : d ` E : c, where x is free in E.

Proof:

By induction. We show only the case for T-Var.
Case T-Var: E = x c = Γ(x)
By precondition, x 6∈ x, so [Ey /x ]x = x, hence type is unchanged.

•

.. Lemma [this Type Bounded]
Given a method visible on a class p, there exists a non-strict superclass q which suffices as a this type to
type the body of the method consistently with its signature: i.e. to a subtype of its declared return type.
Formal Statement:
If mtype(m, p) = d → c and mbody(m, p) = (x, E), then for some q, p ≤ q, there exists c 0 , c0 ≤ c, so

that x : d, this : q ` E : c0 .

Proof:

By induction on the new definition of mbody(m, p).
Base case is where m is defined directly on p. If m is a normal or aspectual method, the base case is
true by T-Method, with q = p. If m is an expected, mbody is undefined, so the precondition does
not hold in this case.
For the inductive case, we note that by induction the property holds when m is inherited from q.
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.. Theorem [Subject Reduction]
Evaluation of an expression proceeds in steps; each step will produce an expression which types to
the same or a subtype of the previous step. In other words; evaluation preserves the (sub)type of the
expression.
Formal Statement:
If Γ ` E : c and E ,→ E 0 , then ∃c0 , st Γ ` E 0 : c0 , where c0 ≤ c.

Proof:

Induction on the derivation of E ,→ E 0 . We need to add cases to the induction to account for R-Inst
and R-Upd, in addition to expressing the cases inherited from [IPW].
Case R-Inst: E = new c E 0 = new c(new cf ) cf f = fields(c)
By T-inst, new cf : cf , so by T-new, Γ ` E 0 : c.
n

Case R-Upd: E = new c(E ):d [fi 7→ Ef ]
0

ci fi ∈ fields(c)

E = new c(E0 ···Ei−1 , Ef , Ei+1 ···En )
By T-upd, Γ ` Ef : b, where b ≤ ci . Thus, by T-new, Γ ` E 0 : c.

Case R-Field: E = new cf (E ):d .fi
By T-New, Γ ` Ei : b, where b ≤ c.

c fi ∈ fields(d) E 0 = Ei

Case R-Invk: E = new cr (···):d .m(Ea )
h
i
E0 = Ea /x, new cr (···)/this Eb

x, Eb = mbody(m, cr )

By T-Invk, a → b = mtype(m, d), and Γ ` Ea : a0 , where a0 ≤ a.

By Lemma .., ∃b0 ≤ b s.t. x : a, this : d ` Eb : b0 , where b ≤ c.

By .., Γx : a, this : d ` Eb : b0 ,

and by .. (page ), Γ ` [Ea /x, new d(Ed )/this]Eb : b00 , where b00 ≤ b0 .
Finally, by transitivity: b00 ≤ c.

Note that mbody is undefined for expected methods, but since R-Invk is also undefined for this
happenstance, the case is complete.

Case R-Cast: E = (c)(new d(Ea )) d ≤ c E 0 = new d(Ea )
By d ≤ c, T-UCast types E 0 : c.

.. ATOMIC AC S

Case RC-Field: E = Er:d .f

ARE

S OUND

:d

Er ,→ Er0 E0 = Er0 .f

By T-Field, Γ ` Ef : d0 and d0 ≤ d and c f ∈ fields(d).
By ih Γ ` Er0 : d00 , where d00 ≤ d0 .

By T-Field, c f ∈ fields(d00 ), so Γ ` E 0 : c
Case RC-NewA: E = new c(···, Ef , ···) Ef ,→ Ef0
By T-New, Γ ` Ef : d.

E0 = new c(···, Ef0 , ···)

By ih, Γ ` Ef0 : d0 , where d0 ≤ d.

Thus, By T-New, Γ ` E 0 : c.

Case RC-InvkA: E = Er:d .m(···, Ea , ···) Ea ,→ Ea0
By T-Invk, Γ ` Ea : a.

E0 = Er:d .m(···, Ea0 , ···)

By ih, Γ ` Ea0 : a0 , where a0 ≤ a.

Thus, By T-Invk, ∃c0 st c0 ≤ c and Γ ` E 0 : c0 .
:d

Case RC-InvkR: E = Er:d .m(Ef ) Er ,→ Er0 E0 = Er0 .m(Ef )
By T-Invk, Γ ` Er : d0 , and d0 ≤ d.
By ih, Γ ` Er0 : d00 , where d00 ≤ d0 .

Thus, By T-Invk, ∃c0 st c0 ≤ c and Γ ` E 0 : c0 .
Case RC-UpdA: E = Er:d [fi 7→ Ef ] Ef ,→ Ef0
By T-Upd, Γ ` Ea : a.

E0 = Er:d [fi 7→ Ef0 ]

By ih, Γ ` Ea0 : a0 , where a0 ≤ a.

Thus, By T-Upd, ∃c0 st c0 ≤ c and Γ ` E 0 : c0 .
Case RC-UpdR: E = Er:d [fi 7→ Ef ] Er ,→ Er0
By T-Upd, Γ ` Er : d0 and d0 ≤ d.

By ih, Γ ` Er0 : d00 , where d00 ≤ d0 .

Thus, By T-Upd, ∃c0 st c0 ≤ c and Γ ` E 0 : c0 .
Case RC-Cast: E = (c)Ec
By ih, Γ ` Ec0 : c0 .

Ec ,→ Ec0

E0 = (c)Ec0

Since evaluation goes to E 0 , RC-Cast succeeds: c0 ≤ c.
Hence Γ ` E 0 : c.

:d

E0 = Er0 [fi 7→ Ef ]
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.. Theorem [Progress]
Evaluation of a well typed expression cannot fail in an indeterminate way; all contained field updates, field
references, and method references make sense. The one special case is an attempt to invoke an expected
method, which cannot be detected by the type system directly—however, the concept of complete
expressions in Section .. (page ) addresses this.
Formal Statement:
If Γ ` E 0 ∈ c, and E 0 contains subexpression E, then
. if E = new c0 (E ):c .fi , then d f = fields(c) and fi ∈ f .

. if E = new c0 (E ):c [fi 7→ Ef ], then d f = fields(c) and fi ∈ f .
. if E = new c0 (E ):c .m(Ea ), then

(a) either mbody(m, c) = (x, eb ) and size(ea ) = size(x )
(b) or m denotes an expected method: mbody(m, c) is undefined.
Proof:
AC execution has one more way of dynamically failing than FJ: in addition to failing on a downcast, it is
possible to fail by attempting to execute an expected method. The Progress theorem precisely matches
how expected methods differ between mtype (used by type checking) and mbody (used at runtime).
Proof by inspection of each evaluation rule: appeal to appropriate type checking rule guarantees it will
proceed or fail as per above.

•

.. Theorem [Type Soundness for Atomic Collaborations]
We define a value V as an expression involving only new c and new c(V ) forms. A well typed expression
will evaluate to a value, or fail on either a downcast or an attempt to invoke an expected method.
Formal Statement:
If Γ ` E : c, and E ,→∗ E0 , with E 0 in normal form, then E 0 is either a value V , or one of two error

cases, where E 0 contains an expression of the form:
. (d)new c(E ), where c 6≤ d

. new c0 (Ec ):c .m(Em ), where c.m refers to an expected method.
Proof:
Follows from Theorems .. and ...

F IGURES

T-attach

κ ` attach j Pcomp L A X ok
T-L-

κ, ρ ` j L∅ ok κ, ρ ` j A∅ ok κ, ρ ` j X∅ ok
κ, ρ ` j L ok
j, k ∈ j
j.d.n 6∈ rhs(L)
κ, ρ ` k.c.m/j.d.n compatible
mget(m, c, κ(k)) concreteMethod
mget(n, d, κ(j)) expectedMethod
κ, ρ ` j (k.c.m →
= j.d.n) @L ok
κ, ρ ` j L ok
j, k ∈ j
κ, ρ ` k.c.m/j.d.n compatible
mget(m, c, κ(k)) concreteMethod
mget(n, d, κ(j)) concreteMethod
κ, ρ ` j (k.c.m



C OMPOSITE AC S

T-Around

κ onlyWellTyped
Pcomp wellFormed
ρ = makeRho(j, Pcomp , κ)
Pcomp , j, κ(j) exactlyOnce
∀j ∈ j,
∀j ∈ j,
Pcomp , j, κ(j) subtypingPres
κ, ρ ` j L ok κ, ρ ` j A ok κ, ρ ` j X ok

T- -∅

FOR

j.d.n) @L ok

κ, ρ ` j L ok
j, k ∈ j
j.d.n 6∈ rhs(L)
ρ(k.c) = ρ(j.d)
mget(m, c, κ(k)) aspectualMethod
mget(n, d, κ(j)) expectedMethod
t → s = mtype(n, d, κ(j))
() → s = mtype(invoke, t, κ(j))
() → s = mtype(noInvoke, t, κ(j))
κ, ρ ` j (k.c.m 6 ⇒
∃ j.d.n) @L ok

κ, ρ ` j A ok j, k ∈ j ρ(k.c) = ρ(j.d) = ρ(l.f )
mget(m, c, κ(k)) notExpectedMethod
mget(o, f , κ(l)) concreteMethod
mget(n, d, κ(j)) aspectualMethod
κ, ρ ` k.c.m/l.f .o compatible

κ, ρ ` j (around k.c.m do j.d.n default l.f .o)@A ok
T-Export

tX-

∀(export k.c.m as n) ∈ X ,
mexists(m, c, κ(k))
k∈j
(export k.c.m as ) unique in X
κ, ρ ` (export k.c.m as n), X noNewOverrides
κ, ρ ` (export k.c.m as n), X allOldOverrides
κ, ρ ` j X ok

∀(export j.p.m0 as m) ∈ X , s.t. m0 6= n0
ρ(k.c) ≤
≥ ρ(j.p) ⇒ m 6= n

κ, ρ ` (export k.c.n0 as n), X noNewOverrides
∀class
 d extends {···} ∈ κ(k), 
V m overriderelatesκ(k) c, d
mexists(m, d, κ(k))
⇒ ∃(export k.d.m as n) ∈ X

κ, ρ ` (export k.c.m as n), X allOldOverrides
tL-compat
πk = ρ(k)
t → s = mtype(m, c, κ(k))
q → p = mtype(n, d, κ(j))
πj = ρ(j)
πk (c) = πj (d) πk (s) = πj (p) πk (t) = πj (q)
κ, ρ ` k.c.m/j.d.n compatible

Figure 39: Composite Collaborations Typing rules
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t-once

π-WellFormed

t-subtyping

∀class c extends {···} ∈ JT,
∃!p s.t. class p extends ⇐ ···k.c··· ∈ CT
CT, k, JT

class c extends



class d extends
∀
class p extends


class q extends

exactlyOnce

{···} ∈ JT
{···} ∈ JT
⇐ ···k.c··· ∈ CT
⇐ ···k.d··· ∈ CT ,
c ≤JT d ⇔ p ≤CT q

CT, k, JT subtypingPres

∀



class c extends { Fc }
∈ CT,
class d extends { Fd }
letting fc0 = {π(c.f )|cf f ∈ Fc }
fd0 = {π(d.f )|df f ∈ Fd }



f 0 ∈ fc0 ∧ c 6= d ⇒ f 0 unique in fc0 ∪ fd0
c ≤CT d ⇔ π(c) ≤CTskel π(d)
c ≤CT d ∧ π(d.f ) = f 0 ⇒ π(c.f ) = f 0
(m overriderelatesCT c, d) ⇒

(π(c.m) = π(d.n)) ⇔ (m = n)
π WellFormedFor CT, CTskel

κ-onlyWellTyped

κ(k) = CTk

κ∅ onlyWellTyped

(k 7→ Patom )@ = κ
κ(k) = Patom

κ ` Patom ok κ onlyWellTyped
(k 7→ Patom )@κ onlyWellTyped

(k0 7→ )@κ0 = κ k 6= k0 κ0 (k) = Patom
κ(k) = Patom
overriderelates

∃ p s.t. c ≤CT p

∧

d ≤CT p

∧

mtype(m, p, CT) = mtype(m, c, CT) = mtype(m, d, CT)

m overriderelatesCT c, d

Figure 40: Auxilliary Composite Collaborations Typing rules

F IGURES

FOR

n
trans(π, CT, CTskel ) = class c0 extends d0 { F 0 M 0 }
class c0 extends d0 {···} ∈ CTskel
if ∃!c s.t. π(c) = c0
∧ class c extends d { F M } ∈ CT
then class c0 extends
{ F0 M0 } =


trans π, class c extends d { F M }

else

M 0 = M∅

= F∅

trans(π, class c extends d { F M }) =
class c0 extends d0 { F 0 M 0 }
0

c = π(c) m = π(p.m)
d0 = π(d) E 0 = π(E)

0

π(Er:d .m(Ea )) = Er0:d .m0 (Ea0 )
E0 = π(E)
f 0 = π(d.f ) d0 = π(d)
0

π(E:d .f ) = E 0:d .f 0
E0 = π(E) Ef0 = π(Ef )
fi0 = π(d.fi ) d0 = π(d)
0

π(E:d [fi 7→ Ef ]) = E0:d [fi0 7→ Ef0 ]
π(x) = x
c0 = π(c) Ea0 = π(Ea )
π(new c(Ea )) = new π(c)(π(Ea ))

trans(π, p, c m(d x){ return E} ) =
c0 m0 (d0 x){ return E 0 }
c0 = fresh d0 = fresh m0 = π(p.m)
π0 = π[c 7→ c0 , d 7→ d0 ] E0 = π0 (E)

trans(π, p, aspectual c m(d jp){ return E} ) =
aspectual c0 m0 (d0 jp){ return E 0 }
c0 = π(c) m0 = π(p.m) d0 = π(d)
trans(π, p, expected c m(d x) ) =
expected c0 m0 (d0 x)
0

Er0 = π(Er ) Ea0 = π(Ea )
m0 = π(d.m) d0 = π(d)

o

c0 = π(c)
d0 = π(d)
F 0 = trans(π, c, F) M 0 = trans(π, c, M)

0

π((c)E) = (π(c))π(E)
π(new c) = new π(c)
c0 = π(c) Γ0 = π(Γ)
π(x 7→ c @Γ) = x 7→ c0 @Γ0
S

CT =

c = π(c) f = π(p.f )
trans(π, p, c f ) = c0 f 0

ρ(k, ) = πk ( )
ρ(k.c.m) = ρ(k)(c.m)

CT = CT∪

n
CTr = class c extends d { F1 ; F2 M1 ; M2 }
0

0

ρ(k.c) = ρ(k)(c)

π(Γ) = Γπ

π(E) = Eπ

trans(π, x, CTskel ) = xtrans

F0



C OMPOSITE AC S

S

S

class c extends d { F1 M1 } ∈ CT1 o

class c extends d { F2 M2 } ∈ CT2
CTr , CT
S
CT1 , CT2 , CT = CT 0

CT, CT∅ = CT
πid

πid = π s.t. ∀c, m, π(c) = c ∧ π(c.m) = m

Figure 41: Translation functions over π
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maptype(j, p, Pcomp ) = c
( class c extends ⇐ ···j.p··· ) ∈ Pcomp unique
maptype(j, p, Pcomp ) = c
makeSkel(CT) = CTskel
makeSkel(CT) = {class c extends d { }|
class c extends d {···}
∈ CT}
class c extends d ⇐··· one of
rhs


rhs 


→
= j.d.n
6⇒
∃ j.d.n  = j.d.n
j.d.n

makeRho(j, Pcomp , κ) = ρ
ρ(skel) = makeSkel(Pcomp )
∀j ∈ j, ρ(j) = πj . s.t.
∀class c extends c0 { F M } ∈ κ(j),
πj (c) = maptype(j, c, Pcomp )
∀b f ∈ F , πj (c.f )is fresh
∀M ∈ M , m = mname(M)
if ∃ c00 s.t. c <κ(j) c00
∧ m overriderelatesκ(j) c, c00
then
πj (c.m) = πj (c00 .m)
else
πj (c.m)is fresh
if m 6∈ mname(M) then

∃c00 s.t. c <κ(j) c00 ∧ πj (c0 .m) = m0 ⇒
πj (c.m) = m0
if b f 6∈ F then

∃c00 s.t. c <κ(j) c00 ∧ πj (c0 .f ) = f 0 ⇒
πj (c.f ) = f 0
makeRho(j, Pcomp , κ) = ρ

Figure 42: Auxiliary compilation functions

F IGURES

FOR

C OMPOSITE AC S

0
desugar(A, j, Pcomp , L, κ) = j0 , Pcomp
, L 0 , κ0

0
j0 , Pcomp
, L 0 , κ0 = desugar(A, j, Pcomp , L, κ)
0
0
) = maptype(j, d, Pcomp
)
p= maptype(k, c, Pcomp
0
= maptype(l, f , Pcomp
)
jj, rr, g fresh
a → b = mtype(m, c, κ(k))
jp, rv, CT 0 = aroundTemplate(c, a x, b, κ(k))
κ00 = κ0 [g 7→ CT 0 ]
)
class q extends qs ⇐ lq @k.qq@lq0
0
= Pcomp
class r extends rs ⇐ lr
s.t. k. 6∈ lr


class q extends qs ⇐ lq @g.qq@k.qq@lq0



000 =
class r extends rs ⇐ lr
Pcomp


class jj extends object ⇐ g.jp


 class rr extends object ⇐ g.rv
g.c.do
k.c.m
= g.c.dont
L 00 = l.f .o →

j.d.n 6 ⇒
∃ g.c.aspMeth


(A @ around k.c.m do j.d.n default l.f .o),
desugar
j, Pcomp , L, κ
0
000
= g@j , Pcomp , L 00 ∪ L 0 , κ00

desugar( A∅ , j, Pcomp , L, κ) = j, Pcomp , L, κ

aroundTemplate(c, a x, b, Patom ) =
0
jp, rv, Patom
jp, rv fresh
class c extends d {···} ∈ Patom
{pi , qi | class pi extends qi {···} ∈ Patom ,
pi , qi 6= c, d}
aroundTemplate(c, a x, b, Patom ) = jp, rv,
class c extends d {
b do(a x){ return
this.aspMeth(
new jp[host 7→ this][a 7→ x]
).val;
}
expected b dont(a x);
expected rv aspMeth(jp y);
}
class jp extends object {
c host; a x;
rv invoke() { return
new rv[val 7→ this.host.do(this.x)];
}
rv dontInvoke() { return
new rv[val 7→ this.host.dont(this.x)];
}
}
class rv extends object {
b val;
}
class p extends q { }
···
class pn extends qn { }

Figure 43: More Auxiliary compilation functions
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compile(T) = Patom
compile(C, κ) = Patom
compileall(T) = compile(T, κ∅ )
Patom = compile(C, κ) κ0 = κ[k 7→ Patom ]

compile(collab k = C in T, κ) =
compile(T, κ0 )

compile(Patom , κ) = Patom
0
j0 , Pcomp
, L 0 , κ0 = desugar(A, j, Pcomp , L, κ)
0
, κ0 )
ρ = makeRho(j0 , Pcomp
0
0
Patom = insert(j , Pcomp , ρ, κ0 )
0
= link(L 0 , Patom , ρ)
Patom
00
0 , ρ, π )
Patom = exp(X, Patom
id
00
compile(attach j Pcomp L A X , κ) = Patom

insert(j, Pcomp , ρ, κ) = Patom
insert(j, Pcomp
S, ρ, κ) =
trans(ρ(j), κ(j), ρ(skel))
j∈j

0
linkOne(L, Patom , ρ) = Patom

p = ρ(k.c) = ρ(j.d) m0 = ρ(k.c.m) n0 = ρ(j.d.n)
b m0 (a x){ return E } = mget(m0 , p, Patom )
expected b n0 (a x) = mget(n0 , p, Patom )
0
Patom
= mset( b n0 (a x){ return E } , p, Patom )
0
linkOne( (k.c.m →
= j.d.n), Patom , ρ) = Patom

p = ρ(k.c) = ρ(j.d) m0 = ρ(k.c.m) n0 = ρ(j.d.n)
b m0 (a x){ return Em } = mget(m0 , p, Patom )
b n0 (a x){ return En } = mget(n0 , p, Patom )
00
Patom
= mset(b m0 (a x){ return En } , p, Patom )
0
00 )
Patom
= mset(b n0 (a x){ return Em } , p, Patom
0
j.d.n), Patom , ρ) = Patom

linkOne( (k.c.m

p = ρ(f .c) = ρ(j.d)
m0 = ρ(k.c.m)
n0 = ρ(j.d.n)
aspectual r m0 (s jp){ return Em } = mget(m0 , p, Patom )
expected 
a n0 (b x) = mget(n0 , p, Patom )

r 7→ a, s 7→ b, s.invoke 7→ ρ(j.b, invoke),
πm = πid
s.dontInvoke 7→ ρ(j.b, dontInvoke)
0
Patom
= mset(a n0 (b jp){ πm (Em )}, p, Patom )
0
linkOne( (k.c.m 6 ⇒
∃ j.d.n), Patom , ρ) = Patom

0
exp(X , Patom , ρ) = Patom

CTskel = makeSkel(CT)
πexp = makePi(X , ρ, πid )
exp(X , CT, ρ) =

trans(πexp , CT, CTskel )

makePi(X , ρ, πexp ) = π0exp
makeOnePi(X, ρ, πexp ) = π0exp
π0exp = makeOnePi(X, ρ, πexp )
makePi(X@X , ρ, πexp ) =

0
link(L, Patom , ρ) = Patom
0
Patom
= linkOne(L, Patom , ρ)
0 , ρ)
link( L; L, Patom , ρ) = link( L, Patom

makePi(X∅ , ρ, πexp ) =

makePi(X , ρ, π0exp )

πexp

cc = ρ(k.c) mm = ρ(k.c.m)
π0exp = πexp [cc.mm 7→ n]

makeOnePi( (export k.c.m as n), ρ, πexp ) =

link( L∅ , Patom , ρ) = Patom
Figure 44: The Compilation of Composite

AC s.

π0exp
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. Composite ACs Maintain Soundness

We present a proof that the compilation process preserves type-checking. The proofs in this section are
straight-forward but numerous, as we are proving a preservation property over typing. The proofs track
the evaluation steps of compile, in Figure .
Intuitively, the composition is a multi step process:
. The collaborations are desugared to simpler forms.
. Each of the constituent collaborations’ inheritance hierarchy is extended to have the same shape
as the output collaboration. This involves renaming existing classes to the output names, inserting
intermediate classes in the inheritance hierarchy (if necessary), and alpha-renaming methods and
fields.
. The now identically shaped collaborations are combined pointwise at the class level, unioning their
sets of members. Alpha renaming guarantees that there will be no name clash, and since each
composed collaboration was well-typed, each one was complete and remains separate.
. At this stage the output collaboration is complete, but the methods from each collaboration have no
connection tot those of others. The inserted methods are connected by explicitly linking expected
methods from one to concrete methods from the other.
We show that each step preserves typing, and hence that the whole process preserves typing.

.. Desugaring Preserves Types

The first step in the compilation is to remove uses of the around .. do .. default construct by desugaring
them to a generated collaboration and its attachment into the composite collaboration being compiled.
We show that this preserves typing.
... Lemma: [aroundTemplate Results are Well Typed]:
The desugaring process generates a template collaboration to hold the closure representing an intercepted
method. The collaboration is simple enough to be trivially well typed.
Formal Statement:
If jp, rv, CT = aroundTemplate(p, a x, b, Patom ), where p, a,
and b are class names, and x are argument names, and ` P atom ok,

then ` CT ok, and CT has the same subtyping relation as P atom .
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Proof:
By trivial observation.

... Lemma: [κ Attach Weakening]:
The environment of compiled collaborations, κ, can be extended with additional collaborations without
affecting type-checking, as long as there is no name clash.
Formal Statement:
If κ ` attach jPcomp L A X ok ∧

` CT ok ∧ k 6∈ j

then κ[k 7→ CT ] ` attach jPcomp L A X ok.

Proof:

κ[k 7→ CT ] onlyWellTyped still holds, and since k 6∈ j, no other type checking rule is affected.
... Lemma: [κ Lookup Weakening]:

Formal Statement:

∀κ, k, j, CT s.t. j 6∈ dom(κ), k ∈ dom(κ)

It holds: κ(k) = (κ[j 7→ CT ]) (k)

Proof:

Follows immediately from κ-lookup.
Corollaries to ...: Let κ0 = κ[j 7→ CT ], where j 6∈ dom(κ)
. ∀m, c, k,

mget(m, c, κ(k)) = M ⇒ mget(m, c, κ 0 (k)) = M

. ∀m, c, k,

mtype(m, c, κ(k)) = M ⇒ mtype(m, c, κ 0 (k)) = M

... Lemma: [Trivial attach is OK]:

If we extend κ to bind k to the well typed collaboration CT, and also extend a well typed composite
collaboration (with participants Pcomp ) to also attach k so that all inheritance relationships are maintained,
0
then the resulting composite collaboration (with participants P comp
and where each participant p is either

unchanged or extended to map type k.c) is also well typed in the new κ environment.
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Formal Statement:
0
∀κ, j, Pcomp , Pcomp
, L, A, X , CT, k

s.t.

I

II

III

κ ` attach jPcomp L A X ok,

` CT ok
k 6∈ j

IV

0
Pcomp
, k, CT exactlyOnce

V

0
Pcomp
, k, CT subtypingPres

VI

VII

∀p, q,



∃i.e, s.t. class p extends q ⇐ i.e ∈ Pcomp




0

 ⇒ ∃!i0 .e0 s.t. class p extends q ⇐ i0 .e0 ∈ Pcomp




∧

0
0
0
0
0

∃i .e , s.t. class p extends q ⇐ i .e ∈ Pcomp



⇒ ∃!i.e s.t. class p extends q ⇐ i.e ∈ Pcomp


∀p, q, la .da , lb .db , l0 .d0 ,



class p extends q ⇐ (la .da @lb .db ) ∈ Pcomp


∧ 
0
class p extends q ⇐ l 0 .d0 ∈ Pcomp
⇒∃c

s.t.

l0 .d0 = la .da @k.c@lb .db

∨

l0 .d0 = la .da @lb .db

0
then κ0 ` attach j0 Pcomp
L A X ok, where κ0 = κ[k 7→ CT ] and j0 = k@j.

Proof:

0
Letting ρ0 = makeRho(j0 , Pcomp
, κ0 ), we need to show:

NTS:

κ0

onlyWellTyped
0

∧

0
Pcomp

wellFormed

0
, j , κ(j) exactlyOnce
∀j ∈ j0 , Pcomp

0
∀j ∈ j0 , Pcomp
, j0 , κ(j) subtypingPres

κ 0 , ρ0 ` j 0 L

ok

∧

κ 0 , ρ0 ` j 0 A

ok

∧

κ 0 , ρ0 ` j 0 X

ok

By ..., κ0 ` attach jPcomp L A X ok.

0
By Line VI in antecedent, Pcomp
wellFormed

Also by antecedent (Lines IV and V),
we know

0
Pcomp
, k, CT exactlyOnce,

0
Pcomp
, k, CT subtypingPres,

and thus

0
∀j ∈ j, Pcomp
, j, CT exactlyOnce,

0
∀j ∈ j, Pcomp
, j, CT subtypingPres.

Hence

0
0
∀j ∈ k@j, Pcomp
, j, CT exactlyOnce, ∀j ∈ k@j, Pcomp
, j, CT subtypingPres.

so it remains to show that κ, ρ ` j L ok

∧ κ, ρ ` j A ok ∧ κ, ρ ` j 0 X ok

⇒ κ0 , ρ0 ` j0 L ok ∧ κ0 , ρ0 ` j0 A ok ∧ κ0 , ρ0 ` j0 X ok
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We will show this for κ, ρ ` j A ok: cases for X and L are similar. We induct over length of A in
κ, ρ ` j A ok. Base case is trivially true. For the inductive case we need to show that:

κ, ρ ` j (around kk.cc.mm do jj.dd.nn default ll.ff .oo)@A ok

⇒ κ0 , ρ0 ` j0 (around kk.cc.mm do jj.dd.nn default ll.ff .oo)@A ok

Expanding T-Around (Figure , page ), we need to show
that given:



...

κ, ρ ` j A ok

it follows that:


jj, kk ∈ j



κ0 , ρ0 ` j0 A ok
jj, kk ∈ j0



ρ(kk.cc) = ρ(jj.dd) = ρ(ll.ff )



ρ0 (kk.cc) = ρ0 (jj.dd) = ρ0 (ll.ff )



mget(mm, cc, κ(kk)) notExpectedMethod



mget(mm, cc, κ0 (kk)) notExpectedMethod



mget(oo, ff , κ(ll)) notExpectedMethod



mget(oo, ff , κ0 (ll)) notExpectedMethod



mget(nn, dd, κ(jj)) aspectualMethod



mget(nn, dd, κ0 (jj)) aspectualMethod



κ, ρ ` kk.cc.mm/ll.ff .oo compatible



κ0 , ρ0 ` kk.cc.mm/ll.ff .oo compatible

: By ih, κ, ρ ` j A ok ⇒ κ0 , ρ0 ` jj A ok.

: By jj = k@j, it follows jj, kk ∈ j ⇒ jj, kk ∈ jj.

: By makeRho,
and

ρ(kk.cc) = πkk (cc) = maptype(kk, cc, Pcomp )
0
ρ0 (kk.cc) = π0kk (cc) = maptype(kk, cc, Pcomp
).

0
are wellformed, maptype is uniquely defined for both, and by antecedent
Since both Pcomp and Pcomp

Line VII, ρ(kk.cc) = p ⇒ ρ0 (kk.cc) = p. Similarly for jj.dd and ll.ff .

–: By ...(corollary ), M = mget(mm, cc, κ(kk)) ⇒ M = mget(mm, cc, κ 0 (kk)).
: By ...(corollary ),

κ, ρ ` kk.cc.mm/ll.ff .oo compatible ⇒ κ 0 , ρ0 ` kk.cc.mm/ll.ff .oo compatible.
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... Lemma: [Composition of Linking]:
Well typed linking instructions referring to different methods do not interfere; if collaborations are well
typed and differ only in the linking instructions, as long as they refer to different methods, the collaboration with the union of the linking instructions is also well typed.
Formal Statement:
If κ ` attach jPcomp L 0 A X ok

∧ κ ` attach jPcomp L 00 A X ok ∧ rhs(L 0 ) ∩ rhs(L 00 ) = ∅

then κ ` attach jPcomp L 0 ∪ L 00 A X ok.

Proof:

By following the definitions of type-checking rules, we see that L 0 ∪ L 00 affects only T-L-Copy and

T-L-Provide. For T-L-Provide we need to show that if two subsets of L 0 and L 00 are separately well
typed, their union
 is also well typed. The case for T-L-Copy is similar and omitted, as is the identical
00
argument for (k.c.m →
= j.d.n)@L⊂
⊂ L 00 .


0 , L 00 , s.t.
0
00 ⊂ L 00 ,
(
k.c.m
→
=
j.d.n
)@
L
⊂ L 0 ∧ L⊂
ih : ∀k.c.m, j.d.n, L⊂
⊂
⊂


 


0
= j.d.n)@L⊂
ok
V κ, ρ ` j (k.c.m →
0
00

 ⇒ κ, ρ ` j (k.c.m →
= j.d.n)@L⊂ ∪ L⊂ ok.
00 ok
κ, ρ ` j L⊂



0
00 .
By induction on length of L = (k.c.m →
= j.d.n) @L⊂
∪ L⊂

NTS:

κ, ρ ` j
j, k ∈ j



0 ∪ L 00
L⊂
⊂



ok

j.d.n 6∈ rhs(L)
κ, ρ ` k.c.m/j.d.n compatible
mget(m, c, κ(k)) concreteMethod
mget(n, d, κ(j)) expectedMethod

By induction, κ, ρ ` j



0 ∪ L 00
L⊂
⊂



ok. compatible,expectedMethod, and concreteMethod do not de-

pend on L, so hold by direct appeal to antecedent. Since κ, ρ ` j
conclude that j, k ∈ j.

0 ∪ L 00 ).
It remains to show that j.d.n 6∈ rhs(L⊂
⊂


0
By κ, ρ ` j (k.c.m →
= j.d.n)@L⊂ ok, it follows: j.d.n 6∈ rhs(L 0 ⊂ ).



0
(k.c.m →
= j.d.n)@L⊂

0 ∪ L 00 ).
By rhs(L 0 ) ∩ rhs(L 00 ) = ∅, and j.d.n ∈ L 0 , we conclude that j.d.n 6∈ rhs(L⊂
⊂



ok, we
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... Lemma: [desugar generates well typed collaborations]:
Desugaring translates method interception declarations into collaborations which are attached to the
current collaboration, and linking instructions to perform the interception. There are several steps to the
process, leading to a longer proof, but fundamentally it relies on the previous lemmas.
Formal Statement:
If
letting

κ ` attach j Pcomp L A X ok

0
j0 , Pcomp
, L 0 , κ0 = desugar( A, j, Pcomp , L, κ)

0
it holds κ0 ` attach j0 Pcomp
L 0 A∅ X ok
Proof:

Induction over length of A. Names refer to definition of desugar in Figure  (page ).
Case Base: A = A∅ output = input.
Case Rec: A = A @(around k.c.m do j.d.n default l.f .o)
0
By ih: κ0 ` attach j0 Pcomp
L 0 A∅ X ok, implying κ0 onlyWellTyped

By ... (page ): ` CT 0 ok, and κ00 onlyWellTyped.

0
L 0 A∅ X ok.
By g fresh and ... (page ), κ 00 ` attach j0 Pcomp

0


Pcomp
bis =
Let Pcomp

class jj extends object ⇐ ∅


class rr extends object ⇐ ∅ .

bis L 0 A X ok. T-Attach uses P
bis
We wish to show that κ00 ` attach j0 Pcomp
∅
comp (bound to Pcomp ) in four
bis only differs from
ways: wellFormed, exactlyOnce, subtypingPres, and makeRho. By inspection, P comp

0
Pcomp
by the addition of two wellformed classes, and thus is itself wellformed (recall that jj and rr are
bis (as CT) only in the positive position, so that adding two classes will not
fresh). exactlyOnce uses Pcomp
bis (as CT), but as it differs from P 0
affect the result. subtypingPres’s use of Pcomp
comp only in adding classes

with no mapped classes, does not affect the preservation of subtyping relationships in mapped classes.
00
bis , κ00 ) only extends the skeleton of makeRho(j 0 , P 0
Lastly, by inspection, makeRho(j 0 , Pcomp
comp , κ ) to
bis as P
account for the newly introduced classes, jj and rr. The definition of π j uses Pcomp
comp in maptype,

but here again, the lack of any mappings for jj or rr guarantees that ∀k, c,

0
maptype(k, c, P comp
)=p

bis ) = p.
⇒ maptype(k, c, Pcomp

bis L 0 A X ok.
We thus conclude: κ00 ` attach j0 Pcomp
∅

By inspection of aroundTemplate, CT 0 has the same subtyping relation—augmented by jp and rv—
as κ(k).
00
00
0 bis
0
bis satisfies
By

 κ ` attach j Pcomp L A∅X ok, the attachment κ (k) to Pcomp
bis , k, κ00 (k) exactlyOnce and P bis , k, κ00 (k) subtypingPres .
Pcomp
comp
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000 has the same subtyping relation as P bis , and that for each class q in P 000 ,
Inspection shows that Pcomp
comp
comp

k.qq is mapped to q iff g.qq is mapped to q.
bis : jj and rr.
Additionally, classes g.jp and g.rv are mapped to the classes that were introduced into P comp

Each class in g is thus either mapped exactly as the corresponding class in k, or does not exist in k.
By inspection, there are precisely two classes in g which are not in k: jp and rv, and both are mapped
exactly once, and both they and the

 classes they are mapped to
 extend object. We conclude that
000 , g, κ00 (g) exactlyOnce and P 000 , g, κ00 (g) subtypingPres .
Pcomp
comp
bis , P 0
000
0
Thus, we instantiate ... (page ) with κ = κ 0 , j = j0 , Pcomp = Pcomp
comp = Pcomp , L = L ,

A = A∅ , X = X , CT = CT 0 , and k = g. Most antecedents are obvious. Antecedent in Line VI
bis and P 000 having same subtyping relation, and Line VII (page ) holds
(page ) follows from Pcomp
comp

by g having same attachment as k, described in greater detail above.
000 L 0 A X ok
It follows that κ0 [g 7→ CT 0 ] ` attach g@j0 Pcomp
∅

000 L 0 A X ok.
which is equivalent to κ00 ` attach g@j0 Pcomp
∅

It remains to show that generated linking instructions are well-typed as well. The environment which
they will be executed in is the one returned as a result of desugar, so we need to show that
κ00 , ρ ` (k.c.m

g.c.do) ok

00

κ , ρ ` (l.f .o →
= g.c.dont) ok

κ00 , ρ ` (j.d.n 6 ⇒
∃ g.c.aspMeth) ok.

000 ) = p ⇒ maptype(g, c, P 000 ) = p
By construction, ∀c, p, maptype(k, c, Pcomp
comp

000 , κ00 ), as it will be used to type check the linking declarations.
Let ρ = makeRho(g@j0 , Pcomp

By construction, if a → b = mtype(m, c, κ(k)) (for types a, b ∈ dom(κ(k)),

then a → b = mtype(do, c, κ(g)) (for types a, b ∈ dom(κ(g)).

000 , ρ(k.a) = ρ(g.a) and ρ(k.b) = ρ(g.b).
By construction of Pcomp

It follows that κ00 , ρ ` k.c.m/j.c.do compatible, and thus κ 00 , ρ ` (k.c.m

j.c.do) ok.

Similarly for →
= and 6 ⇒
∃ . We need to show, for l.f .o →
= g.c.dont, that l.f .o is not an expected method.
000 L 00 X ok.
This follows from T-Around. Thus κ00 ` attach g@j0 Pcomp

By fresh g, L 00 and L 0 are independent,

000 L 00 ∪ L 0 , X ok.
so by Theorem ...: κ00 ` attach g@j0 Pcomp
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.. Insertion Preserves Typing

Given two (without loss of generality) well typed atomic collaborations, CT1 = Patom , and CT2 = Patom ,
0

that are written over identical class hierarchies, but with disjoint method and field names, we will show
that the union of the two is also well typed.
While the union is straight forward, quite some machinery is required to show that the environments
(π and ρ) used to translate types and names in a collaboration preserve typing.
... makeRho Generates WellFormedFor π:
The mapping environment makeRho is generated from the type mappings in the composite collaboration, and contains alpha-renaming information for composed collaborations’ types and member names.
Each attached collaboration has a private environment π, which is contained in ρ. The WellFormedFor
property guarantees that the renaming performed via π will not break several properties necessary for
maintaining typing.
Formal Statement:

∀κ, j, Pcomp , s.t. κ ` attach j Pcomp

ok

Letting ρ = makeRho(j, Pcomp , κ)

it holds: ∀j ∈ j, ρ(j) WellFormedFor κ(j), ρ(skel)

and
Proof:

` ρ(skel) ok

By makeRho
n (j, Pcomp , κ) (Figure , page ), we know for eachoj:

CTskel = class p0 extends q0 { }|class p0 extends q0 ⇐···∈ Pcomp

∀class c extends c0 { F M } ∈ κ(j),
πj (c) = maptype(j, c, Pcomp )

∀b f ∈ F , πj (c.f ) is fresh

∀M ∈ M , m = mname(M )

if ∃ c00 s.t. c <κ(j) c00

∧ m overriderelatesκ(j) c, c00

then

πj (c.m) = πj (c00 .m)

else

πj (c.m)is fresh

if m 6∈ mname(M ) then

(∃c00 s.t. c <κ(j) c00 ∧ πj (c00 .m) = m0 ) ⇒ πj (c.m) = m0

if b f 6∈ F then

(∃c00 s.t. c <κ(j) c00 ∧ πj (c00 .f ) = f 0 ) ⇒ πj (c.f ) = f 0
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and
( we need to show this implies :
class c extends { Fc }
∀
∈ κ(j), s.t. c 6= d
class d extends { Fd }
letting fc = {πj (c.f 0 )|c0 f 0 ∈ Fc }

fd = {πj (d.f 0 )|d0 f 0 ∈ Fd }

c ≤κ(j) d ⇔ πj (c) ≤CTskel πj (d)


f ∈ fc ⇒ f unique in fc ∪ fd

(c ≤κ(j) d ∧ π(d.f ) = f 0 ) ⇒ πj (c.f ) = f 0



πj (c.m) = πj (d.n) ⇔ (m = n)
(m overriderelatesCT c, d) ⇒

By κ ` attach j Pcomp

ok, it holds Pcomp , j, κ(j)subtypingPres,

and in turn: c ≤κ(j) d ⇔ πj (c) ≤

Pcomp

πj (d).

Since CTskel has the same subtyping relation as Pcomp , it follows: c ≤κ(j) d ⇔ πj (c) ≤CTskel πj (d).


By ∀b f ∈ F , πj (c.f ), it holds f ∈ fc ⇒ f unique in fc ∪ fd .

To show that c ≤κ(j) d ∧ π(d.f ) = f 0 ⇒ π(c.f ) = f 0 , it suffices to realize that f cannot be in Fc

(since c 6= d), and that c00 = d enables implication from makeRho:


∃c00 s.t. c <κ(j) c00 ∧ πj (c00 .f ) = f 0 ⇒ πj (c.f ) = f 0

To show that (m overriderelatesCT c, d) ⇒ (πj (c.m) = πj (d.n)) ⇐ (m = n) , set c00 = p (recall c00
b f 6∈ F ∧

from makeRho), where p is guaranteed to exist by overriderelates.


Likewise, (m overriderelatesCT c, d) ⇒ (πj (c.m) = πj (d.n)) ⇒ (m = n) follows from noticing that

each method mapping made by makeRho for π is either fresh or mapped to be equivalent to the

overridden method on a supertype (c00 in makeRho). We need only notice that the only equivalences
thus set up are of the form πj (c.m) = πj (c00 .m), which implies m = n.
To see that ` ρ(skel) ok, we notice that by makeRho, ρ(skel) = makeSkel(P comp ).

By κ ` attach j Pcomp

ok it follows that Pcomp WellFormed.

Thus, by inspection of makeSkel, it follows that ` ρ(skel) ok.

... Lemma [π − COLLAB generates wellFormed results]:
We show that the collaboration generated by a systematic application of π will generate a result which is
well formed.
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Formal Statement:

∀JT, CTskel , π s.t.
` JT ok

` CTskel ok

π WellFormedFor JT, CTskel

then letting CT = trans(π, JT, CTskel )
It holds: CT wellFormed.
Proof:
NTS:

∀c ∈ dom(CT),
class

c extends {···} ∈ Patom unique

c≤

object

It suffices to show that subtyping is non-circular and each class name c is defined at most once. Both
properties follow directly from CT having same subtyping relation as CT skel and ` CTskel ok, which

implies CTskel wellFormed.

... Subtyping and Inheritance of Fields and Method :
Inheritance for fields and methods is defined over atomic collaborations, but we only need these properties
for proofs in this section.
Formal Statement:

∀ Patom , c, d s.t. c ≤
fields :

Patom

d ∧ ` Patom ok,

∀b, f , b f ∈ fields(d, Patom )

⇒ b f ∈ fields(c, Patom )

mtype : ∀b, a, m, b → a = mtype(d, m, Patom ) ⇒ b → a = mtype(c, m, Patom )
Proofsketch:

•

By induction on the subtyping hierarchy.

... Subtyping and Inheritance of π:
We show that the same properties which hold over inheritance hierarchies are preserved under π.
Formal Statement:

∀c, d, π, JT, CTskel , s.t. c <JT d ∧
it holds that

∀f , π(d.f ) = f 0 ⇒ π(c.f ) = f 0

` JT ok ∧

∀m, π(d.m) = m0 ⇒ π(c.m) = m0

` CTskel ok ∧ π WellFormedFor JT, CTskel
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Proof:
Let class c extends { Fc Mc } ∈ JT
π(d.f ) = f 0

π(d.m) = m0
Fields. Directly from WellFormedFor,
c ≤JT d ∧ π(d.f ) = f 0 ⇒ π(c.f ) = f 0 .
Methods. By c ≤JT d, d is a witness to m overriderelatesJT c, d. Thus, directly by WellFormedFor,

(m overriderelatesJT c, d) ⇒ (m = n) ⇒ (π(c.m) = π(d.n))
... Lemma [trans π preserves...]:
We use the two previous lemmas to show that π preserves the behavior of several auxiliary functions, in
addition to subtyping.
Formal Statement:

∀JT, CTskel , π s.t.
` JT ok

` CTskel ok

π WellFormedFor JT, CTskel
it follows—this is also the ih(at d):
letting CT = trans(π, JT, CTskel ),

∀class d extends e { F M } ∈ JT :
≤ : ∀c, d ≤JT c ⇔ π(d) ≤CT π(c)
fields: ∀c, fi , c fi ∈ fields(d, JT ) ⇒ π(c) π(d.fi ) ∈ fields(π(d), CT )
mtype: ∀b, c, m, mtype(d, m, JT ) = b → c ⇒ mtype(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = π(b) → π(c)
mget: ∀m, M, mget(d, m, JT ) = M ⇒ mget(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = trans(π, d, M )
mover: ∀m, p, mover(d, m, JT ) = p ⇒ mover(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = π(p)
mover(d, m, JT ) = • ⇒

Proofs:

mover(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = •
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Direct proof of ≤ : Follows from WellFormedFor and that CT has same subtyping relation as CT skel .
Inductive proofs of method and field properties: By induction of d up subtyping hierarchy to field or
method’s defining class. object is not encountered, as input is well typed, and thus all visible members
are defined locally or on a supertype. The one exception is mover, which has this as the • case.
Let class d extends e { F M } ∈ JT,
fields: Case Local: c fi ∈ F
Directly from π-field.
Case Inherited: c fi ∈ fields(e, JT )
by ih, π(c) π(e.fi ) ∈ fields(π(e), CT )

by ≤ property, d ≤JT e ⇒ π(d) ≤CT π(e)

by ..., π(c) π(e.fi ) ∈ fields(π(d), CT )

and ..., π(c) π(d.fi ) ∈ fields(π(d), CT )
mtype: Case Local: c m(b x ) ∈ M
Directly from π-method.
Case Inherited: mtype(e, m, JT ) = b → c
by ih, mtype(π(e), π(e.m), CT ) = π(b) → π(c)
by ≤ property, d ≤JT e ⇒ π(d) ≤CT π(e)

Hence, by ...: mtype(π(d), π(e.m), CT ) = π(b) → π(c)

and ..., mtype(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = π(b) → π(c)
mget similar to mtype.
mover We need to pay attention to •.

We want to show that: ∀m, p, mover(d, m, JT ) = p ⇒ mover(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = π(p)
mover(d, m, JT ) = • ⇒

mover(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = •

Case Local: mover(d, m, JT ) = e
By definition of mover in Figure  (page ) mover(d, m, JT ) = e is implied by mexists(m, e, JT ).
By π-method, mexists(m, e, JT ) ⇒ mexists(π(e.m), π(e), CT ).

Thus mover(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = π(e).

.. C OMPOSITE AC S M AINTAIN S OUNDNESS

Case Inherited: mover(d, m, JT ) = p p 6= e p = mover(e, m, JT )
By definition of mover in Figure  (page ) mover(d, m, JT ) = mover(e, m, JT ) is implied
by ¬mexists(m, e, JT ).

By π-method, ¬mexists(m, e, JT ) ⇒ ¬mexists(π(e.m), π(e), CT ).
Thus mover(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = mover(π(e), π(d.m), CT ).

By ih mover(e, m, JT ) = p ⇒ mover(π(e), π(d.m), CT ) = π(p),

letting us conclude that mover(d, m, JT ) = p ⇒ mover(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = π(p).

Case Not Overridden: mover(d, m, JT ) = •
Repeating the reasoning of the Inherited case with π(•) (which is undefined) textually replaced
by • shows that this case follows as well.

... Lemma [π Preserves Typing - Induction]:
We show that π preserves that typing of classes, methods, and expressions. To allow this result to be
reused in contexts where we cannot show ` JT ok (notably Theorems ..., page , and ...,

page ), we present it separately from the primary client (Theorem ..., page ), where JT is well
typed.

We will induct over all classes Patom in JT; all methods M in class Patom ; and expression (method body)
E of M, with the following induction hypothesis:
Formal Statement:
ih: ∀π, JT, CTskel s.t. π WellFormedFor JT, CTskel
letting CT = trans(π, JT, CTskel )

it holds:

I

∀

class p extends q { F M } ∈ JT

class π(p) extends q0 { F 0 M 0 } ∈ CT

`JT class p extends q { F M } ok ⇒ `CT class π(p) extends q0 { F 0 M 0 } ok
II

III

Proof:

∀M, p
∀E, p

`JT M ok in p ⇒ `CT trans(π, p, M ) ok in π(p)
Γ `JT E : p ⇒ π(Γ) `CT π(E) : π(p).

Let class p extends q { F M } ∈ JT be mapped to class π(p) in CT. By π − collab, the corresponding
class in CT is: class π(p) extends q0 { trans(π, p, F ) trans(π, p, M ) } ∈ CT.
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I: Classes. We need to show that

`JT class p extends q { F M } ok ⇒ `CT class π(p) extends q0 { trans(π, p, F 0 ) trans(π, p, M 0 ) } ok
We need to show the following derivation holds:





cf0 f 0 = trans(π, p, F ) dg0 g0 = fields(q0 , CT )

∀f 0 ∈ (f 0 ∪ g0 ), f 0 unique in (f 0 ∪ g0 )

∀M ∈ trans(π, p, M ) , mname(M ) unique in mname(trans(π, p, M ))
`CT trans(π, p, M ) ok in π(p)

`CT class π(p) extends q0 { trans(π, p, F ) trans(π, p, M ) }

ok

[T-Class]

We show each numbered property in turn
. Fields are unique and non-shadowed

In JT:

cf f = F

dg g = fields(q, JT )

Corresponds to:

cf0

dg0 g0 = fields(q0 , CT )

f 0 = trans(π, p, F )
NTS:

∀f 0 ∈ (f 0 ∪ g0 ), f 0 unique in (f 0 ∪ g0 )

Noting that p 6= q, this follows directly from WellFormedFor.

∀M ∈ M , mname(M ) unique in mname(M ) .

. Method names are unique in a class
NTS:

∀M ∈ trans(π, p, M),
mname(M) unique in mname(trans(π, p, M))

By π-*Meth, and mname, mname(trans(π, p, M )) = π(p.mname(M )) .
By WellFormedFor, for two methods c.m and d.n:
πexp (c.m) = πexp (d.n) ⇐ (m = n) ∧ (m overriderelatesCT c, d).

Setting c = d = p, m = mname(M1 ) and n = mname(M2 ), we see:
π(p.mname(M )) = π(p.mname(M )) ⇔

(mname(M1 ) = mname(M2 )) ∧ (mname(M1 ) overriderelatesCT p, p).

overriderelates is reflexive for the defining class of a method:

π(p.mname(M ) = π(p.mname(M )) ⇔ mname(M1 ) = mname(M2 ).
By ` JT ok, (mname(M1 ) = mname(M2 )) ⇔ (M1 = M2 ),

thus π(p.mname(M ) = π(p.mname(M )) ⇔ (M1 = M2 ).
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. Methods are well-typed: By ih(II).
II. Methods: Cases for each kind of method. We will show that

`JT M ok in p ⇒ `CT trans(π, p, M ) ok in π(p)
Case T-ExpMeth: M = expected c m(d x )
trans(π, p, M ) = expected π(c) π(p.m)(π(d) x )
NTS:

override

π(p.m), p, π(d) x → π(c) ok in CT

By T-ExpMeth in JT, override m, p, d x → c ok in CT

which implies mover(m, p, JT ) = r ⇒ mtype(m, r, CT ) = d → c.

By ... (page )[mover] and [mtype], it follows that:

mover(π(p.m), π(q), CT ) = π(r ) ⇒ mtype(π(p.m), π(r ), CT ) = π(d) → π(c)

which shows override π(p.m), p, π(d) x → π(c) ok in CT
Case T-Method: M = c m(d x ){ return E}

trans(π, p, M ) = π(c) π(p.m)(π(d) x ){ return π(E)}
override

NTS:

π(p.m), p, π(d) x → π(c) ok in CT

∧ x : π(d), this : π(p) `CT π(E) : π(c0 ),

π(c0 ) ≤ π(c)

Like T-ExpMeth, by ... (page )[mover] and [mtype]:
override π(p.m), π(q), π(d) → π(c)ok inCT

By `JT M ok in p, x : d, this : p `JT E : b, where b ≤JT c.
By ih(III), x : π(d) , this : π(p) `CT π(E) : π(b)

By ... (page )[≤ ] and b ≤JT c, π(b) ≤CT π(c).

Hence, `CT π(p.m)ok inπ(p).

Case T-AspMeth: M = aspectual c m(d x){ return E}

trans(π, p, M ) = aspectual c0 π(p.m)(d0 x){ return π(E)}
NTS:

:  mover(π(p.m), π(p), CT) = •


class c0 extends object { }




class d0 extends object { 




CT 0 =  expected c0 invoke() 




 expected c0 noInvoke() 


}


CT; CT 0

wellFormed

0

π = π[c 7→ c0 , d 7→ d0 ] (as per π − AspMeth)


jp : d0 , this : π(p) `CT;CT 0 π0 (E) : c0
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By T-AspMeth, we know:




mover(m, p, JT ) = •


class c extends object { }


class d extends object { 




0
JT =  expected c invoke() 


 expected c noInvoke() 


}



JT ; JT 0 wellFormed



jp : d, this : p `JT ;JT 0 E : c

Step. Line 
By ... (page ), mover(m, p, JT ) = • ⇒ mover(π(p.m), π(p), CT ) = •
Step. Line 
By proof statement, CT = trans(π, JT, CTskel )
By ... (page ) and ` JT ok and ` CTskel ok, CT wellFormed

By inspection, CT 0 wellFormed

By π-AspMeth: π(c) and π(d) are fresh; thus CT ; CT 0 wellFormed
Step. Line 
We know that jp : d, this : p `JT ;JT 0 E : c.

Unfortunately, we can not invoke ih(III) on the corresponding expression over CT ; CT 0 , as it does
not hold that: π WellFormedFor JT ; JT 0 , CTskel , as neither π nor CTskel are defined for c and d in JT 0 .
Let JT2

= JT ; JT 0

CT2skel = CTskel ;

"

class c extends object { }

#

class d extends object { }
By c, d not in JT, π, CTskel : π0 WellFormedFor JT2, CT2skel .

We can now invoke ih(III), showing jp : π0 (d), this : π0 (p) `trans(π0 ,JT2,CT2skel ) π0 (E) : π0 (c).
We now need to show that this implies jp : d 0 , this : π(p) `CT ;CT 0 π0 (E) : c0

Directly by π0 : jp : d0 , this : π(p) `trans(π0 ,JT2,CT2skel ) π0 (E) : π(c).

.. C OMPOSITE AC S M AINTAIN S OUNDNESS

Remains to show:
CT ; CT 0 = trans(π0 , JT2, CT2skel )
We start by expanding JT2:

= trans(π0 , JT ; JT 0 , CT2skel )
Since JT and JT 0 are non-overlapping:

=

S trans(π0 , JT, CT2skel ),

trans(π0 , JT 0 , CT2skel )

Since π0 extends π just to deal with c and d in JT 0 :

=

S trans(π, JT, CT2skel ),

trans(πid [c 7→ c0 , d 7→ d0 ], JT 0 , CT2skel )
By vigorous hand-waving: since trans produces empty classes for those appearing in CT2 skel but not
in JT (precisely c and d):
S (CT ;
< empty c and d classes >) ,
=
trans(πid [c 7→ c0 , d 7→ d0 ], JT 0 , CT2skel )
similarly, for classes in CTskel but not in JT 0 :

=

S (CT ;

< empty c and d classes >) ,

(< empty classes from CT >;
CT 0 )
Thus, CT and < empty classes from CT > declare exactly the same inheritance hierarchy, but the
former is populated with methods and fields, and the latter is empty. Similarly for the right hand
column. Additionally, as the columns are disjoint, we see:
S
S
= ( CT, < empty classes from CT >) ; ( < empty c and d classes >, CT 0 )
S
Lastly, by handwavy inspection of : the union of two identical hierarchies, one populated and one
not, is just the populated hierarchy.
= CT ; CT 0

Thus, jp : d0 , this : π(p) `CT ;CT 0 π0 (E) : π(c).
III: Expressions. For each expression, nts that the expression E well-typed in JT implies that π(E) is
well-typed in CT. We will only use ih(III) in these cases, so repeating it as ih:
Γ `JT E : c ⇒ π(Γ) `CT π(E) : π(c).
Case T-Var: E = x c = Γ(x)
NTS:

Follows directly from π − Γ.

Γ(x) = c ⇒ π(Γ)(x) = π(c)
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Γ `JT Er : d0

Case T-Field: E = Er:d .fi

c fi ∈ fields(d, JT ) d0 ≤JT d

Γ `JT Er:d .fi : c ⇒ π(Γ) `CT π(E) : π(c)

NTS:

By ih and Γ `JT Er : d0 , π(Γ) `CT π(Er ) : π(d0 )

By ... (page )[≤ ] and d 0 ≤ d, π(d0 ) ≤CT π(d)

By ... (page )[fields] and c fi ∈ fields(d, JT ), π(c) π(d.fi ) ∈ fields(π(d), CT )

Thus, T-Field holds , π(Γ) `CT π(E) : π(c).
Case T-Upd: E = Er:d [f 7→ Ef ]

Γ `JT Er : c

b f ∈ fields(d, JT ) Γ `JT Ef : b
NTS:

0

c ≤JT d

b0 ≤JT b

Γ `JT Er:d [fi 7→ Ef ] : c ⇒ π(Γ) `CT π(Er ):π(d) [π(fi ) 7→ π(Ef )] : π(c)

Step. π(Er ) types to π(d)
By ih, π(Γ) `CT π(Er ) : π(c)

By ... (page )[≤ ], π(c) ≤CT π(d)

Step. π(Ef ) fits π(d.fi )
By ih, π(Γ) `CT π(Ef ) : π(b0 )

By ... (page )[fields], π(b) π(d.fi ) ∈ fields(π(d), CT )

By ... (page )[≤ ], π(b0 ) ≤CT π(b)
So we conclude that T-Upd holds.

The proof obligations (nts) for the remaining cases are similar, and omitted for brevity.
Case T-Invk: E = Er:d .m(Ea )

Γ `JT Er : d0

mtype(d, m, JT ) = b → c Γ `JT Ea : a
By ih: π(Γ) `CT π(Er ) : π(d0 )

d0 ≤ d

a ≤JT b

By ... (page )[≤ ]: π(d 0 ) ≤CT π(d)
By ih: π(Γ) `CT π(Ea ) : π(a)

By ... (page )[mtype]: mtype(π(d), π(d.m), CT ) = π(b) → π(c)

By ... (page )[≤ ]: π(a) ≤CT π(b)

Hence T-invk holds: π(Γ) `CT π(E) : π(c).

.. C OMPOSITE AC S M AINTAIN S OUNDNESS

Case T-new:
We will not encounter this case, by input program being well typed.
Case T-Inst: E = new c
π(E) = new π(c), and by T-Inst, π(Γ) `CT new π(c) : π(c)
Case UCast: E = (c)Ec

Γ `JT Ec : c0 c0 ≤ c

By ih, π(Γ) `CT π(Ec ) : π(c0 )

By ... (page )[≤ ], π(c0 ) ≤ π(c)

Hence by T-UCast π(Γ) `CT (π(c))π(Ec ) : π(c).
Case DCast: E = (c)Ec

Γ `JT Ec : c0 , c ≤ c0

By ih, π(Γ) `CT π(Ec ) : π(c0 )

By ... (page )[≤ ], π(c) ≤ π(c 0 )

Hence by T-DCast π(Γ) `CT (π(c))π(Ec ) : π(c).
Case SCast: E = (c)Ec

Γ `JT Ec : c0 , c 6≤ c0 , c0 6≤ c

By ih, π(Γ) `CT π(Ec ) : π(c0 )

By ... (page )[≤ ], π(c) 6≤ π(c 0 ) and π(c0 ) 6≤ π(c)

Hence by T-SCast π(Γ) `CT (π(c))π(Ec ) : π(c).

... Lemma [π Preserves Typing]:
Applying the mapping environment π to a well-typed collaboration CT will generate a well typed result.
Formal Statement:

∀JT, CTskel , π s.t.
` JT ok

` CTskel ok

π WellFormedFor JT, CTskel

then letting CT = trans(π, JT, CTskel ),
it holds: ` CT ok.

Proof:

To prove ` CT ok, we need to show that T-collab holds:

∀Patom ∈ CT, `CT Patom ok

CT wellFormed

` CT ok

[T-Collab]
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CT wellFormed follows from ... (page ). In terms of JT, we can restate the remaining proof
burden as showing that:

(∀Patom ∈ JT, `JT Patom ok) ⇒ (∀Patom ∈ trans(π, JT, CTskel ), `trans(π,JT,CTskel ) Patom ok)
By inspection of π-collab, Patom ∈ trans(π, JT, CTskel ) is either a class p0 translated from from class p

in JT, or a class which is not in JT. The latter case will have no fields or methods, and thus trivially
well typed. Recall that wellformedness was shown above.
Thus, it remains to show for class p extends q { F M } ∈ JT:

`JT class p extends q { F M }ok ⇒ `trans(π,JT,CTskel ) < class π(p) in CT > ok
where class π(p) (∈ CT) is the image of class p (∈ JT). 
This follows directly from Theorem ... (page ).

... Lemma [Collaboration Union preserves Typing]:
Two well typed and identically shaped collaborations will, when unioned, produce a well typed result.
Formal Statement:

∀CT1 , CT2 s.t.

` CT1 ok ∧

∧ ∀c, d,

` CT2 ok,

∃F1 , M1 s.t. class c extends d { F1 M1 } ∈ CT1

∧

⇔ ∃F2 , M2 s.t. class c extends d { F2 M2 } ∈ CT2
6 ∃M1 , M2 s.t. mname(M1 ) = mname(M2 )
∧

∧

M1 in some class in CT1

M2 in some class in CT2

∧ and similarly for field names
S
it holds that ` CTr ok, where CTr = CT1 , CT2 .

Proofsketch:

By induction over type-checking of method bodies. Since the method bodies and nearly all auxiliary
S
functions (Figure , page ) remain unchanged by
(by a weakening argument), the induction is

largely trivial.

The one function which is modified is fields, which can be shown to return the union:
fields(c, CTr ) = fields(c, CT1 ) ∪ fields(c, CT2 ).
 One caveat is that although the image of class p ∈ JT is class π(p) ∈ trans(π, JT, CT ), it does not necessarily follow that π(p) is
skel


trans π, class p extends q { F M } = class π(p) extends π(q) { trans(π, p, F) trans(π, p, M) }. This is because the π-collab may insert

some other class from CTskel between π(p) and π(q); thus while it holds that π(p) ≤CT π(q), π(q) may not be the direct superclass of
π(p).
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By antecedent, F1 and F2 are distinct, the logical implication holds:
W d f ∈ fields(c, CT1 )
⇔ d f ∈ fields(c, CTr ).
d f ∈ fields(c, CT2 )

Most type checking rules (by cunning design) use ∈ rather than equality, and can thus be easily shown

to hold for CTr . The one exception is T-new which requires a precise match between its arguments
Γ ` Ea : d and fields. Like T-SCast, this judgment is not allowed in the source program, so will not

be encountered.

•

... Lemma [Insert Collaborations Preserves Typing]:
Combining all the previous lemmas in this section, we show that the output collaboration generated by
extending all constituent collaborations (j ∈ j) to have the shape of P comp , renaming them according to π
(= ρ(j)), and finally unioning them, will generate a well typed result if specification is well typed.
Formal Statement:

∀κ, j, Pcomp , L, A, X , s.t. κ ` attach j Pcomp L A X ok

letting ρ = makeRho(j, Pcomp , κ)
then ` insert(j, Pcomp , ρ, κ) ok.

Proof:

By ... (page ),

∀j ∈ j, ρ(j) WellFormedFor κ(j), ρ(skel)

Thus, ... applies: ∀j ∈ j, ` trans (ρ(j), κ(j), ρ(skel)) ok.



∧

` ρ(skel) ok

Let each such translated κ(j) be called CTj . All CTj have the same class-names and inheritance
hierarchy—precisely that of ρ(skel). Inspection of makeRho shows that each method in CT j will
either override another method in CTj and thus have the same name as the method it overrides, or
be a topmost method and have a fresh name. Since each such overriding group must have a topmost
member, which has a fresh name, we conclude that no method from one CT j has the same name as a
method in another CTj .

S
Thus by ... (folded over κ(j) ): `
trans (ρ(j), κ(j), ρ(skel)) ok.
j ∈j
S
trans (ρ(j), κ(j), ρ(skel)) = insert(j, Pcomp , ρ, κ).
By Figure  (page ):
j ∈j

 Section ... (page ) explains the need to replace T-new, with T-upd and T-inst rules and corresponding expressions, and why
this is not not needed in FJ.
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.. Linking Preserves Typing

We need to show that the evaluation of linking and export declarations does not affect the typing of the
program. To do this we will appeal to the properties guaranteed by the type-checking rules in Figure 
(page ). However, we need to show that these properties also hold for the intermediate results as we
process the declarations. To this end we show that each evaluation step maintains the same shape, defined
thus:

n
shape(CT ) = (c, d, sigsc ) class c extends d { F M } ∈ CT

sigsc = {(mname(M ), mtype(M )) |M ∈ M }

... Lemma [Linking preserves typing]:
Once we have created an atomic collaboration CT by compiling a composite one, we link the methods.
The key insight is that linking does not modify the shape(CT ) of the collaboration in any way, and only
modifies method bodies in such a way that they are guaranteed to type in the context of the method’s
signature. We conclude that linking maintains typing.
Formal Statement:

∀κ, j, Pcomp , L, X s.t.

κ ` attach j Pcomp L X ok

Letting ρ = makeRho(j, Pcomp , κ)
CT = insert(j, Pcomp , ρ, κ)
CT 0 = link(L, CT, ρ)
then ` CT 0 ok
Proof:

∧ shape(CT ) = shape(CT 0 ).

Let the ih at n be:

∀CTacc , L1 ···Ln , Lrest s.t.
L1 ···Ln ; L rest = L
CT0

= CT

CT1

= linkOne(L1 , CT0 , ρ)

CTn

···

= linkOne(Ln , CTn−1 , ρ)

it holds:` CTn ok
Proof by induction over n.

∧ shape(CT ) = shape(CTn )

.. C OMPOSITE AC S M AINTAIN S OUNDNESS

Base Case: n = 0, L rest = L, and CTn = CT
By ..., ` CT ok, and the shape (Figure , page ) equality holds by CT n = CT.
Inductive Case: CTn = linkOne(Ln , CTn−1 , ρ)
By ih(n − 1), ` CTn−1 ok

∧ shape(CT ) = shape(CTn−1 )

Thus, we merely need to show that we maintain ` CTn−1 ok also for CTn , and that
shape(CTn−1 ) = shape(CTn ). Type checking guarantees that certain properties and relationships between κ, ρ, and CT (such as properties guaranteed by type checking) hold. By equivalence of shapes

(shape(CT ) = shape(CTn−1 )), these properties also hold for CTn−1 .
We look at each of the linkOne functions.
Case →
= : Ln = k.c.m →
= j.d.n

By κ ` attach j Pcomp L X ok,

it follows κ, ρ ` j (k.c.m →
= j.d.n) @L ok,

which by definition (T-L-provide): κ, ρ ` k.c.m/j.d.n compatible

mget(m, c, κ(k)) concreteMethod
mget(n, d, κ(j)) expectedMethod,

which in turn (tL-Compat): πk = ρ(k)
πj = ρ(j)

t → s = mtype(m, c, κ(k))

q → p = mtype(n, d, κ(j))

πk (c) = πj (d) πk (s) = πj (p) πk (t) = πj (q) .
To link →
= , the rule in Figure  (page ) copies the body of concrete method to the [soon-to-be

formerly] expected method.

First we must show that the preconditions for the linking hold. We require that k.c.m be a concrete
method (with body), while requires j.d.n must be expected. These conditions are guaranteed by
T-L-provide.
The linking rule link- →
= creates a new method with the signature of j.d.n and the body of k.c.m. To
show that the method bodies type check, it suffices to note that by tL-Compat, the method signatures

of j.d.n and k.c.m are identical after translation by ρ. Hence, replacing the expected method with the
newly constructed one to create CT 0 = CTn we do not break typing, and ` CTn ok.
Because the signatures of the replaced expected method and the constructed one it was replaced by
are identical, the shape is unchanged as well. Thus: shape(CT n−1 ) = shape(CTn ).
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Case

: Ln = k.c.m

j.d.n

Very similar to →
= ; we swap rather than copy method bodies from identical signatures.
Case 6 ⇒
∃ : L = k.c.m 6 ⇒
∃ j.d.n p = ρ(k.c) = ρ(j.d)
Step. Describing the proof obligation

By insert, class p extends {···} ∈ CT0 is the generated class into which k.c.m and j.d.n have been
inserted. By equivalence of shapes, these methods are also in class p extends {···} ∈ CT n−1 .

By T-L-copy, k.c.m is an aspectual method, and j.d.n is expected. So binding these to some variables:
aspectual r m(s jp){ return Em ; } = mget(m, c, κ(k))
expected a n(b x)

Letting m0 = ρ(k.c.m)

= mget(n, d, κ(j))

n0 = ρ(j.d.n)

r 0 = ρ(k.r )

a0 = ρ(j.a)

s0 = ρ(k.s)

b0 = ρ(j.b)

Em0 = ρ(k, Em )
By ... (page ) and ... (page )[mget], the corresponding methods in CT n−1 are:
aspectual r 0 m0 (s0 jp){ return Em0 ; } = mget(m0 , p, CTn−1 )

expected a0 n0 (b0 x)

= mget(n0 , p, CTn−1 )

We will replace expected method
n0 with a concrete method based on Em0 . By link∃ :
"
# 6⇒
πm = πid

r 0 7→ a0 , s0 7→ b0 , s0 .ρ(j.s.invoke) 7→ ρ(j.b.invoke),

s0 .ρ(j.s.noInvoke) 7→ ρ(j.b.noInvoke)

CTn = mset a0 n0 (b0 jp){ πm (Em0 )}, p, CTn−1

We need to show that ` CTn ok and that shape(CTn ) = shape(CTn−1 ). The latter follows similarly

to the case for →
= , so we focus on the former.

Since the only difference between CTn−1 and CTn is the method n0 , it thus suffices to show that

n0 type-checks in CTn . To simplify, we need to show `CTn a0 n0 (b0 jp){ πm (Em0 ) } ok in p which is
implied by the obligation:

NTS:

Step. The pudding: discharging the obligation
By ih ` CTn−1 ok and shape(CTn−1 ) = shape(CT0 ).

By T-AspMeth and ... (page ), we know that:

jp : b0 , this : p `CTn πm (Em0 ) : a0

.. C OMPOSITE AC S M AINTAIN S OUNDNESS



class r 0 extends object { }





class s0 extends object {





0
CT =  expected r 0 ρ(j.s.invoke)() 


 expected r 0 ρ(j.s.noInvoke)()


}

(CTn−1 ; CT 0 ) wellFormed
Suffices to show that:

jp : s0 , this : p `(CTn−1 ;CT 0 ) Em0 : r 0
Our strategy is to show that link provides precisely the conditions needed to type the body of the
method.
We begin by noting that (CTn−1 ; CT 0 ) wellFormed implies r 0 , s0 6∈ dom(CTn−1 ), and by ` CTn−1 ok,

we conclude that r 0 , s0 are not referenced in CTn−1 .

Letting CTskel = makeSkel(CTn−1 ; CT 0 ), it can be seen that:

(a) CTskel has same subtyping relationship as CTn−1 ; CT 0 ,
(b) πm is the identity for all members in CTn−1 , and
(c) there are no overridden members in CT 0 .

It trivially holds that πid WellFormedFor(CTn−1 ; CT 0 ), CTskel .

Thus, by inspection, πm WellFormedFor(CTn−1 ; CT 0 ), CTskel .
Given (by ih):
jp : s0 , this : p `CTn−1 ;CT 0 Em0 : r 0

It follows from ...(III) (page )

⇒ πm (jp : s0 , this : p) `trans(πm ,(CTn−1 ;CT 0 ),CTskel ) πm (Em0 ) : πm (r 0 )
≡ jp : b0 , this : p `trans(πm ,(CTn−1 ;CT 0 ),CTskel ) πm (Em0 ) : a0

≡ jp : b0 , this : p `JT πm (Em0 ) : a0
S
S
where JT = trans(πm , CTn−1 , CTskel ), trans(πm , CT 0 , CTskel ), and by inspection of , it holds:
S
trans(πm , (CTn−1 ; CT 0 ), CTskel ) = trans(πm , CTn−1 , CTskel ), trans(πm , CT 0 , CTskel ).

Since πm is the identity map over all of CTn−1 , it follows that:

trans(πm , CTn−1 , CTskel ) = CTn−1 ; < empty classes from CT 0 >

 It would be appealing to be able to invoke Theorem ... (page ) directly, but this is not justified unless we can show `
CTn ; CT 0 ok. This is not possible, as CT 0 defines classes r 0 and s0 , which must be undefined for aspectual method k.c.m to be well typed.
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Likewise, by definition of πm , it can be seen that


class a0 extends object { }



class b0 extends object {


 expected a0 ρ(j.b.invoke)() 


trans(πm , CT 0 , CTskel ) = 

0
 expected a ρ(j.b.noInvoke)()





}

< empty classes from CTn−1 >

Thus, trans(πm , CT 0 , CTskel ) defines classes a0 and b0 , which already occur in CTn−1 . Conversely,
r 0 and s0 in trans(πm , CT 0 , CTskel ) are empty and unreferenced. By T-L-copy, methods with pre-

cisely the signatures from trans(πm , CT 0 , CTskel ) exist on CTn−1 ’s b0 class. Thus, we conclude that

the requirements made on trans(πm , (CTn−1 ; CT 0 ), CTskel ) to type πm (Em0 ) are already satisfied by

CTn−1 .

jp : b0 , this : p `CTn−1 πm (Em0 ) : a0 .

It follows

`CTn−1 a0 n0 (b0 jp){ πm (Em0 )} ok in p.

Therefore,
Recall that
and that

expected a0 n0 (b0 x) = mget(n0 , p, CTn−1 )

CTn = mset ( a0 n0 (b0 jp){ πm (Em0 )}, p, CTn−1 ) . Clearly, the replaced expected method

has the same signature as the replacing concrete method (both named n 0 ). Since we have shown the
concrete method well typed, it follows that ` CTn ok.

... Theorem: [Export preserves typing]:
Similarly to linking, compilation of export declarations maintain typing. For historical reasons, export is
affected by systematic renaming.
As this is the last compilation step, this also finishes the proof that compilation preserves typing.
Formal Statement:

∀κ, j, Pcomp , L, A, X , s.t. κ ` attach j Pcomp L A X ok

lettingρ = makeRho(j, Pcomp , κ)

CT = insert(j, Pcomp , ρ, κ)
CT 0 = link(L 0 , CT, ρ)
CT 00 = exp(X , CT 0 , ρ, πid )
then ` CT 00 ok
 See Section .. (page ) for a discussion on how the linking declarations are implemented, which is highly applicable to exports
as well.
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Proof:
By ... (page ), ` CT 0 ok, and shape(CT 0 ) = shape(CT ). It thus suffices to show that exp

does not break this.

exp works by building up a πexp from export declarations X , then applying that to CT 0 . Thus, letting
0
CTskel
= makeSkel(CT 0 ), we have our proof obligation:

NTS:

πexp

WellFormedFor

0
CT 0 , CTskel

Inlining the definition of WellFormedFor, we need to show that:
(
class c extends { Fc }
∈ CT 0 ,
∀
class d extends { Fd }
letting fc0 = {π(c.f )|cf f ∈ Fc }

fd0 = {π(d.f )|df f ∈ Fd }

f 0 ∈ fc0 ∧ c 6= d ⇒ f 0 unique in



c ≤CT d ⇔ πexp (c) ≤CTskel πexp (d)

fc0 ∪ fd0



c ≤CT d ∧ πexp (d.f ) = f 0 ⇒ πexp (c.f ) = f 0



(m overriderelatesCT 0 c, d) ⇒
πexp (c.m) = πexp (d.n) ⇔ (m = n)

It is tempting to structure the proof similarly to that of link: by induction over length of X . Unfortunately, this is not straight-forward, as the typing of X is not conjunctive. Properties allOldOverrides
and noNewOverrides are global properties; subsets of X will in general not generate π which satisfies
WellFormedFor.

Instead, we proceed by noting that makeOnePi modifies only method name mappings in π; thus since
the initial π in exp is πid , which has the identity mapping for class and field names, we conclude
that πexp will also have the identity mapping for field and class names. Since it holds trivially that
0
πid WellFormedForCT 0 , CTskel
, we conclude that only the parts of WellFormedFor referring to method

names need to be shown to hold. Thus, we simplify our burden to:
(
class c extends {···}
∀
∈ CT 0 ,
class d extends {···}



πexp (c.m) = πexp (d.n) ⇔ (m = n)
(m overriderelatesCT 0 c, d) ⇒

We show this by contradiction. It cannot be that:
(
class c extends {···}
∃
∈ CT 0 ,
class d extends {···}



(m overriderelatesCT 0 c, d) ∧ ¬ πexp (c.m) = πexp (d.n) ⇔ (m = n)

 As a side note, induction would be possible if makeOnePi were redefined to work over all export declarations for a methods in a
given overriderelates set simultaneously.
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By Theorem ... (page ), shape(CT ) = shape(CT 0 ), allowing us to apply typing properties

between Pcomp and CT to arrive at absurdities. We look at both directions of πexp (c.m) = πexp (d.n)

⇔ (m = n). Both cases have as precondition m overriderelates CT 0 c, d. To simplify the proofs, we

choose d so that c ≤ d.

Case 6⇒: m overriderelatesCT 0 c, d
πexp (c.m) = πexp (d.n)

m 6= n

noNewOverrides (Figure , page ) guarantees that

∀(export j.d.m0 as m), (export k.c.n0 as n) ∈ X , s.t. m0 6= n0 .

(ρ(k.c) ≤
≥ ρ(j.d)) ⇒ m 6= n
This contradicts πexp (c.m) = πexp (d.n), which implies that m = n.
Case 6⇐: m overriderelatesCT 0 c, d
πexp (c.m) 6= πexp (d.n)

m=n

allOldOverrides (Figure , page ) guarantees that

∀(export k.c.n0 as n) ∈ X ,

∀class d extends {···} ∈ κ(k), m
!
V m overriderelatesκ(k) c, d
mexists(m, d, κ(k))

⇒ ∃(export k.d.m as n) ∈ X

For πexp (c.m) 6= πexp (d.n), we conclude (export k.d.m0 as m), (export k.c.n0 as n) ∈ X where m 6=

n.

By T-Export, (export k.d.m as ) unique in X . It impossible for ∃(export k.d.m as n) ∈ X to hold,
which is implied that it does, leading to a contradiction.

. Complete and Safe Collaborations

By allowing well-typed modules to be composed while retaining their static typing constraints, we have
intended to provide a system whose dynamic errors can be predicted. While it is true that a well-typed
program will not encounter dynamic method lookup errors, we cannot immediately rule out all dynamic
errors: casting operations can still fail, and expected methods can be invoked before being provided.
The compilation process itself may introduce dynamic errors. For example, we can imagine an illadvised genericity scheme were each atomic module is type checked in isolation, but where each exported


We know this choice is possible, as every set of classes related by m overriderelates CT 0 will necessarily have a topmost element.
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method has the external signature object meth(object arg ), and internally casts arguments to more specific
required types. While this would allow a very large number of configurations to be composed into
well-typed results, the resulting program could hardly be expected to run without dynamic error.
Thus, we are prompted to define properties to describe whether potential dynamic errors are present
in a given expression. We use these properties to show that our compilation process will not introduce
any such potential errors. Coupled with no restrictions on the kinds of signatures which can be exported,
we conclude that there is no advantage—from a type-safety point of view—to writing programs in a
monolithic or modular style.

.. Atomic Collaborations

L ike

[IPW], we define a safe expression as one which can be typed Γ ` CT ok without using rules

T-DCast or T-SCast. In Featherweight Java, the corresponding evaluation rules are the only ones which
can fail in a well-typed program. Below, we show that such expressions are never created during the
evaluation of a program, so that if none exist initially, the program will remains safe during evaluation.

Our additions to FJ have introduced another possible dynamic failure: the attempt to invoke an
expected method that has not been provided with a concrete implementation. It is tempting to consequently extend the definition of safety to include not using T-ExpMeth either. Upon further thought,
however, a difference arises: while casts are only removed from the program during evaluation, expected
methods can be replaced by concrete methods during the linking phase of compilation (link and compile
of Figure , page ).
Instead, we classify an expression as complete if it is type-checked without the use of T-ExpMeth. At
this stage, there are no properties to prove about the expressions with this classification, but we will revisit
it in Section .., in the context of compiling composite collaborations.
We do not offer any formal definitions of safe or complete, as the properties are simple enough for
the informal description above to be unambiguous.
... Lemma [Reduction Preserves Safety]:
If Γ ` E : c

∧ E safe, and E ,→ E 0 , then Γ ` E 0 : c ∧ E0 safe.

Proof:
An observation follows from trivial inspection of evaluation rules: No rule inserts casts into the program
during execution. It thus suffices to show that no cast becomes a DCast or SCast.
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This can be shown by induction over evaluation of E ,→ E 0 . We show only the case for RC-Cast,
which is the only applicable rule apart from the R-Cast. R-Cast, in Figure  (page ), removes
the cast, and hence maintains safety. The other rules are trivial.
Case RC-Cast: E = (c)E 00

E00 ,→ E000 E0 = (c)E 000

By antecedent, DCast and SCast do not occur in Γ ` (c)E 00 : c.

As E 00 is a subexpression of E, they do not occur in Γ ` E 00 : c0 , either.

The only alternative is that UCast applies, and thus c 0 ≤ c.
By .. (page ), Γ ` E 000 : c00 , where c00 ≤ c0 .

By ih, E 000 safe.

By transitivity, c00 ≤ c, and thus E 0 safe.

... Lemma [Reduction Preserves Completeness]:
If Γ ` E : c
Proof:

∧ E complete, and E ,→ E 0 , then Γ ` E 0 : c ∧ E0 complete.

An observation follows from trivial inspection of evaluation rules: No rule inserts expected methods.
Unlike casts, which can expose different casts during evaluation  method kinds do not change, and
thus we are done.

... Lemma [Progress of Safe and Complete Programs]:
If Γ ` E : c ∧ E safe ∧ E complete, and E contains sub-expression E 0 , then two implications hold:
. if E 0 = (d)new d (E ) then d ≤ d.
. if E 0 = E0:d .m(E 0 ) then d.m does not refer to an expected method.
Proof:
Follows from not using the rules T-ExpMeth, T-DCast, or T-SCast in the type derivation of E.

 For example (b)((object)((c)···)) statically appears to be a downcast from object to b, but will evaluate to the stupid cast (b)((c)···))
(assuming that c is not related to b).
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.. Theorem [Safe and Complete Programs Do Not Stick]
If Γ ` E : c

∧

value V .

E safe

∧

E complete, and E ,→∗ E0 , with E 0 being a normal form, then E 0 is a

Proof:
Follows from Theorems .. (page ), ..., ..., and ....

.. Composite Collaborations

In the previous section, we introduced the concepts of an expression being safe and complete, which
respectively meant that the expression did not have any down or stupid casts, and did not refer to expected
methods. We pointed out that while safety was immutable statically, an non-complete expression could
become complete during linking.
We show below that by providing concrete bodies for expected methods, a collaboration’s expressions
will not become less complete during compilation, and that compilation does not affect safety. 
... Lemma [Expression Safety and Completeness are Preserved by Compilation]:
If
and

κ ` attach j Pcomp L A X ok

Patom = compile(attach j Pcomp L A X , κ)

where ρ = the ρ generated by compile
then

∀j ∈ j, Ej in κ(j), E in Patom s.t. E = ρ(j)(Ej )
Ej safe ⇒ E safe

Proof:
Case

Ej complete ⇒ E complete

SAFE :

Directly from inspection of π(E) used to calculate E = ρ(j)(E j ), noting that no casts are inserted (or
removed).

 Of course, we cannot provide concrete methods to expected methods that are not visible. It is thus a good idea to warn the
programmer if an expected method is neither provided nor exported: the method will not be visible to subsequent linking, and thus any
expression which references it cannot become complete.
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Case

COMPLETE :

Directly from trans(π, M, CTskel ), used to create output collaboration, no method becomes expectedduring composition.

... Theorem [Compilation is Completely Safe]:
If κ ` attach j Pcomp L A X ok

Patom = compile(attach j Pcomp L A X , κ)

∀j ∈ j, κ(j) safe ∧ κ(j) complete

then Patom safe
Proof:

∧ Patom complete.

By Theorem ..., each expression E in Patom which corresponds to Ej in κ(j) is safe.
By inspection of trans, every expression E has a corresponding E j .

.. No Mandatory Risks

Just because the compilation process does not introduce any dynamic error locations, we cannot claim
that we offer complete safety. In Section . (page ) we criticized AspectJ and Hyper/J for having
genericity systems which require that downcasts be used to recover argument types. This implies that
generic AspectJ and Hyper/J programs cannot be safe; even if the compilation scheme maintains safety,
this achieves little, as the programs did not have the property to begin with. 
It is clearly possible to write safe generic aspects in Aspectual Collaboration: Listing  (page )
shows such a program. Indeed—while we will not prove the claim—it is only necessary to introduce
casts into an ac if the join-point or return-value objects need to escape the textual extent of the aspectual
method, which is anecdotally quite rare.

. Discussion of Language Design

Rather than discuss language design in the context of the prototype implementation, we use our formally
presented semantics as a context. We highlight how several issues fit together, and which trade-offs were
made in the design.
 In our judgment, not maintaining safety is a greater drawback than mandating unsafe programs: failure of a mandatory downcast is
transparent to the user, while failure of a compiler-introduced downcast is opaque to all but compiler architects. AspectJ’s compilation is
discussed in greater detail in Section ... (page ).
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.. Composable Type Checking

The full type checking rules have been formally presented in Figure  (page ), but intuitively we can
summarize them as ascertaining that for a composed collaboration, certain properties hold:
. There is an unambiguous mapping of types in constituent collaborations to the types in the output
collaboration,
. Imported methods have the same signatures as their expected placeholders,
. Subtyping relationships of types in constituent collaborations remain unchanged, and
. Overriding relationships in constituent collaborations’ methods remain unchanged.
Several lesser properties are also checked (for example that the rhs of a provide declaration is actually
an expected method), but are more local in effect.
... Unambiguous Types
The need for unambiguous type mappings is illustrated by failings in several of the collaboration oriented
designs. Notably, multiple type mappings led to possible casting errors in Class Graph Views (Section .., page ) and undefined semantics in Adaptive Components (Section .., page ). In each
of these cases, the problems arose when several types from one constituent collaboration were mapped to
the same type in the output collaboration. In very broad terms, the problem with many to one mappings
is that even though two types from a collaboration may have the same exported interface, unless they have
precisely the same internal interface, we cannot conflate them.
We illustrate the situation with the more intuitive, but analogous, case of Java interfaces: in this case
the interface ExtClass models the common output type, the two concrete classes A and B model the
dissimilar, but conflated, constituent types, and the downcasts model the difference between exported
and internal interfaces.

 In this context “unambiguous” means that each output type is mapped to at most one type for each constituent collaboration, and
each constituent type is mapped to exactly one output type.
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class A implements ExtClass {
void someOp() { /∗···∗/ }
void binaryMethod(ExtClass arg) {
this.someOp();
((A)arg).someOp();
}
}
interface ExtClass {
void binaryMethod(ExtClass);
}







class B implements ExtClass {
void someOtherOp() { /∗···∗/ }
void binaryMethod(ExtClass arg) { ··· }
}







···
ExtClass oA = ···;
ExtClass oB = ···;
oA.binaryMethod(b);

If objects oA and oB are the same type at runtime, everything is fine, but if they are different (oA is
an A and oB is a B), then a dynamic casting error will occur when arg (which is a B) is downcast to A.
Type mappings for collaborations do not require a downcast, so if we allowed this type mapping the result
would be an unsound system: A.binaryMethod would attempt to invoke a method which does not exist
instead of failing on a dynamic cast error.
The difficulty is that if A and B are from the same collaboration, we cannot create a type which can
represent either oA and oB without combining the two types in all contexts: the code in the collaboration
will be compiled with the assumption that they are the different. One way to fix this would be to modify
the jvm (or at least our Java compilation scheme) to pass along a view representation [SS] to indicate
which of the types we are using.
However, if A and B are from different collaborations, each collaboration is an implicit context to
generate an unambiguous type for the objects. Since both collaborations will have been compiled in ignorance of the type from the other collaboration, we can create a union type without additional language
support.
... Identical Type Signatures
In order to achieve modular typing, we require that an import is fulfilled with exactly the same signature
as it was declared. Section .. (page ) explains why this is a sufficient, but not necessary condition,
and how we could relax it in the future.
... Subtyping Unchanged
In order to allow composed collaborations to remain well typed, we need to guarantee that subtyping
remains unchanged. However, this needs to be a bidirectional implication. Let A and B be from a
constituent collaboration, while P and Q are the types they are mapped to (respectively) in the output
collaboration. It is obvious that we require: A ≤ B ⇒ P ≤ Q, as otherwise inheritance assumed in

the compiled code for A will be lost, and downcasts that should succeed would fail. For example, in the
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example below, were P (mapped to A) not to be a subclass of Q (mapped to B), then useMeth would no
longer see someMeth in the composed program.




class B extends Object {
B someMeth() { ··· }
}





class A extends B {
B useMeth() { return this.someMeth(); }
}

However, we also require A ≤ B ⇐ P ≤ Q. This guarantees that no new inheritance relations are

introduced. For example, if type C were mapped to output type R, so that P ≤ R ≤ Q, then while the

program would be well typed, we would no longer be invoking the someMeth we were expecting. Even
worse, type casts that formerly would have failed from a C (R) to a A (P), can now succeed.




class B extends Object {
B someMeth() { ··· }
}








class A extends B {
B useMeth() { return this.someMeth(); }
}
class C extends B {
B someMeth() { ··· }
}

Thus, the case we have presented for A ≤ B ⇐ P ≤ Q is not as strong as the ⇒ direction, and it is

possible that in future it could be removed in certain situations. However, we would have to revisit the
proofs to show that this relaxation is indeed safe.
... Overriding unchanged

Largely, this follows from subtyping unchanged, but we also need to take exports into account. Thus, in
order to maintain overriding, we require that all overridden and overriding methods be exported to the
same name. If the method is one frequently overridden (such as toString), this may require many export
statements. Furthermore, overriding relationships cannot be introduced by export declarations.

.. Constructors

Ironically, even though Featherweight Java and Sun’s official Java differ widely in how they use constructors, we run into difficulties in both cases.
... Featherweight Java Constructors
In Featherweight Java, a program is evaluated by rewriting the main expression in the context of the
Class Table. Because there are no side-effects, there is no concept of object equality, only equivalence.
As such, an object value (where the fields of the object have also been evaluated to values) is uniquely
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represented by the textual representation of its constructor. The constructor thus represents the binding
of expressions to fields in the object, including inherited fields.
This causes trouble when we want to compose collaborations. Let the two single-class collaborations
we wish to compose be a and b, and class AB be the composed result of classes A and B (a convention we
use throughout this section):






collab a = atom
class A extends Object {
Object oA;
A makeA() { return new A(new Object()); }
}













collab b = atom
class B extends Object {
Object oB;
B makeB() { return new B(new Object()); }
}

class AB extends Object {
Object oA a;
Object oB b;
AB makeB b() { return new AB(new Object()); }
AB makeA a() { return new AB(new Object()); }
}

Field and method names on AB have been α-converted by the composition process (in this case
by adding a suffix of their constituent collaboration). We are assuming implicit constructors, defined
unambiguously by concatenation of inherited fields and fields directly on the class.
The problem is that the bodies of makeA a and makeB b both pass only one argument to the constructor, while the composed class’s constructor has two fields, and hence has a constructor with two
arguments. Our solution to this problem is to prohibit constructors in the source program, replacing
constructor expressions (new C(E )) with constructor-less instantiation (new C) and functional update
(Er [f 7→ Ef ]). Constructor-less instantiation creates an object with default values for all fields. Recall

that the default value of a field of type D is the constructor-less instantiation of its type: new D. The
corresponding (working) program would be:






collab a = atom
class A extends Object {
Object oA;
A makeA() { return new A [oA 7→ new Object]; }
}







This works fine.







collab b = atom
class B extends Object {
Object oB;
B makeB() { return new B [oB 7→ new Object]; }
}

class AB extends Object {
Object oA a;
Object oB b;
AB makeA a() { return new AB [oA a 7→ new Object]; }
AB makeB b() { return new AB [oA b →
7 new Object]; }
}
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A wrong solution
An earlier attempt at a solution was similar, but critically flawed. We present it here as a curiosity
because it would have worked fine, as far as proving soundness, but modeled an incorrect semantics.
The idea was to avoid adding constructor-less instantiation and functional update to the language by
introducing overloaded constructors and default values. Featherweight Java requires that each class have
exactly one constructor, and our previously presented model has no constructors, while this approach
would allow multiple constructors.
So given the collaborations:







collab a = atom
class A extends Object {
Object oA;
A(Object oa) { this.oA := oa; }
A makeA() { return new A(new Object()); }
}








collab b = atom
class B extends Object {
Object oB;
B(Object ob) { this.oB := ob; }
B makeB() { return new B(new Object()); }
}

To support composition inserting new fields, compilation would augment the constructor to use
default values for unmentioned fields. All that was needed was for the expression to specify which (of the
now multiple) constructors was referenced. Using subscripts to indicate which constructor is referenced,
the composed program might look like:








class AB extends Object {
Object oA a; Object oB b;
ABa (Object oa) { this.oA a := oa; this.oB b := new Object(); }
ABb (Object ob) { this.oB b := ob; this.oA a := new Object(); }
AB makeA a() { return new ABa (new Object()); }
AB makeB b() { return new ABb (new Object()); }
}

There are two problems with this approach. The more obvious problem is that the default expression
of recursive types is infinite, if written out naively: a class C which contains a field theC also of type C is
infinite (theC = new C(new C(new C(···)));). The workaround is to insert methods to create objects of
each type, and reference those in the constructor (theC = this.makeC();).
The more fundamental problem is that since constructors are the only way to update a value, and
since behavior from collaboration x will only use constructor C x (···), which knows only of fields from
that collaboration, state from other collaborations would be lost immediately.
For example, assume a color field (of type Color) is added to a Rectangle class via collaboration
composition. We would like to have the rectangle maintain its color when moved. The move method
on Rectangle might look like (assuming we have a type Int for modeling numbers) the left, while the
composed constructor for Rectangle might be as on the right, below.
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Rectangle move(Int dX, Int dY) { return
new Rectangleshp (this.x.plus(dX),this.y.plus(dY),
this.w,this.h);
}







Rectangleshp (Int x, Int y, Int w, Int h) {
this.x := x; this.y := y;···
// default value for color used in shp constructor
this.color := new Colorcol (···);
}

The constructor used to create a moved rectangle completely disregards the color of the old rectangle!
While the scheme could (probably) be shown to be type sound, it would not at all be a useful model.
... Actual Java Constructors
In implementing the compilation algorithm for the Java Virtual Machine [LY], we run into another
complication with constructors: they are the only entity in the virtual machine with a hard-coded name.
For all other methods and fields —with the arguable exception of the main method—we are free to
α-convert member names and references when inserting the constituent collaborations into the host
collaboration to avoid name clashes.
However, this option is not available for constructors, as they are hardwired to be named <init>. 
Each class is guaranteed to have at least one constructor, guaranteeing an unavoidable name clash for each
generated output class. Since idiomatic Java uses constructors heavily, we have no option but to deal with
the issue somehow.
Our solution is to generate new constructors that invoke the existing constructors, where the existing
constructors are transformed into plain methods. The question is which constructors to compose, and in
which order to invoke them.
Figure Figure  illustrates a general case; constructor reference is shown as a composition relationship
from subclass- to superclass-constructor. Because there may be several constructors in a constituent class,
we must specify which ones to compose. For example, the figure suggests that constructors g and h
correspond, as do c and d.
From a typing perspective, the requirement is that we generate constructors with the same signatures as
the existing constructors in the constituent classes, so as to satisfy their uses in the code of the constituent
collaborations.
Additionally, while there is a partial order for invoking the constructors (for each class, its superclass must be initialized first), there is still significant room for reordering. The figure shows two such
 There is some subtlety involved, so that we maintain all subtyping and overriding relationships while avoiding to introduce any. This
is why makeRho (Figure , page ) is so large. The type-checking rules tX-allOld, tX-noNew, and t-subtyping (Figure , page
) are also primarily aimed at maintaining subtyping and overriding relationships.
 Object constructors are named <init>, of which there can be several for each class. There is also a singleton class-constructor <clinit>.
Additionally, these constructor methods need to be invoked with a invokespecial instruction, to avoid dynamic dispatch. Technically,
avoiding dynamic dispatch is only an issue for the super constructor, but the jvm enforces the restriction that constructors be invoked only
with the invokespecial instruction. We will ignore <clinit> and the special invoke instruction in our discussion.
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Figure 45: Two collaborations (one and two) to be composed, and their constructors.







class TopClass {
TopClass() { overriddenmeth(); }
void overriddenmeth() {
// empty
}
}









class BotClass extends TopClass {
final Object o = new Object();
void overriddenmeth() {
if (o == null) System.err.println(”That was unexpected”);
}
public static void main(String[] args) { new BotClass(); }
}

Figure 46: The above listing illustrates a case where we get an unexpected result, because method overriding
allows us to escape the expected context of execution. The example illustrates that overriddenmeth in BotClass
is executed before its constructor, because dynamic dispatch from TopClass’s constructor will dispatch to the
overriding method in BotClass. The example would not “work” (ie, would not break) were the field a primitive
type like int, as such types do not have identity, and can thus be copied and inlined when marked final, further
breaking assumptions about the order of evaluation.

orderings, as two arrows through the constructors.
Lastly, there is another constraint would like to satisfy: that no method is executed in an uninitialized
context. For example, we would like that no method from one.Y is executed until constructor c has been
invoked. Unfortunately, this is very hard to achieve because those methods may be exported. If, for
example, constituent class two.Y were to be provided a method from one.Y and invoke that method in its
constructor d, the method would execute in an uninitialized context in the constructor ordering of the
thin solid arrow, while it would be fine in the ordering of the thick dotted arrow. In general, there is no
one order which can guarantee this property, as import/export relationships can be mutually dependent.
However, this problem exists even in plain Java, as sketched in Figure .
In general, the thin solid arrow seems a more intuitive order, and is the one we choose.
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Figure 47: Possible implementations for provide

.. Semantics for Provide

A natural question to ask is whether the provide declaration which provides concrete behavior from c
to expected method e (c →
= e) works on method references (by redirecting all existing references to e to

reference c) or by copying the method body from c to create a concrete method e.  It is tempting to
reason that it does not matter, as a method body is merely an expression, and it should not matter whether
we pass by copy or pass by reference. Alas, it does matter, as the intuition tempting us to disregard the
question is based on a false assumption: that we do not mutate method bodies.
Let us pose the question from another angle: Assume an atomic collaboration with concrete method
c and expected method e. A second collaboration imports the resulting collaboration, provides c →
= e,

and attaches advice ac to c. Should invocations of e be advised by ac (written e ⇒ ac in Figure )? What

of the case where we advise e with ae : should invocations of c be advised by ae (c ⇒ ae )?

Similarly, when we declare m →
= e, must m be concrete, or should we note that e will be provided

with the same behavior as m, when it is eventually provided concrete behavior? After m →
= e, are we left

with one or two methods? Are we able to export both under different names? If c is overridden, should

dynamic dispatch affect e (c 0 ≤ c)?

We have several implementation strategies, with different effects. We can copy c’s body to e, we can

create a body for e to delegate to c, or we can update all references of e to become c. Figure  summarizes
the trade-offs for each of the three implementations. We choose copy rather than delegate only because
valued symmetry in the advice implications over being able to have an expected method as the source of
a provide. Additionally, were we to implement the delegate scheme, we would need some bookkeeping
 Which

of these is the case is not really germane, but it is the former. This is clarified in rule link- →
= in Figure  (page ).
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to avoid circular delegations.
Embarrassingly, while our implementation of the formal model follows this reasoning, we had not yet
realized the tradeoffs involved when implementing the full system, and thus chose to use reference. Our
headaches in getting the full system to work prompted us to label the approach as “complex.”
... Similarly for Export
Similar arguments can be made for export declarations. [Alda] points out that a requirement for modularity is that the encapsulated implementation of a module should be unaffected by how it is used, unless
variance points are explicitly exported. Unfortunately, this is not the case with aspectual collaborations;
advice attached to a collaboration’s exported methods will intercept both external uses of the method
as well as encapsulated uses. Thus, the collaboration’s behavior has not been sufficiently encapsulated, as
external advice can affect the internal implementation. This effect occurs because—like provide declarations, and for the same reasons—exports are effected by renaming the member. Thus, both internal and
external references share the same method, and since advice interception is implemented as a rewriting
of the method, both are affected.
There is simple workaround: rather than exporting the member, export a method that forwards to it.
This forwarding method can be freely advised without affecting the internal behavior. In the current full
implementation, this must be done manually, but a re-implementation would likely do this automatically.
Several similar approaches can also be used: if the collaboration only wanted a method to be advisable
by before advice, then the unexported method could be modified to invoke a stub method upon entry.
By exporting the before-stub, external references are allowed to attach before advice, but are not able to
affect the method’s behavior. However, at this point we need to ask whether it would not be better to
just use the subject-observer pattern.

.. Flexible typing rules for Linking

While we allow attached collaborations to have different shapes, subject to some constraints, we have
significantly stricter constraints for the method linking—both for providing expected methods and for
aspectual interception. Specifically, we require that both methods (host and aspectual method, or expected
and concrete method) are inserted into precisely the same class, and additionally, that expected and
concrete methods have exactly the same signature. While these restrictions are sufficient for type soundness,
they are not necessary.
For example, given the delegate implementation of link- →
= , our compilation scheme preserves typing

as long as the linked method returns a subtype of its declared type.
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Even greater flexibly can be achieved were we to allow some arguments to be specified in the →
=

declaration syntax. This would allow us to provide a concrete method to an expected method with a
subset of the concrete method’s arguments. However, such functionality would not add to the expressiveness of the language; we can achieve the same result by creating an adapter collaboration to perform
the delegation. Indeed, were the above general scheme implemented, it would be by a desugaring into
an adapter collaboration and some linking instructions.
Lastly, there is no fundamental reason why the concrete (or aspectual) method should be defined
on the same class as the expected (or intercepted); they could be declared on a superclass. Inheritance
guarantees that the methods are visible on all subclasses, thus preserving typing. However, this too, can
be ameliorated by an adapter collaboration which inserts a method which overrides and forwards to the
inherited one.
Since we would not gain any expressiveness, we use the more restrictive, but also more straightforward, typing rules.

.. Specifying Join-point Tuples by Matching

Eagle-eyed readers will have noticed that we have not discussed any way to attach a collaboration multiple
times in a systematic way; one reason to want to do this is to advise sets of join-point tuples (jts). There
are two reasons for the omission: Primarily, the semantics we desire can be achieved by a sequence
of compositions, and thus sets need not be dealt with at a semantic level. Secondarily, we have not
implemented the matching syntax described in this section.
Aiming for a semantics which is equivalent to serial composition simplifies and clarifies the semantics
significantly, it does so at a considerable price of convenience to the programmer: requiring that the
programmer explicitly write out all attachments is unattractive if the jts is large.
As a concrete example, Figure  shows a base collaboration consisting of a number of classes with
fields and get methods for the fields, and a logging collaboration which is meant to log invocations of
the advised method. However, since we lack any printing primitives in our minimal language, we merely
invoke a method named print, which does no printing and instead just returns its argument.  We want to
write attachment declarations over the example so that each of the get? methods is advised by the l.L.logit
aspectual method. Figure  shows a sequence of collaborations to achieve precisely the effect we desire.
However, as feared and expected, the result is hardly succinct.

 The example also illustrates how existentially typed objects—in this case the return-value object returned by jp.invoke—can escape the
scope of its aspectual method.
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collab base = atom
class Vars extends Object {
Str str;
Baz baz;
Vars make() { return
new Vars[baz 7→
new Baz.make()]; }
Str getStr() { return this.str; }
Baz getBaz() { return this.baz; }
}
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class Baz extends Object {
Vars vars;
Baz make() { return this; }
Vars getVars() { return
this.vars; }
}
class Str extends Object { }








collab l = atom
class L extends Object {
aspectual RV logit(JP jp){ return
(RV) this.print(jp.invoke()); }
Object print(Object o){ return o; }
}

Figure 48: Sample base and logging collaborations.

... A First Attempt
Instead of repeating ourselves, it is tempting to imagine a linking language with features similar to AspectJ’s pointcuts: around exec base.∗.get∗ do l.L.logit default somemeth;. This approach immediately
grinds to a halt: what value of somemeth do we specify as the default method? Since the typing rules demand that somemeth have the same signature as the intercepted method, and for our purposes we always
want the intercepted method to be invoked, the obvious choice is to pass the intercepted method as the
default as well. To do this, we need to name each join point in the pointcut. A straight-forward declaration attempt might be: for <meth> in exec base.∗.get∗ around <meth> do l.L.logit default <meth>;.
This allows us to name the methods and pass the same method as the intercepted method and default.
We can now move to the next flaw with this approach: l.L.logit can only intercept methods mapped
to the same output type as l.L. Thus, we must also account for type mappings; in general, we want not
only set of values for a template variable (like hmethi), but a set of value-tuples to be bound to a tuple of

template variables. Section .. (page ) gives further motivation for this observation.

We want to write an composite collaboration, parametrized by template variables, that expresses a
complete attachment, so that when folded over a sequence of tuples, the same effect as explicit expansion
is achieved. Figure  shows the effect we are aiming for. Each of the get methods is advised by the
l.L.logit, and all methods are exported.

... A Second Attempt
Given a collaboration declaration as per the left side of Figure , we could instantiate it with the bindings

(out 7→ log s, in 7→ base, H 7→ Vars, methname 7→ getStr), to generate almost exactly the leftmost
 We do not suggest that passing the same method to be advised and be the default is a good idea. Indeed, the semantics shows that if
the intercepted and default methods are the same, the dontInvoke method will recursively invoke the aspectual method, and thus enter a
non-terminating computation. The full Java implementation allows the default to be left unspecified.
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collab log s = composite
attach base, l
class Vars
extends Object ⇐{base.Vars, l.L}
class Baz
extends Object ⇐{base.Baz}
class Str
extends Object ⇐{base.Str}
around base.Vars.getStr
do l.L.logit
default base.Vars.getStr;
export base.Var.make as make;
export base.Baz.make as make;
export base.Var.getStr as getStr;
export base.Var.getBaz as getBaz;
export base.Baz.getVars as getVars;


















collab log sb = composite
attach log s, l
class Vars
extends Object ⇐{log s.Vars, l.L}
class Baz
extends Object ⇐{log s.Baz}
class Str
extends Object ⇐{log s.Str}
around log s.Vars.getBaz
do l.L.logit
default log s.Vars.getBaz;
export log s.Var.make as make;
export log s.Baz.make as make;
export log s.Var.getStr as getStr;
export log s.Var.getBaz as getBaz;
export log s.Baz.getVars as getVars;


















collab log sbv = composite
attach log sb, l
class Vars
extends Object ⇐{log sb.Vars}
class Baz
extends Object ⇐{log sb.Baz, l.L}
class Str
extends Object ⇐{log sb.Str}
around log sb.Baz.getVars
do l.L.logit
default log sb.Baz.getVars;
export log sb.Var.make as make;
export log sb.Baz.make as make;
export log sb.Var.getStr as getStr;
export log sb.Var.getBaz as getBaz;
export log sb.Baz.getVars as getVars;

Figure 49: Manually attaching logging to the getter methods.
















collab houti = composite
attach hini, l
class Vars extends Object <= {hini.Vars}
class Baz extends Object <= {hini.Baz}
class Str extends Object <= {hini.Str}
class hHi <= {l.L}
around hini.hHi. methname
do l.L.logit
default hini.hHi. methname ;
export hini.Var.make as make;
export hini.Baz.make as make;
export hini.Var.getStr as getStr;
export hini.Var.getBaz as getBaz;
export hini.Baz.getVars as getVars;




















collab advised =
match (hHi, methname ) in base
where methname ˜ /get∗ / {
class hHi extends {
methname ();
}}
attach hini, l
class Vars extends Object <= {hini.Vars}
class Baz extends Object <= {hini.Baz}
class Str extends Object <= {hini.Str}
class hHi <= {l.L}
around hini.hHi. methname
do l.L.logit default hini.hHi. methname ;
export hini.Var.make as make;
export hini.Baz.make as make;
export hini.Var.getStr as getStr;
export hini.Var.getBaz as getBaz;
export hini.Baz.getVars as getVars;

Figure 50: A proposed template collaboration (left), and a matching clause to generate value-tuples for it (right).
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collaboration Figure . To duplicate the whole figure, we would need the bindings:

(in 7→ base,

(in 7→ log s,

out 7→ log s,

out 7→ log sb,

H 7→ Vars, methname 7→ getStr)

H 7→ Vars, methname 7→ getBaz)

(in 7→ log sb, out 7→ log sbv, H 7→ Baz,

methname 7→ getVars)

The exact intermediary collaboration names are unimportant; more important is that they chain each
collaboration to the previous. What remains is to somehow generate these tuples automatically. The
right-hand side of Figure  shows a suggested match template, which matches against base to generate
the above bindings, and applies them to the template. The main difference is that the chaining of
intermediate collaborations is automatic, with the reserved variable hini taking the name of the previous

intermediate result. More examples of matching specifications are given in [LLO].
Conclusion

While the sketched scheme appears workable; it has several faults which have lead us to postpone implementation and instead search for a better scheme. (a) From an aesthetic view-point, the textual nature
of the tuples is unfortunate. Although we achieve compile-time error detection of erroneous compositions generated by poorly written templates, a more principled correctness property would be preferable.
(b) The scheme couples a template tightly to the match clause which generates a set of bindings. This
enforces a top-down-only decomposition, which is overly restrictive. It would be preferable to be able
to declare a set of tuples in a constituent collaboration, and only expose the types of the values in the
interface of the collaboration. (c) The set of tuples generated by a matching clause is hard to predict;
the obvious meaning of a match clause is to generate each distinct tuple which corresponds to a match
in the base collaboration. However, this means, unintuitively, that adding additional constraints to the
match-clause can potentially increase the number of tuples generated.
The scheme is thus both fragile and opaque. It would be preferable to have a more explicit scheme.
The system suggested in the future work Section .. (page ) will hopefully ameliorate these restrictions by instead providing an algebra of join points, which can then be manipulated.

.. Less Minimal Join-point Models
Compared to more mature ao systems, such as AspectJ, the join-point model we support is minimal in
the extreme: only interception of method executions (as outlined in Section ., page ). In contrast,
AspectJ supports method invocations, variable access, and predicates over the history of the computation.
 The only difference is that in Figure , we have class Vars ⇐ {base.Vars, l.L} in one line, where in our template would generate two
such type mappings (one for base.Vars, and one for l.L). The generated collaboration would not be wellformed (as each output class can be
declared at most once, and the second declaration lacks a superclass), but a simple preprocessing pass can easily collect all type maps into
one wellformed declaration.
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collab keepcflow;
participant C {
static int counter;
aspectual RV cflowsrc(JP jp) {
counter++;
RV rv = jp.invoke();
counter−−;
return rv;
}
boolean cflowP() {
return (counter>0); }
}













collab condbefore;
participant Aspect {
expected boolean pred();
expected void beforeadvice();
aspectual R cflowtrg(J jp) {
if (pred()) { // run advice
beforeadvice();
} // else just proceed
return jp.invoke();
}
}












collab cflowaspect;
participant P { }
attach keepcflow,condbefore {
P += C, Aspect {
provide cflowP to pred;
export beforeadvice;
export cflowsrc;
export cflowtrg ;
}
}

Figure 51: Simulating AspectJ’s cflow predicate.

Other published systems have offered generic region support, allowing any subexpression to be treated
like a join point.
Our argument has been that since our area of investigation is the combination of modules and aspects
rather than advanced join points, a minimal join point model would suffice. However, it is easy to
speculate what a more mature implementation would look like.
The aspectual method paradigm can easily be used to capture the execution of any region: method
executions are merely those which are easiest to identify. A simple code transformation can be used to turn
variable access, subexpression evaluation, and method invocations into methods, and thus inject them into
our join-point model of method executions. Encapsulation allows us to perform such transformations
without fear of polluting subsequent uses of the transformed collaboration.
Likewise, predicates can be expressed as aspects: AspectJ’s cflow predicate can be implemented as a
collaboration as sketched in Figure . Two generic collaborations interact to produce the required behavior: keepcflow implements a counter which keeps track of how many times a given method has been
recursively entered (when execution is in the cflow of the method, counter > 0), and condbefore conditionally executes before advice before based on an external predicate pred. The composed collaboration
cflowaspect exports three methods: two aspectual methods cflowsrc and cflowtrg which need to advise

the method whose cflow we are concerned about and the method to be thus advised, respectively; and
required beforeadvice, which is the method implementing the before advice.
There are several limitations of this sketched approach.
. Because the two aspectual methods are on the same participant P, both the source and target
of the cflow predicate must be on the same class. An alternate formulation would put them
on different classes, but this would require that the source and target were on classes with no
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Figure 52: Example of Diamond Import.

subtyping relationship. Section .. (page ) discusses the causes for this behavior, and under
which conditions it could be relaxed in the future.
. We have only illustrated before advice. To implement around advice would be essentially the
same, but lack of closures require us either to hardwire the around advice into the conditional
collaboration or to resort to dynamic casts in order to provide proceed functionality.
. The use of side-effects and static variables limits this approach to the full Java implementation. A
more mature implementation would keep a per-thread counter.
. Note that we only define a cflow condition; we do not have any support for automatically deriving
which target methods might be in the cflow of a particular source. Thus, if we wanted to advise
every method reachable from a particular cflow source, our proposed system would not be sufficient.
In general, such calculations require a conservative flow analysis, which can become coarse-grained
in a dynamically dispatched language.

.. Diamond Import

Module systems typically need to support a module being imported twice into a client module via
different paths. The left-hand side of Figure  illustrates a motivating case in a compiler: the symbol
table is needed both by the parser and the code generator. The compiler module thus has two (transitive)
import paths to the symbol table. This is known as Diamond Import [Mac]. 
We need to make sure that types of the two uses of the symbol table are the same. One way to
guarantee this is to parametrize the two modules, Parser and CodeGen, over the instance of SymbolTable:
instead of directly instantiating a SymbolTable, the modules are abstracted over it. The Compiler module

 Several

references list [Mac] as the origin of this example, but the paper fails to use the word “diamond”.
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instantiates the SymbolTable and links both the Parser and CodeGen modules with it, as shown in the
middle column of the figure.
Aspectual collaborations solve the problem by never specifying how imports are to be satisfied: there
is no way for either Parser or CodeGen to specify that they wish to import a SymbolTable. Rather, the
collaborations declare which methods are required. Then the composing collaboration, Compiler, is free
to provide these requirements in any way, the most straight-forward being composing the SymbolTable
module.
The approach is appealing in its simplicity, but does have one drawback. If a gui were subsequently
developed to help debug compiled programs, it too would need to use the SymbolTable, to allow Debugging code and Tracing code speak to each other. Using the same technique as earlier, it is easy to
share an instance of the SymbolTable module between the two.
Unfortunately, this approach breaks if we try to combine the gui and the Compiler into a single ide
application: we now have two uses of the SymbolTable, as shown in the right-hand side of the figure. Even
though we can map types so that there is a common type for the SymbolTable of the Compiler and that of
the gui, they would not share state: the Parser and Debugger would see different line-number variables.
The designer must foresee that the Compiler and gui are not the final uses of the SymbolTable, and thus
defer attaching it. In this small example, the remedy is to create two new collaborations: PartialCompiler
and PartialGUI which do not include the SymbolTable, but in the general case, with several composition
stages between the attachment of the shared collaboration and the join of the multiple uses, this is not an
attractive option.

Chapter 5

Discussion
. Future Work

There are several directions of investigation that would allow the system to be significantly more expressive.

.. Multiple Attachments and Join-points in interfaces

Two seemingly orthogonal issues are infact related: How to best declare multiple attachments of a collaboration and how to increase the expressiveness of point-cut descriptors. In the presented system,
attachments are must be enumerated explicitly, and the point-cuts can only capture methods which can
also be provided (and hence invoked) in the current context: aspectual collaborations cannot contain
join-point-valued entities in the interface.
Of the two, the latter is the more galling problem, as equating the ability to advise with the ability to
invoke a method results in invariants becoming difficult to maintain.  It would be preferable to separate
advisability from visibility, allowing a module to export one or more abstract point-cuts: sets consisting of
join points whose values are unknown. More precisely, as per Section .. (page ), we would like to
be able to import and export sets of join-point tuples. For example, if we have several push-pop method
pairs, it would not suffice to make one set of push methods, and one set of pop methods, as this would
break the cohesion of the pairs.
 Section
 Section

.. (page ) presents and critiques a naive attempt to automate enumeration for attachments.
.. (page ) discusses modular reasoning in greater detail.
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In this section, we sketch a new join-point model and show how it provides the expressiveness we are
looking for.
... Join-point Tables
We are hoping to divorce the declaration of join points from their use, and to allow both imports and
exports of them to be propagated through modular composition. Thus, the use of a join point can be
“far” from its declaration, and we will need meta information about the declaration to ensure that a
join point is used in ways compatible with its declaration. Without such meta information, erroneous
use would still be caught at compile time, it becomes difficult both to diagnose the cause of the error
and which (if either) of the modules is at fault and should be fixed—both the importing and exporting
modules may have been used successfully in other contexts.
Our notion of a type of a join point stems from which details the it is willing to expose to advice:
types and access to arguments and results, and thrown exception. Optionally, a join-point type can expose
less information, increasing its applicability at the expense of expressiveness. The type of a tuple of join
points is the tuple of the types of the join points it contains.
A set of tuples contains homogeneously typed tuples, and thus the type of the set is described by the
tuples it contains; thus, it is convenient to view the set of join-point tuples as a Join-Point Table (jpt).
We view each tuple in the set as corresponding to one row in the table, where each position in tuple
corresponds to a column in the table. We statically know the number and type of columns, while the
number of rows and the contents of the cells (the join-point values) are unknown until compositions are
elaborated.
We will sketch an algebra to (a) construct join points from methods, (b) combine join points into
tuples (actually singleton tables), (c) manipulate the types of table columns (reorder or drop columns,
or abstract over column type), (d) concatenate identically typed tables, (e) and use the tables to drive
attachment. We will not formally present the syntax of these operations, because we do not yet have a
semantics to interpret the syntax with. Instead, this section illustrates what sorts of problems we aim to
tackle with the new approach.
As an example, the small collaboration in Figure  uses a match template (see Section .., page
) to generate a sequence of tuples:

(Part 7→ Vars, name 7→ foo, FType 7→ String)
(Part 7→ Vars, name 7→ baz, FType 7→ Baz)
(Part 7→ Baz,

name 7→ var,

FType 7→ Vars)

and then interprets these to attach a collaboration counter (not shown), with two aspectual methods: inc
and reset. These aspectual methods are attached pairwise to each get-set pair in the collaboration.
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collaboration usecounters;
participant Vars {
String foo;
Baz bar;
String get foo() { return foo; }
void set foo(String str) { foo=str; }
Baz get baz() { return baz; }
void set baz(Baz b) { bar = b; }
}
participant Baz {
Vars var;
Vars get var() { return var; }
void set var(Vars v, String msg) { var = v; ···msg···;}
}















match {
role <Part> {
<FType> get <name>();
void set <name>(...,<FType>,...);
}
} attach counter {
<Part> += Counted {
export count as count <name>;
around get <name> do inc;
around set <name> do reset;
}
}

Figure 53: An example use of a match template.

The six join points which correspond to the attachment of aspectual methods are:




exec usecounters.Vars.get foo : Vars::void →String
exec usecounters.Vars.get baz : Vars::void →Baz
exec usecounters.Baz.get var : Baz::void →Vars





exec usecounters.Vars.set foo : Vars::String →void
exec usecounters.Vars.set baz : Vars::Baz →void
exec usecounters.Baz.set var : Baz::Vars×String →void

The layout of the join points suggests that we intend to create a table with two columns, where each
row is a matched get-set pair. Unfortunately, each row generates a tuple with a different type. However,
if we were to drop the second argument to set var, the types would have the same structure, and if we
abstracted over the non-void type, we can create three singleton tables with the same types:





[ exec usecounters.Vars.get foo , exec usecounters.Vars.set foo ] : ∃ A,B. [(B::void →A) × (B::A →void)]
[ exec usecounters.Vars.get baz , exec usecounters.Vars.set baz ] : ∃ A,B. [(B::void →A) × (B::A →void)]
[ exec usecounters.Baz.get var , (exec usecounters.Baz.set var jpmatch(W::X×Y →Z)⇒ W::X →Z) ]
: ∃ A,B. [(B::void →A) × (B::A →void)]

Thus, we can now concatenate the three one-line tables and export them (or advise them directly) as a
single table with declared column types, but with unknown length.






getNsetters = [ exec usecounters.Vars.get foo , exec usecounters.Vars.set foo ]
+ [ exec usecounters.Vars.get baz , exec usecounters.Vars.set baz ]
+ [ exec usecounters.Baz.get var , (exec usecounters.Baz.set var jpmatch(W::X × Y →Z)⇒ W::X →Z) ]

: ∃ A,B. [(B::void →A) × (B::A →void)];

export getNsetters;

The table getNsetters can then be concatenated with other tables with the same type.
In the following, we are assuming that collab1.setNgetNcompare’s set joinpoint returns some boolean
type (abstracted by C) instead of void. Thus to achieve equivalent types (upto alpha-conversion), we need
to drop one column from one table, and abstract over the return type.
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// imported collab1.setNgetNcompare : ∃ A,B,C. [(B::A →void) × (B::void →A) × (B::A×A →C)]

gs1 = collab1.setNgetNcompare rowmatch(Set,Get,Compare)⇒ [ Get , Set ]
: ∃ A,B,C. [(B::void →A) × (B::A →C)];

// imported collab2.getNsetters, as per above: ∃ A,B. [(B::void →A) × (B::A →void)]
gs2 = collab2.getNsetters

: ∃ A,B,C. [(B::void →A) × (B::A →C)];



gs1and2 = gs1+gs2;



export gs1and2;

To use the jpt, we need to write a table comprehension over its rows, and perform the proper action
for each row. The final syntax has not been worked out, but it might look something like:





attach <gs1and2‘s defining collaboration> {
for (A,B,C . Get, Set) in gs1and2 {
attach counter {

<B> += Counted {

around <Get> do inc;



around <Set> do reset;




}}}}

.. Collaboration Signatures

A spectual Collaborations have well-defined signatures, specified by positive export declarations (in contrast to negative declarations like Java’s private keyword). Which methods and classes are visible in a
collaboration can thus be determined via purely local reasoning.
However, the current system is somewhat unsatisfactory in that the signature of these exported methods
is not so readily apparent. Infact, we must trace back to their original declarations to find their signatures,
whose types must then be traced to the types in the current collaboration.  It is common for modulesystems to separately declare signatures, and then use this signature to directly document the module’s
visibility, rather than deriving it from export declarations.
A similar approach would have two main benefits for aspectual collaborations: the names and signatures
of exported entities of a collaboration would be directly declared, rather than derived, and if declared
separately, signatures can be reused.
If signatures are declared separately, this leads to a natural relationship between the uses of the signature. A natural use of this relationship would be to allow declarations of parameterized collaborations
 Alternatively, tools such as javap will report the names and signatures of all members of arbitrary .class files—for instance those
resulting from compilation of a collaboration. However, since we have previously frowned upon relying on tools to address shortcomings
in the language, it would be hypocritical to use this as a workaround.

.. F UTURE WORK

to be type-checked separately from their uses. A parameterized collaboration declares how some implementation of a signature is composed, but does not specify which implementation in particular. The
parameterized collaboration can then safely be instantiated with any collaboration implementing the required signature.

.. Enabling Code Optimization

A

fundamental difference between a package and a collaboration is that the collaboration is closed

to subsequent addition while packages are open; whole collaborations are the units of compilation. 
Furthermore, collaborations typically expose only a small part of themselves to the outside world. This
enables a whole set of program transformations not available to Java, or enabled only under unlikely
circumstances. Dead code elimination is one such, as is aggressive inlining. Additionally, it may be the
case that collaborations are a natural unit of analysis for things such as variable escape or aliasing.
As an example of how encapsulation enables optimization, consider inlining: Aspect-Orientation
allows a method’s invocation to be captured and observed externally to caller or callee; if the method is
inlined, the inlined invocation would no longer be an observable join point. Thus, without encapsulation,
no method can be inlined, as we cannot be sure that the method will not be advised. Encapsulation, does
allow the compiler to guarantee that an unexported method cannot be captured in a join point, and
hence be safely inlined. Dynamic dispatch exposes similar problems for possibly overridden methods
even without aspect orientation. To combat this, Java introduced the concept of marking classes and
methods as final, indicating that they may not be overridden.
Whether inlining best done at the bytecode level is another question entirely. Profile-driven techniques at jit time have greater insight into both when inlining is possible and when it is useful.

.. Introducing Variance Points, Program Slices, and Post-Hoc Remodularization

With a small addition to the linking language, we can achieve expressiveness similar to HyperSlices: to
extract a subset of the members of a collaboration to create a smaller collaboration (see Section .., page
). The addition which is necessary in order to achieve this is to be able to remove the body of selected

 It is tempting to add a hierarchy to the signature types. However, as illustrated in Section ... (page ), as modules can have
negative constraints (there may not exist a method named foo) on imports, substitutability does not follow from extension.
 Unfortunately, this restriction is hard to enforce; collaborations derive great utility from being simultaneously packages, and Java will
happily add classes to a package at any time. It is thus difficult to ensure that no classes are added to a collaboration after it has been
compiled.
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methods: to “unprovide” methods, turning normal methods into expected methods. This introduces
variance points which greatly increase the slice’s flexibility. 
This smaller slice can be seen as a remodularization of the larger monolithic module; using the ability
to unprovide methods, we are able to start with a monolithic application, and from it cleave smaller
reusable modules (slices). Unfortunately we are not, in the general case, able to reconstitute the original
application from the modules, as each slice will contain the declared visible members and classes, in
addition to the reachable, but encapsulated, members and classes which were not exported. It is very
likely that two slices will thus each have a copy of some unexported behavior and state. In order to
recreate the original application from the slice, we need to recompose these two unexported entities, but
cannot, as they are hidden behind the encapsulation boundary. This is one instance in which Hyper/J’s
lack of encapsulation and merge-by-name semantics is a benefit.
As pointed out above, collaborations are quite amenable to using a simple analysis to determine
unreachable methods and unused types. While this would certainly result in smaller classes, it would have
absolutely no observable effect of the behavior of the collaboration, since these methods are unused and
hidden behind the encapsulation barrier.

.. Deriving Type Maps and and Attachments

There exist several redundancies in the declaration of collaboration attachments: if we want to provide a
concrete method to an expected one from another collaboration, the return types of each method must
be mapped to the same output type (and similarly for arguments). Similarly, if two classes are mapped
to the same output type, it is required that their superclasses be mapped to superclasses of that output
type. Lastly, but not as clearly, if two participants are mapped to the same type, and one has an expected
method with some signature, and the other has a concrete method with the same signature, it is likely
that the two methods will be linked.
It would be useful to avoid some of the redundancy by having the compiler derive the omitted
information when it is unambiguous from the context. This could be part of a graphical composition
tool: the programmer specifies a one concrete and one expected method to link, and the ide replies with
a list of implications, which can then be accepted or tweaked. By offering an interactive composition
process, the ide allows the programmer to easily predict the derived mappings and attachments. It is less
clear whether this approach would be useful without such immediate feedback.

 Hyper/J

natively offers the ability to insert variance points into slices, with a number of composition operators.

.. F UTURE WORK

.. Object-Graph Invariants

Object-oriented programs often make assumptions about the structure of their constructed object-graph
beyond those guaranteed by the type-checker. Examples of such assumptions are: if it is expensive to
navigate from one object to another, the destination object may be cached locally; an array may be
only partially full, with an external counter keeping track of the highest used index; and bidirectional
associations modeled as two uni-directional ones. In general, an application encodes any number of
object-graph invariants in the details of its implementation; these invariants hold by definition because
they are encoded in how the application’s methods builds the object graph, and the application’s methods
are the only way the object graph is modified.
The assumption that the application’s methods will be the only ones to modify the object graph does
not hold in our system; when two collaborations are composed, they will collaboratively build their
shared object graph. Since the two collaborations share the same object graph, it is likely that the actions
of one collaboration will undo the invariants kept by the other.
To discover this, it would be useful for collaborations to explicitly declare the object-graph invariants
that they maintain in their methods. Such invariants could be expressed as pre- and post-condition
contracts on the individual methods of the collaboration. The task when composing two collaborations is
then to verify that their invariants requirements and guarantees are compatible, and to derive the invariants
(both required and guaranteed) of the resulting collaboration. 

.. Exporting Lessons Learned to AspectJ

Our research has shown that module systems—specifically strong encapsulation boundaries—and aspectoriented programming can work well together. Due to the research nature of our language, however, we
offer only the most fundamental aop features; aspectual collaborations are hardly a mature project.
In contrast, AspectJ is a mature project—easily the most mature aop system available today. It would be
very rewarding to see the issues we have highlighted—a focus on encapsulation, hierarchical composition,
and the importance of complete attachments—to be ported to a module system tailored towards AspectJ.
A module system which allowed classes and aspects—including point-cuts and advice—to be imported
and exported, and those same classes and aspects to be written in AspectJ, would provide a very strong
foundation for building large systems. The main modification to AspectJ’s evaluation model would be
that pointcuts need to be evaluated before export or otherwise “sealed” against inadvertently capturing
 As a first step, it would likely be easier to have the programmer declare the invariants of the composed collaboration and merely verify
that the constituent collaborations are compatible with them.
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(or omitting to capture) join points which match the pointcut descriptor, but were not visible in the
declaring context.
Our suggested approach is contrary to Larochelle et al. [LSW + ], who also highlight the desirability
of encapsulating join points, but approach the situation by extending the point-cut language to restrict
visibility of join points (effectively adding a negative constraint to all point-cuts in the system), rather than
our approach of embedding join points into the module language. Larochelle et al.’s approach allows join
points to be removed from the global join-point space, but does not allow this fact to be easily discovered
(because visibility is added as another aspect, it too requires global search to be discovered); nor does it
allow aspects to hierarchically related, with some aspects allowed visibility to a sensitive join point, while
others cannot see it. We feel that the more comprehensive approach of modules are worth the cost of
wrapping base code in module declarations, as it affords the programmer great gains.
Eric Eide has suggested [Eid] that Jiazzi and AspectJ could be fruitfully combined. While we have not
evaluated to what extent our soundness results could be applied to such as combination, given that we
also consider (next) using Jiazzi as a back end, this seems like a natural combination.

.. Jiazzi as Alternative Back End

Generating and manipulating bytecode is delegated by acc to the bcel [Dah] package. However, this is
not really our core competence. It may be that by using Jiazzi as a back-end, energy could be focused on
more critical tasks.
The biggest difference between how the current acc compiler (Section ., page ) and Jiazzi
operates is that acc directly composes classes, while Jiazzi creates deep inheritance hierarchies which are
composed via subclassing and dynamic dispatch. We thus need to redesign how we intercept method
executions. Instead of the existing modifications of methods, we can instead create a subclass which
overrides the method. However, we must be somewhat careful in order to capture a join point which is
able to invoke the overridden method. The trick is to create the join-point object inside the syntactic
extent of the overriding method; this is the only place from where we can invoke overridden methods in
Java.
Figure  sketches the how such a system would look. Java restricts super calls to be syntactically
within the overriding method: this is due to interactions with dynamic dispatch. In most contexts we
want to invoke the most specific version of a method; only in the overriding method do we want to
invoke the overridden method. We can close over the context of the super call by creating an instance of
an anonymous subclass within the overriding method. Once instantiated, the object can escape the static
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class BaseClass {
int basemeth() {
System.out.println(”in basemeth”);
return 5;
}
}
abstract class JP { abstract RV invoke(); }
abstract class RV { }
// some existing aspect class:
class AspectClass {
static RV aroundmethod(JP jnpt) {
System.out.println(”aspect begin”);
// ...
RV r = jnpt.invoke();
System.out.println(”aspect end”);
return r;
}
}










// class AspIntercept would be generated by the system
public class AspIntercept extends BaseClass {
// just for testing : fake late binding of class names
static BaseClass makebase() {return new AspIntercept(); }
public static void main(String[] args) {
System.err.println(” value was ”+makebase().basemeth());
}
// end testing



class RV bm extends RV { int retval; }


















}

int basemeth() { // method interception
System.out.println(”intercept begin”);
JP jp = new JP() { // make it into an object:
RV invoke() { // must be done inside basemeth
RV bm rv = new RV bm();
rv.retval = AspIntercept.super.basemeth();
return rv;
}
};
RV rv= AspectClass.aroundmethod(jp);
System.out.println(”intercept end”);
return ((RV bm)rv).retval;
}

Figure 54: Sketch of how to reify method-execution join points using overriding and inner classes.

and dynamic extent of the overriding method and still invoke the overriding method—thereby allowing
the overridden method to be invoked at will.
Since we use plain Java rather than Jiazzi for this example, we are unable to provide type separation;
all aspects will share the same return and join-point types. This is a bad idea, as then a downcast of
the return value object is required in order to extract the result of the intercepted method. We believe
that these issues will be solved by using Jiazzi rather than Java, but this has not yet been even informally
verified.
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. Summary and Conclusion

We have introduced and analyzed a system which combines aspect-orientation with a strong module
system. The contribution of our work is to show that combining aspects and modules is feasible, and that
the combination allows improves the ability to reason modularly about aspect-oriented programs.
Feasible: We have implemented our system as a prototype compiler as additional pre- and postprocessing passes around an off-the-shelf Java compiler.Additionally, we have formally analyzed a minimal model of the system, based around a Featherweight Java core. We state and prove three properties
for atomic collaborations, and also that the properties are preserved by compilation of well-typed composite collaborations.
Soundness: a well typed atomic collaboration will not get stuck during evaluation, except in two
specific ways: a failed downcast or an attempt to invoke an unprovided expected method.
Safety: a collaboration without any down or stupid casts is “safe.” Evaluation preserves safety.
Completeness: a collaboration without reference to any unprovided expected methods is “complete.”
Completeness is preserved during evaluation.
Modular Reasoning: By tempering the reflective power of aspects with the encapsulation of module
systems, we have demonstrated a system which allows aspectual interception of join points, while still
supporting modular reasoning. Modules and aspects can be hierarchically composed, thus enabling
hierarchal reasoning as well.
Aspectual Collaborations demonstrate that modular encapsulation and aspectual interception are not
mutually exclusive, and that a system containing both allows the programmer to choose how to trade off
safety for expressiveness.
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